TEXT FOR UAL ACCELERATOR
SIMULATION COURSE
N. Malitsky and R. Talman

UAL (Uni ed A elerator Libraries)[4℄ is an a elerator simulation environment whose purpose is to homogenize diverse simulation odes. This do ument is available
at http://www.ual.bnl.gov, where it an be expe ted to be
updated o asionally. Its initial purpose has been to serve as
instru tions for the 2005 USPAS (U.S. Parti le A elerator
S hool) ourse held in Itha a. As su h, some of the material,
su h as lenames, lename extensions, tutorials, and XML
tools, are spe ialized unne essarily to what happened to be
in use for this ourse. The do ument is intended to serve
also as a UAL Physi s User's Guide for the UAL environment. Some of the other do uments and user guides referred
to are available at the same web site. The MAD8 manual is
espe ially important sin e, to the extent possible, geometry,
terminology and de nitions of UAL are adopted from that
sour e. Some orre tion algorithms, su h as orbit smoothing
and lo al de oupling are do umented in the TEAPOT manual.
This text omplements the UAL User Guide,[5℄ whi h,
though now largely outdated, des ribes mu h of the motivation, organization and evolution of UAL. The main ways in
whi h the User Guide is outdated are that the user interfa e
has been migrated from PERL to C++ and a graphi al user
interfa e is now supported. Updating of the User Guide, now
in progress, will onsist primarily of the onversion of lineby-line PERL s ript explanations to line-by-line explanations
of essentially equivalent C++ ode. The physi s underlying
the ode will be largely un hanged.
Abstra t.
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CHAPTER 1
Introdu tion
1.1. Code Installation From the CDROM's

This text is meant to resemble a physi s text more nearly than it resembles
a ookbook. But this se tion is an ex eption; it gives rudimentary instru tions
on initializing the UAL omputer environment. The instru tions are written as
if for a student in the USPAS s hool held at Cornell University, in Itha a, New
York, in 2005, but they should be appli able to anyone else looking for an intensive
introdu tion to UAL.
This do umentation assumes that the username is ualusr, with home dire tory
/home/ualusr. In these instru tions this dire tory is referred to as . LINUX is
the only operating system used in the ourse. (For the USPAS s hool, RedHat
Enterprise linux is used.) Everything needed over and above ode in luded in the
( omplete) RedHat release is ontained on two CDROM's, whi h are labeled USPAS
and TOY-LATTICES. The ode they ontain installs into subdire tories /USPAS
and /TOY-LATTICES. Installation instru tions are given on the CDROM labels.
They an be installed in either order. The USPAS ode uses the TOY-LATTICES
ode only as a sour e of example latti e les. Though the ADXF latti e format was
introdu ed initially in UAL, in prin iple it exists in a more-general-than-UAL world.
The TOY-LATTICES odes pro ess latti e les in that world. But these instru tions
assume that both CDROM's are being installed at the same time.
The instru tions in lude opying a le alled shr -tentative to /. shr .
But this must be done autiously. The purpose for this le is to establish required
environment variables and sear h paths. To avoid unexpe ted on i ts it is re ommended that the ualusr a ount be dedi ated entirely to UAL work. The user
wishing to personalize the . shr le is responsible for prote ting and merging its
ontents appropriately before blindly following the CDROM label's instru tion to
over-write this le.
A partial dire tory stru ture (with dire tory labels giving hints on erning
ontent) follows:


USPAS
{ shr -tentative, to be opied to /. shr
{ rootr , to be opied to /.rootr
{ ual1, the main UAL ode.
 gui
 odes
 env
 ext
 tools
 examples
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{

{
{



 do /adxf, lo ation of lo al opu of adxf.xsd s hema
examples, simulations, loosely oupled with hapters
 transverse, for transverse simulations
 longitudinal
 nonlinear
 de oheren e
setup-linux, initialization le
tools,
 Instru tions.ps, extra ted from http://www.ual.bnl.gov
 qt, Troll Te h's Qt graphi al user interfa e
 root, CERN, obje t-oriented, data-pro essing environment.
 SoQt, library integrating Coin and Qt
 simage, support for loading and saving images, oin3D devel-

opment

Coin, 3D graphi s rendering library
TOY-LATTICES
{ oxygen5, inexpensive ommer ial, XML-aware editor, li



ensed for USPAS s hool
{ gra e, for xmgra e graphi al post-pro essing
{ xslt
 MAD8, for latti e fun tion omparisons
 OUTPUT, latti e fun tion graphs from MAD8 runs
 SCRIPTS, XSLT s ripts for translating among various le formats.
 ADXF
 INPUT-adxf, primary lo ation of latti e les
 OUTPUT-adxf-num, purely numeri al, .adxf les
 OUTPUT-spe ialized, spe ially tailored les, see README
 OUTPUT-xsl, les prepared for transformation by XSLT
 OUTPUT-sxf, purely numeri al, .sxf les








OUTPUT-mad
OUTPUT-tpot
INPUT-sif, ar hive of original MAD latti e les
INPUT-xsl-ar hive, ar hive of original .xsl les
ADXF2.10, s hema, and do umentation thereof
tools
 java
 Xer es
 xml-xalan

Apart from ontaining the toy latti e les to be used in the s hool, the ode in
lating latti e les among various le formats, and for validating the results, as
regards both XML and physi s. Mu h of this ode is transitory, intended espeially for the USPAS ourse, or provided for ba kward ompatibility|for example
by providing .sxf les that an be used in some old simulations, or .mad or .tpot
les.
The primary repository for les to be used as input to UAL simulations is

/TOY-LATTICES onsists mainly of non-UAL-spe i utility odes useful in trans-

/TOY-LATTICES/xslt/ADXF/INPUT-adxf
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whi h ontains .adxf les for all toy-latti es, with variables and expressions unevaluated. However, some les, su h as ags, support parameter evaluation only
via the ags.xsl route. All toy latti e les are therefore available with all variables
evaluated to numbers in
/TOY-LATTICES/xslt/ADXF/OUTPUT-adxf-num
UAL simulations an be started from .adxf les in either of these dire tories, with
or without modi ation. Though these les have .adxf extensions, they are to
be pro essed exa tly as if their extensions were .xml. They are required to be
XML-valid against the s hema,
http://www.ual.bnl.gov/adxf/adxf.xsd
A lo al opy of the s hema, needed for when the web is ina essible, is
/USPAS/ual1/do /adxf/adxf.xsd
The .adxf les an be modi ed using any editor, but the XML-aware editor
provides many valuable utilities. Espe ially useful are ontext-aware pull-down
menus, that present all s hema-legal options. Files an be tested for XML-wellformedness and validity. Files an also be pretty-printed and stepped through
for line-by-line feedba k, for debugging or for browsing purposes. Obviously it is
sensible to save opies of the originals. They an also be regenerated using the
s ripts des ribed next. This route must be taken if omparison output from MAD8
for a modi ed latti e is desired.
For ba kward ompatability all toy latti e les are also available in .sxf form
in the dire tory
/TOY-LATTICES/xslt/ADXF/OUTPUT-sxf
These les an be used as input to various (old and now unsupported) PERLontrolled bat h-mode s ripts. Sin e this interfa e is in the pro ess of being repla ed
there is little support available in ase of malfun tioning of these s ripts.
The s ripts in the SCRIPTS dire tory perform various latti e des ription transformations, su h as populating all the latti e le dire tories mentioned so far. Some
of the s ripts ombine several separate manipulations. If only one of these manipulations is required the appropriate line (a shell s ript statement) should be extra ted
and run by itself. In all ases the transformations an be stepped through using
the oxygen XML-aware editor. A few of the s ripts (whi h all some of the others)
are:
 pro ess-qfile: taking a single argument, su h as ra etra k, this s ript
pro esses the toy latti e ra etra k.adxf, and produ es equivalent les in
diverse formats, su h as ra etra k.mad, and ra etra k.sxf (now depre ated). These are in forms that an be (and are) immediately pro essed.
Also produ ed (for onvenien e in performing XSLT transformations) are
ra etra k.xsl and (in a di erent dire tory) ra etra k.adxf whi h is a
purely numeri al version with all variables and expressions evaluated to
pure numbers.
 pro ess-all-files: runs pro ess-qfile for all available .adxf les.
 he k-results: for a parti ular latti e, su h as ra etra k, he ks for
the presen e of les generated by pro ess-qfile and validates the .adxf
le against its XML-S hema.
All these tools are available for any latti e le written in .adxf form. The
OXYGEN, XML-aware editor makes the generation of su h a le straightforward, by
presenting, at every step, only legal options for the developer to hoose among. The
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only major task in importing a new a elerator into this environment is the initial
generation of its .adxf form. The XML-aware editor is helpful, but the task is
about as tedious as generating a latti e des ription le for any a elerator analysis
software.
1.2. Organization of the Text and Course

This text has been written primarily to provide referen e material in support of
a ourse on omputer simulation of a elerators. Sin e the hoi e of subje t matter
is rather onventional for the eld, the material would be more or less appropriate
for any a elerator modeling software. Many of the problems are this general, but
we think of this text as being a kind of UAL Physi s User's Guide. Almost all of
the simulations assume the UAL environment is being used. Furthermore, many of
the gures a ompanying the theoreti al material in the text is produ ed by the
UAL GUI.
The UAL environment is intended to be useful for both o -line models and for
the models used in online ontrol system appli ations. Only the o -line appli ations
are do umented in this text.
Nearly everthing of importan e in a elerator physi s an be subje ted to study
by simulation. From the time that a tentative latti e for a new a elerator has
been written down, then re ned and the a elerator built and ommissioned, until
the a elerator is eventually de- ommissioned, simulation an ontribute to the
understanding and improvement of the a elerator's performan e. A long, yet still
in omplete, list of important ingredients of a simulation follows:
 initial latti e des ription
 Monte Carlo parti le bun h and eld error assignment
 al ulation of latti e fun tions, both ideal and real
 orre tion apabilities, orbit smoothing, de oupling, et .
 simultaneous presen e of multiple e e ts
 determination of bun h evolution, emittan e dilution, parti le loss, halo
generation, inje tion and extra tion eÆ ien y.
 ollimation design
 spa e harge, beam-wall, and beam-beam e e ts
 design and performan e modeling of feedba k and ontrol
Some of the essential requirement of the physi s underlying a simulation are:
 orre t basi physi s (e.g. symple ti ity and Maxwell equations)
 sensible in lusion of (only) essential physi s of suÆ ient generality
 freedom from bugs, blunders, and on eptual errors
Though almost too obvious to write down, the third of these requirements is hard
to a hieve, and a hieving it depends strongly on the rst two, between whi h there
is a kind of omplementarity. The striving for unreasonably faithful des ription
tends to in rease omplexity whi h makes the ode more error-prone. This justi es
the expenditure of mu h e ort in hoosing what idealizations are to be adopted.
To be most e e tive (like all theory) simulation is best used in onjun tion
with experimental observations on a real a elerator. If the model underlying a
simulation is too idealized, that fa t should be ome rapidly apparent during a tual
ma hine studies.
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For avoiding bugs the quality of the ode ar hite ture and the areful appli ation of tests are probably the most important determinants of the ode reliability.
In many quarters it is thought that obje t-oriented ode, with its highly dis iplined
interfa es, is favorable in this respe t. UAL is based (almost) entirely on C++
whi h is obje t-oriented. Amongst other features, this fa ilitates extensibility and
maintainabily. These issues are dis ussed in detail in other UAL do uments. For
example, further dis ussion of the merits of C++, and why it is being super eded
in UAL is dis ussed in the User Guide.
Another likely sour e of error is the in orre t interpretation of orre t ode.
This may be aused by in orre t interpretation of physi s or by omputational
issues. In this text mu h emphasis will be pla ed on the physi s, but, in spite
of its importan e, the ontribution of software ar hite ture to ode reliability is
little dis ussed. On the other hand the ben hmarking of simulation results against
independently derived and trusted results might almost be alled the theme of the
present text.
It is not enough for a simulation just to have orre t physi s and sensible
models. It is also ne essary for it to be suÆ iently user friendly that it a tually
gets used. The user interfa e has to display its results in an a essible fashion, to
provide the rapid feedba k needed to support rapid hanging of onditions. An all
too ommon experien e with many (all?) existing a elerators is that there is one
or more detailed but hard to use oine models and a rude, but easy to use, online
model. From experien e one knows whi h of these two models will a tually be used
in the ontrol room. This s enario be mainly due to the diÆ ulty of providing good
user interfa es. Of ourse there are also other reequirements for a simulation, su h
as performing peripheral al ulations and providing post-pro essing tools.
So what is the relation of this text to simulations? It might seem appropriate to
provide derivations for all formulas used in the ode. Though onsiderable te hni al
material of this sort is in luded, only a relatively small fra tion of the formulas in
the UAL ode are derived here. Far more important is the task, mentioned already,
of result orroboration. It is important for material supporting su h tests to be
available. Mu h of this text is therefore devoted to developing idealized models
and to deriving analyti formulas des ribing them.
An all too prevalent pra ti e in a elerator investigations is to a ept un riti ally the results of this or that omputer program. Based on the likely valid
assumption that the program's author knows more than the user, the results of the
program are a epted as being reliable. Apart from the possibility of bugs, this
approa h is likely to mask the presen e of built-in assumptions that are valid in
some ir umstan es but not in others. It is very rare for a user to have line-by-line
familiarity with the ode he or she is relying on, but to redu e the likelihood of
error it is essential to have a fundamental understanding of what has gone into the
ode.
Summarizing what has been said, to the extent that this text is an \A elerator
Physi s Users Guide", it is intended to provide:
 an overview of the subje t of a elerator physi s, in support of the en-

lightened usage of simulation ode, espe ially UAL

 exploration of simplifying idealizations
 emphasis on keying simulation to a tual ma hine studies
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 detailed te hni al information emphasizing methods appropriate for sim-

ulation
results and therefore provide on den e in results obtained in situations
too ompli ated for analyti treatment
 pedagogi al material for a ourse on the subje t
 pra ti e assignments to help a user gain experien e with the methods and
the ode

 test ases that an be used to test simulation results against theoreti al

1.3. Assignments: Tutorials, Problems, Simulations

There are assignments sprinkled more or less uniformly through the text. For
easy visability all these assignments are printed in itali type and separated from
the main text by horizontal lines. The assignments are of three di erent types,
referred to as tutorials, problems, and simulations.
Tutorials. Tutorials are intended more to guide the student through pra ti alities
of the UAL ode than to explore a elerator physi s. They are not intended to
be diÆ ult. If a tutorial assignment is diÆ ult it may be be ause obje t-oriented
software ar hite ture is unfamiliar or be ause of the obs urity or absen e of do umentation. In any ase the diÆ ulty probably re e ts more on the software than
on the student. Tutorials o ur mainly in the early hapters. They an only be
performed while sitting in front of a omputer s reen.
Problems. As mentioned in the previous se tion, the attempt is made in this
text for ea h topi to be addressed by two parallel methods|one analyti , one by
simulation. The problems relate to the analyti members of these pairs. Mu h
like the problems in any book dis ussing theoreti al methods these problems are
intended to exer ise the student's understanding of the material. In many ases
the problems extend the treatment in the text. Whether a problem is hard or
easy depends (obviously) on the student's level of familiarity with the parti ular
topi . When the purpose of a problem is to derive a result for omparison with
simulation the answer is usually given in the statement of the problem. This may
allow the result to be used even without the problem having been worked. In other
words, it is not ne essary to slavishly work through all the problems|they are,
after all, intended primarily as being omplementary to the simulations. That said,
it bears repeating, that one of the most important initial uses of any simulation
is to orroborate its results against known results, usually obtained analyti ally.
Mainly the problems are to be worked out with pen il and paper.
Simulations. The ultimate purpose for UAL is to simulate the behavior of real
a elerators and storage rings. As in all s ien e, in ontrolling and observing an
a elerator, there is tension between what is expe ted and what is observed. By
in reasingly realisti simulation of what is expe ted, and re on iliation with what is
observed, the performan e of an a elerator an be improved. The UAL simulations
attempt to model a elerator performan e in onditions that are as nearly realisti
as possible, onsistent with avoiding undue omplexity. The various simulations
apply to an a elerator latti e supplied by the user. When the latti e is one of the
so- alled \toy" latti es the results are intended to be relatively easy to interpret
and to ompare with theory. When the latti e le des ribes a real a elerator the
results will be more realisti but less easily he kable.
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Do umentation of the dynami simulations is s attered through this text (and
in other online material). Here it will only be stated that they are laun hed by
instru tions like
$ d ~/USPAS/examples/longitudinal/linux
$ ./run

A tually this does not start a run; rather it e hoes a usage message su h as,
$ usage: run ringName latti eFile apdfFile

Many latti e les des ribe only one beamline, but the \ringName" argument is
present in ase the le \latti eFile" des ribes more than one beamline. The nal ar-1
gument refers to a \propagator des ription le" alled, for example, tibetan.apdf.
Reminded by this hint, one types
$ d ~/USPAS/examples/longitudinal/linux
$ ./run ring ~/TOY-LATTICES/xslt/ADXF/INPUT-adxf/eq_tune_fodo.adxf ../data/tibetan.apdf

(This assumes the dire tory stru ture is su h that the les are where they are
stated to be. The dire tories shown are the preferred dire tories for the USPAS
s hool. The les an be referen ed by absolute or relative addresses.) This ommand brings up a GUI that permits beam onditions and other parameters to be
hanged from default values. Other features of the simulation an be tailored in
the GUI and ouput in the form of plots or les an be requested. First the GUIavailable parameters are tailored as desired. Then li king on setup followed by
li king on run starts the run. Beam plots are updated at regular (adjustable)
intervals. If desired, the run an be paused. While viewing a plot, hard opy an
be produ ed and, optionally, its data saved for post-pro essing. Parameters not
a essible via the GUI are also hangeable, but only by re- oding the main ontrol
le /USPAS/examples/longitudinal/sr /run. . After editing, this le has to
be re ompiled using
$ d ~/USPAS/examples/longitudinal/sr
$ make

before restarting the simulator as above. Similarly, to start the transverse simulator,

$ d ~/USPAS/examples/transverse/linux
$ ./run ringName latti eFile apdfFile
Other UAL simulations, going by the names nonlinear and de oheren e have

similar organization and usage. A systemati listing of simulator properties is
ontained in Table 1.1.
By their very nature all simulations are somewhat open-ended and the instru tions may not be very spe i . Generally the simulation will involve hanging one
or more latti e or beam parameters. In some ases the GUI a epts data entry to
hange parameter values. For more extensive hanges it is ne essary to edit the
input le as des ribed above. The student is invited, no required, to go beyond
the expli it instru tions, espe ially by formulating questions that the software appli ation should be expe ted to be able to address. Espe ially en ouraged, though
very ambitious for a short ourse, would be to generate an input le orresponding
to some existing or planned a elerator, and to simulate its behavior. (Manual
translation of an existing MAD latti e des ription to ADXF is straightforward but

1In the ase of the longitudinal simulation, the RF avity is under the ontrol of the GUI,
so treatment of the RF avity is not des ribed in the .apdf le.
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Some Properties of the Simulations.
hapter variables algorithms
fun tions.
number emphasized
displayed
2,3
x; y
matrix, ki k
,D
phase spa e
4
FFT
Q
SVD
spatial, temporal
eigenve tores
6
s
separatrix
phase spa e
7
x; y; s
matrix, ki k < x >; < y >; < s >
map
8
x; y; s
matrix, ki k
Q map
map
dynami aperture

Table 1.1.

simulation
name

transverse

longitudinal
de oheren e
nonlinear

tedious.) In short, the simulations are the main ontent of the UAL/USPAS ourse.
Obviously they require a omputer, but in most ases they also require a lively understanding of the material, su h as may be obtained by reading the text and doing
the problems.
1.4. The UAL Element-Algorithm-Probe Simulation Framework

UAL (whi h stands for \Uni ed A elerator Libraries") is an a elerator simulation environment. It di ers from some other environments by its rigorous separation of physi al elements (magnets, avities, et .) from the formulas or algorithms
des ribing beam evolution through the elements. The quantities being evolved
(parti le positions, bun hes, maps, Twiss fun tions, et .) are referred to as probes.
These are the ornerstones of the so- alled element-algorithm-probe framework of
UAL.
The parameters of the physi al elements making up an a elerator latti e are
ontained in a so- alled ADXF le (whi h stands for \A elerator Des ription eXhange Format".) This format is apable of des ribing latti es that range from the
simplest possible design latti e to the most ompli ated, fully-instantiated, operational latti e. It is important for all tools to fun tion onsistently and e e tively
over this full range of ompli ation.
For an a tual simulation, after the probe quantities to be evolved have been
spe i ed, it is ne essary to asso iate a spe i evolution algorithm with ea h latti e
element. These linkages are des ribed by an APDF le (whi h stands for \A elerator Propagator Des ription Format"). This le is usually quite brief, sin e there
are only a few algorithms and default algorithms are usually appropriate for most
elements.
The early tutorials on entrate on gaining familiarity with ADXF. Use of APDF
is onsiderably more te hni al and more spe ialized. The general idea an be inferred from the following sample, alled tra ker.apdf:
<apdf>
<propagator id="teapot" a elerator="blue">
< reate>
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<link algorithm="TEAPOT::DriftTra ker" types="Default"/>
<link algorithm="TEAPOT::DriftTra ker" types="Marker|Drift"/>
<link algorithm="TEAPOT::DipoleTra ker" types="Sbend" />
<link algorithm="TEAPOT::MltTra ker"
types="Quadrupole|Sextupole|Multipole|[VH℄ki ker|Ki ker"/>
<link algorithm="TIBETAN::RfCavityTra ker" types="RfCavity"/>
<link algorithm="AIM::Monitor" types="Monitor|[VH℄monitor"/>
</ reate>
</propagator>
</apdf>
With the linkages shown, magnets and drifts are handled by TEAPOT, r.f. avities
by TIBETAN, and monitors are treated as AIM:Monitor's at whi h parti le positions
are re orded ea h turn (for later post-pro essing). (AIM stands for \a elerator

instrumentation module".) Users familiar with other a elerator simulation odes
may onsider it a nuisan e that beam positions are available only at monitors. But
UAL attempts to be realisti in the sense of making available, and making use of,
only data that would be realisti ally avaiable in a real a elerator.
The purpose of separating elements from algorithms in this way is to support
the \mixing and mat hing" of physi al methods (matrix, map, Runge-Kutta, et .)
with physi al elements (bends, quads, RF avities, et .) As well as fa ilitating
the ben h-marking and omparison of methods, this stru ture permits a simulation
to link the most appropriate evolution method with ea h element. More detailed
examples of .apdf les, along with more detailed explanations, are given in Chapter 7.
1.5. ADXF

Most users are presumably familiar with MAD latti e des riptions. This form
of des ription is often referred to as SIF whi h stands for \Standard Input Format". The ADXF format, while in orporating all SIF features, super edes SIF in
three main ways. The most essential of these ways is that ADXF extends SIF and
is, itself, extensible. These extensions in lude the ability to fully-instantiate the
latti e by giving every element its own identity and its own deviations, parameters,
et . The se ond essential innovation ADXF brings is that it is based on XML. To
make the format, as well as any extensions, self-des riptive, the XML-S hema disipline is employed. Furthermore, the importation, into the a elerator world, of
standard, up-to-date, omputer world formalism, makes available tools developed
in the vastly-better-developed external world.
Following an innovation in E. Forrest's PTC ode, a third, more spe ialized,
feature of ADXF is the distin tion between between \uninstalled" (\on the ben h"
in Forest's terminology) and \installed" elements. Naturally an a elerator ontains only installed elements, ea h potentially having its own positioning and eld
deviations. As well as being faithfull to reality, this abstra tion permits the simulataneous des ription of more than one ring, in luding the ability to des ribe elements
that are shared by two or more rings, or that are multiply-traversed (possibly with
hanged onditions) within a single ring. There are workarounds to provide this
feature within SIF. For example, to represent shared elements, a single element an
be treated arti ially as two distin t elements. But this ompli ates the in lusion
of eld or positioning deviations. This an be done onsistently, but is error-prone.
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Like .mad les, .adxf les support parameters and expressions and an be
pretty mu h internally self-explanatory. This is espe ially true for the toy latti es
to be used initially.
A onsiderably more te hni al overview of ADXF is available at the UAL website http:www.ual.bnl.gov under ADXF 2.0. De nitions, examples, s hema, and
relationships of ADXF to other formats are given there.
In order to serve for both design of idealized latti es and representation of
fully-instantiated operational latti es ADXF supports spe i ation of both design
parameter values and deviations. This issue is too te hni al for dis ussion at this
point, but it an be roughly understood by onsidering ordinary elements su h as
sbend, quadrupole, and marker. The ADXF fragment
<elements>
<marker name="mk1"/>
<sbend name="bend" l="lq" angle="deltheta"/>
<quadrupole name="quadhv" l="lq" k1="kq1"/>
...
</elements>

essentially just re-expresses MAD input element des riptions as XML. To des ribe
deviations (from a design element) ADXF uses syntax

<elements>
<sbend name="d0mp08" l="3.58896" angle="-0.0151186"/>
<element name="bi8-dh0" design="d0mp08"/>
<mfield b="0 0 0.005476 0.033503"
a="0.0 -0.010166 0.024366"/>
</element>
</elements>
The <mfield> tag also allows a method attribute with the default value being
method="set", in whi h ase the a and b entries are absolute values of the parameters. Other possibilities are method="add" and method="multiply". In the ase
of multiply an entry b="1 1.01" would result in b0 ! b0 and b1 ! 1:01 b1.

1.6. \Toy" Latti es

It is regrettably true that a elerator latti es are ompli ated. In fa t the need
for a sophisti ated simulation environment like UAL is at least partly due to this
omplexity. Even professionals, with de ades of experien e, an be onfused as to
whi h omponents are ausing whi h behavior. A student in a one week ourse an
s ar ely, therefore, be expe ted to generate the latti e des riptions that UAL needs
to work with. For this reason, to get started, the \toy latti es" shown in Table 1.2
and FIG 1.1 are to be used as starting points. These latti es are suÆ iently detailed
to exhibit most of the behaviors important in a elerators. Furthermore, though
referred to as \toys", the latti es are parameterized in su h a way that they an be
generalized to des ribe a elerators, storage rings and olliding beams of arbitrary
ir umferen e, energy, parti le type, tunes, and so on.
As they stand, not in luding ags.adxf, whi h des ribes the BNL alternating
gradient syn hrotron, the toy latti es are thin element latti es, meaning that the
quadrupole and sextupole lengths are negligible ompared to the ell length. (To
enable omparisons with programs, su h as MAD, that do not smoothly in orporate

1.6. \TOY" LATTICES
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2q

2q1
−2q

2q2

eq_tune_fodo

general_fodo

general_fodo_rf

ip

racetrack

isochronous

collider

ags

"Toy latti es" to be used as starting points for a elerator simulations. Note: \ags" is not a \toy".

Figure 1.1.

the zero length limit for thin elements, the element lengths in these les are hosen
to be not quite zero, but small enough to have negligible e e t on the opti s)
Sin e the element lengths are expressed as parameters, later on the elements an
be turned into thi k elements, and the ring retuned.
The early hapters of these notes largely ontain introdu tory exer ises intended
to provide a gentle introdu tion to the UAL a elerator simulation environment.
The rst two tutorials relate to two simple \toy" latti es alled eq tune fodo.adxf
and general fodo.adxf. These latti es are designed for getting started on the
a elerator modeling ourse.
These les ould have been generated from s rat h but some were in fa t,
derived from .xsl les whi h is a \pre-adxf" form. XSL is an XML pro essing tool.
XML stands for \eXtensible Markup Language", whi h is ideal for modern latti e
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\Toy latti es" to be used as starting points of simulations. \P/N/FI" stand for \parameterized/numeri al/fullyinstantiated".
INPUT
OUTPUT
lename
feature
.mad .xsl .adxf .mad .sxf
eq tune fodo
equal tunes
P
P
N
N N
general fodo
unequal tunes
P
P
N
N N
general fodo rf
a eleration
P
P
N
N N
ra etra k
long straights
P
P
N
N N
ollider
low beta IP
P
P
N
N N
iso hronous
mom. ind. period P
P
N
N N
ags
fully realisti
FI-P FI-P FI-N FI-N FI-N
Table 1.2.

des ription. The term \pre-adxf" implies that named parameters are allowed and
they an be expressed in terms of mathemati al expressions and fun tions. These
expressions are \parsed" into numeri al expressions using an XML tool known as
XSLT. (At this time the UAL parser is also able to parse algebrai expressions so the
need for the XSLT expression parser has already been largely eliminated. However
the XSLT transformation tools provide powerful help in translating from .adxf
format to the formats of other a elerator programs.)
Based on XML, the ADXF proto ol (or something like it) is beginning to, but
has not yet, super eeded SIF (whi h stands for \Standard Input Format"). Over
time SIF has evolved into the MAD (Methodi al A elerator Des ription) format.
For the UAL simulation ourse it is the .adxf les that are the starting points
for the various dynami simulations. The .sxf format (motivated a few years
ago by the US-LHC ollaboration) was an early pres ription for ex hanging fullyinstantiated latti e des riptions among diverse simulation environments. This format has been super eded by the .adxf format, whi h is extensible, with extensions
dis iplined by XML s hema. This makes the format \self-des ribing".
The eq tune fodo.adxf le is espe ially introdu tory in hara ter and is intended to be super eded by the slightly more general general fodo.adxf after
preliminary study. These latti es are parameterized in su h a way that they an
des ribe rings of arbitrary radius and arbitrary tunes. The parameters of the input
.xsl les are intended to be adjusted in performing the tutorials. Later, while
performing dynami al simulations using the graphi al user interfa e, the few most
important, but not all, parameters will be intera tively hangeable without re ompilation.
When these or other latti es are pro essed by UAL, various output displays and
les are generated. Example output orresponding to the iso hronous toy latti e
is shown in FIG 1.2. When the same latti e is pro essed using MAD the results are
shown in FIG 1.3 and FIG 1.4 are obtained.
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The toy latti e les are useful for gaining familiarity with the environment.
Introdu tory tasks mainly amount to he king and orrelating a few results in this
output by hand al ulation (using any omputational tool you wish, su h as hand
or online al ulator) using formulas given in these notes.
One thing that makes a elerator physi s hard is that the presen e of small
e e ts of one sort or another almost always auses minor disagreements among
quantities al ulated in di erent ways. Examples will be given shortly. Only with
experien e does one obtain good judgment about what to insist upon, and what to
let pass. One purpose of this ourse is to learn how to use the UAL environment
to provide some of this experien e. It is to be a \laboratory ourse" where laboratory is being used in the sense of omputational laboratory. After understanding
the meanings of quantities, they will be estimated and the estimations ompared
to a urately omputed values. Even when quantities annot be al ulated with
absolute a ura y, analyti formulas an often be used to al ulate the hanges of
these quantities when a latti e element strength is hanged by a small amount.
Commonly in an a elerator ontrol room the installed latti e only agrees \more
or less" with the design. (As a elerators have be ome larger and larger this beomes more and more invevitable. Not only are there more elements, for whi h
the parameters are only ontrolled approximately, but the same fra tional error
is more signi ant in a big ring than in a small ring.) After on rming that the
installed latti e resembles the design, it is ne essary to perform various ne tuning operations to orre t for minor unknown errors. Furthermore the algorithms,
based as they are on an idealized model, are typi ally not \orthogonal" (meaning
that errors of one sort, su h as oupling, degrade algorithms intended to orre t
other e e ts, su h as losed-orbit deviation.) This for es methods to be iterated,
either su essfully, in the ase of onvergen e, if the errors are small enough and
the methods powerful enough, or unsu essfully.
One appli ation of the UAL ode is to simulate these latti e tuning and orre tion pro edures and then to determine a urate latti e properties. Some of these
are just re al ulations of quantities previously al ulated. Most of the al ulations
are too ompli ated to be he ked by hand. The asso iated assignments in the tutorials are to spot- he k the results against the input le spe i ations, referring to
the UAL manual to \get the drift" of what an be al ulated, what an be modeled,
what an be adjusted, and how to do it.
Output les for both of the initial pra ti e latti es are available (along with
other data) from the CDROM. Students are to work through the instru tions assoiated with these latti es. There are various other, more realisti , more detailed,
but still \toy latti es", that are available for similar study; for example a olliding
beam latti e, and a proton a elerator (AGS) are available in .xsl form. Some
longitudinal studies are based on RHIC, the Brookhaven Relativisti Ion Collider.
That latti e is available in .sxf form.

Figure 1.3.
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Tutorial 1.1. Use UAL to obtain the dispersion urve for the iso hronous
latti e, and ompare the result with FIG 1.4.
Tutorial 1.2. Pra ti e, using the mouse and aret, to zoom one of the GUI
graphs. Note that there is no \box zoom". Rather, ea h axis is to be zoomed
individually. Also learn how to read a urate numeri aal values for one of the
plotted latti e fun tions.

After ompleting these initial assignments students are en ouraged to prepare
an input le des ription for a parti ular a elerator or type of a elerator of interest.
Starting with this le it will be possible to omplete the later stages of the ourse
in whi h various physi al e e ts are investigated.
1.7. Graphi al User Interfa e

The main graphi al user interfa e whi h ontrols the UAL simulator is shown
in FIG 1.5. More detailed windows are shown in FIG 4.7, FIG 4.8, FIG 7.7 and
FIG 7.8. This interfa e is based on QT[1℄ and ROOT[2℄[3℄.
The graphi al interfa e for the debugger for the XSLT-transformer ontained
in the OXYGEN, XML-aware editor is shown split between FIG 1.6 and FIG 1.7.
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Figure 1.5.

UAL \PlayerUI" GUI window.

1.7. GRAPHICAL USER INTERFACE

Left half of OXYGEN Debugger window.
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Figure 1.6.
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Figure 1.7.

Right half of OXYGEN Debugger window.

CHAPTER 2
Linearized Transverse Motion
2.1. Equations of Small Amplitude Transverse Motion

Consider a beam of parti les being guided along a possibly- urved path, with
longitudinal position spe i ed by ar length s. To prevent the eventual loss of
parti les no matter how slightly divergent, it is ne essary to have fo using elements.
For high energy harged parti les this means quadrupoles. The di erential equation
des ribing su h fo using, for example in the verti al plane, is
d2 y
ds2

= K (s)y;
(2.1)
where K (s) is the \verti al fo using strength". Its dependen e on s permits the
des ription of systems in whi h the fo using strength varies along the orbit. In
parti ular K (s) = 0 des ribes \drift spa es" in whi h ase Eq. (2.1) is trivially
solved, and yields the obvious result that parti les in free spa e travel in straight
lines.
It is onventional to designate dy=ds by y0. 0There are (at least) three andidates
for des ribing parti le slopes; angle y , slope y , or momentium py (whi h is s aled
to the total momentum P0 ). All of these are exhibited in FIG 2.1, and one sees
that
p
dy
(2.2)
y0  = tan y = y :
ds
os y
This multiple ambiguity in what onstitutes the oordinate onjugate to y is something of a nuisan e at large amplitudes but, fortunately, all three de nitions approa h equality in the small-angle limit that hara terizes Gaussian or \paraxial"
opti s. One knows from Hamiltonian me hani s that py is the safest hoi e but,
while limiting ourselves to Gaussian opti s, we will refer loosely to y0 as \verti al
momentum" so that we an refer to the (y; y0)-plane as \verti al phase spa e".
θy
ds

dy

θy

P0 p y

P0

Spatial displa ements and momentum ve tors showing relations among transverse angle, momentum, and slope.
Figure 2.1.
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Starting from any point s0 along the beamline, one de nes two spe ial orbits, a
\ osine-like" orbit C (s; s0 ) with unit initial amplitude and zero slope, and a \sinelike" orbit S (s; s0) with zero initial amplitude and unit slope.
C (s0 ; s0 ) = 1; C 0 (s0 ; s0 ) = 0;
(2.3)
0
S (s0 ; s0 ) = 0; S (s0 ; s0 ) = 1:
Sin e unity slope is manifestly not a small angle, these de nitions only make sense
after the exa t equations of motion have been linearized as in Eq. (2.1). Be ause
Eq. (2.1) is linear and se ond order, any solution y(s) and its rst derivative y0(s)
an be expressed as that linear superposition of these two solutions that mat hes
initial onditions y(s0) and y0(s0 ):
y(s) = C (s; s0 )y(s0 ) + S (s; s0 )y0 (s0 );
(2.4)
0
0
0
0
y (s) = C (s; s0 )y(s0 ) + S (s; s0 )y (s0 ):
This an be expressed in matrix form, with y = (y; y0)T being a \ve tor in phase
spa e":

 

y
(
s
)
C
(
s;
s
)
S
(
s;
s
)
0
0
y(s)  y0 (s) = C 0 (s; s0 ) S 0 (s; s0 ) y(s0 ) = M(s0 ; s)y(s0 ):
(2.5)
This serves to de ne M(s0; s), the \verti al transfer matrix from s0 to s". Sin e
any solution of Eq. (2.1) an be expressed in this way, an entire beamline an
be hara terized by M(s0; s). This matrix an be \ omposed" by multiplying (or
\ on atenating") the matri es for the su essive beamline elements making up the
line.
2.2. Pseudoharmoni Traje tory Des ription

An \ansatz" for solving Eq. (2.1), based on the known, \harmoni ", dependen e
proportional to os(
0 ) when K (s) is onstant, is
p
(2.6)
y(s) = a (s) os(
0 ):
Here (an intermediate \independent" variable) and (s) depend on s but a is a
onstant amplitude. Di erentiation of Eq. (2.6) yields
p
a 0
y0 (s) = a (s) 0 sin(
(2.7)
0 ) + 2p os(
0 ):
Substituting into Eq. (2.1), we an demand that the oeÆ ients of sin and os
terms vanish independently, sin e that is the only way of maintaining equality for
all values of 0. This leads to the equations
00 + 0 0 = 0; 2 00
0 2 4 2 0 2 + 4 2 K (s) = 0:
(2.8)
0
From the rst equation it follows that is onstant. To obtain the onventional
des ription we pi k this onstant to be 1 and obtain
Z s
ds0
0 = 1 ; or (s) = (s0 ) +
(2.9)
0 :
s0 (s )
Sin e is the argument of a sinusoidal fun tion, and the argument of a harmoni
wave is 2s=wavelength, this permits us to interpret 2 (s) as a \lo al wavelength"
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y

ε/β

−α ε/β

εγ
y

ε/γ
Ε = εβ

An ellipti al beam in verti al phase spa e, showing
the geometri on guration of a beam ellipse mat hed to the lo al
Twiss parameters , and . Ex ept for a fa tor of order 1,
depending on the detailed beam distribution, the area of the ellipse
is the emittan e ". The skew orientation depends primarily on
Twiss parameter . E is the \beam envelope".
Figure 2.2.

or, equivalently, 1= (s) is the \lo al wave number". Substituting into the se ond
of Eqs. (2.8), we obtain
2
00 = 2 K (s) + 2 1 + 0 =4 :
(2.10)
This se ond order, nonlinear di erential equation is usually onsidered to be the
fundamental de ning relationship for the evolution of the latti e -fun tion. Beause K (s) depends on s, solving the equation may be quite diÆ ult in general. In
a problem below a \ rst integral" of Eq. (2.10) is obtained;
0
y2
+ (y0 2 y)2 = a2 :
(2.11)
Even without (s0 ) yet having been determined, this equation makes it natural,
at xed position s0, where ( (s0 ); (s0 )) = ( 0 ; 0), to plot the ellipse shown in
FIG 2.2, for ( ; ) = ( 0 ; 0). As s in reases away from s0 , individual points evolve
independently, but points sharing this ellipse at s0 will share the same ( ; ) =
( 1; 1) ellipse at s = s1.
2.3. Relations Among the \Twiss" Latti e Fun tions

Sin e properties of the so- alled \Twiss latti e fun tions", (s), (s) and (s),
are spelled out in all a elerator books, only the briefest of outlines will be given
here. With (s) already de ned, the de ning relation for (s) and (s) are
0
2
(2.12)
= 21 dds  2 ; = 1 + :
In this text, while analysing toy latti es, sin e nothing but thin elements and drifts
are used, it is suÆ ient to work out the s dependen e of the Twiss fun tions for
just drifts and thin lenses, whi h is to say, quadrupoles. Other than requiring input
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Latti e fun tion evolution formulas. Sign of q is governed by horizontal (q > 0 ! horizontal defo us) and is the same
for all entries. Both  and  are assumed to be positive.
Table 2.1.

Verti al
DRIFT
length
s

thin
QUAD
q

thin
BEND


Horizontal

y

0 2 0+ s + 0+ s2
(s) = 0 0s
(s) = 0
+=
=
+ 0q
+
=
+
2
q + 0 q2
+

=

0 2 0+s + 0+ s2
(s) = 0 0s
(s) = 0
+=
=
+
0q
=
2
q
+
+
0 q2
D~ + = D~
+=
0
~
D+ = D~ 0 + 
+ = + 0 =
2
2
+ 2 = + 0  =

=

no hange

+=

x

Dispersion
D~  D~ x
0 s
~D = D~ 0 + D~ 0+
~D0 (s) = D~ 00
D~ + = D~
D~ +0 = D~ 0 + D~ 0 q

and output positions to be the same, the de ning equation of a thin lens of fo al
length f  1=q is
y0 = qy:
(2.13)
The lens strength q and fo using fun tion
K (s) are related by
Z
q = K (s)ds;
(2.14)
where the range of integration spans the lens lo ation.
The Twiss fun tion dependen ies for drifts and thin lenses are given by formulas
in the se ond and third olumns of Table 2.1. All entries are to be worked out in
problems below. For drifts, propagation is from 0 to s. When applied to a drift,
for a potentially dis ontinuous quantity su h as , the value 0+ stands for (0+),
the value just after the thin element at s = 0. This de nes the start of the drift.
In general and + are the values just before and just after a thin element. For
quadrupoles, the verti al and horizontal olumns are related by the the well-known
result (also proved in Eq (8.6)) that the fo al lengths of quadrupoles are equal in
magnitude but opposite in sign for horizontal and verti al planes.
The onvention used in the table is that positive q orresponds to the quad being
fo using in the horizontal plane. Sin e there is no universally a epted onvention,
it is ne essary to be he king the signs of quadrupole strengths arefully when
di erent formalisms are ompared.
For onvenien e the fourth olumn of the table also gives the variation of dispersion1 D~ (s). Those entries, whi h depend of bending magnets, will be dis ussed
later.
What makes drifts simple is that, sin e K = 0, the rst term on the right hand
side of Eq. (2.10) vanishes. What makes thin lenses simple is that, sin e K = 1
(at the lens lo ation) the se ond term on the right hand side of Eq. (2.10) an be
1Tildes on D~ (s) and Æ~, here and later, will be explained below. They are introdu ed for

notational onsisten y with the treatment of longitudinal dynami s in later hapters. Ex ept for
a fa tor 0 , Æ and Æ~ are identi al. At the level of faithfulness justi ed for the toy latti es under
study one should assume fully relativisti motion for whi h 0 = 1. This justi es simply ignoring
the tildes.
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negle ted there. (Individual parti le traje tories have to be ontinuous, even in
passing through thin elements. As a result (s) has to be a ontinuous fun tion of
s, even at a lens lo ation. This means that 0 has to be nite there.) At a lens
lo ation, be ause 00 = 1, it follows from Eq. (2.12) that (s) is dis ontinuous at
the lens position. In other words, the fun tion (s) has a kink there.
This se tion has now in luded all the hints ne essary to derive all entries in
olumns two and three of Table 2.1. Problems to this e e t are given next.
2.1 With a view toward eliminating the argument
o from
p
Eqs. (2.6) and (2.7), solve the se ond of these equations for a (s) sin(
0 ),
Problem

.

expressed in terms of y and y0 . Then square and sum the two equations. In this
way prove the onstan y of the \ rst integral" introdu ed in Eq. (2.11).
Problem 2.2. In a drift region K = 0, whi h simpli es Eq. (2.10) markedly.
Solve this di erential equation to show that the variation of (s) has to be quadrati
in s. This has derived the top row entry in ea h of the rst two olumns of Table 2.1.
Problem 2.3. Continuing from the previous problem, use the relations ontained in Eqs. (2.12) to derive the dependen ies of (s) and (s) in drift regions.
In other words derive the se ond and third rows of Table 2.1 for the variation of
Twiss fun tions in drift se tions.
Problem 2.4. For thin elements it was argued above that the last term of
Eq. (2.10) an be dropped. Use the resulting equation, along with Eqs. (2.12) and
(2.14), to derive the +
dis ontinuity relations given in Table 2.1.
Problem 2.5. Continuing from the previous problem, use the relations ontained in Eqs. (2.12) to derive the dis ontinuity equations for (s) and (s) at thin
lens lo ations. In other words derive the rst and third rows of Table 2.1 for the
variation of Twiss fun tions at thin lens lo ations..

In drifts and quads the graph of D~ (s) is the same as that of a horizontal parti le traje tory. When passing through a thin dipole that auses inward de e tion
through angle , D~ su ers an outward kink . This means that (ex ept in reverse bends, whi h are rarely used) a dipole auses D~ (s) to be \repelled" from the
horizontal axis. For this reason D~ (s) is positive everywhere in ordinary latti es.
Both x and y are ne essarily everywhere positive be ause they are \repelled" from
the axis in drift spa es (with strength inversely dependent on ). (A ounter example, in whi h negative dispersion is intentionally present is the iso hronous.adxf
latti e.)
2.4. Establishing Absolute Values of the Twiss Fun tions

Equation 2.10 xes only variation of (s). As with any se ond order, ordinary
di erential equation, it is ne essary to use initial onditions or boundary onditions
to x the two undetermined parameters. Whi h of these onditions is to be used
depends on the way the Twiss fun tions are to be interpreted. There are two main
lines of development, depending on whether an open \transfer line" or a losed
\ ir ular ring" is under dis ussion.
 The ellipse shown in FIG 2.2 an be regarded as the aspe t ratio of a
beam of parti les in one dimensional phase spa e. (There would be a
similar plot for the other transverse plane.) In this ase the parameters
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( 0 ; 0; 0) are properties of the beam. They an be established or varied
with no referen e to any latti e; (for example, by hanging voltages on the
ele trodes of the sour e or \gun" from whi h the parti les are generated.)
This triplet of values serves as initial onditions establishing absolute values of the Twiss fun tions for the transfer line into whi h this beam is
inje ted. In this ase the Twiss fun tions an be regarded as properties
of the beam.
 For a (more or less) ir ular ring, it is natural to establish absolute values
for the Twiss fun tions by using boundary onditions. Assuming a losed
orbit is known, and that the oordinates being used are measured relative to that orbit, the fo using fun tion K (s) is ne essarily periodi , with
period C0, whi h is the orbit ir umferen e. Requiring the boundary onditions (C0) = 0 and (C0) = 0 xes the absolute values of the Twiss
fun tions. In this ase the Twiss fun tions an be regarded as properties
of the latti e.
When a beam is inje ted into a ir ular ring there is a lash between these two
sets of Twiss fun tions. Ideally the two sets would be identi al, in whi h ase the
beam is said to be \mat hed". In this ase it is unne essary to distinguish between
the two de nitions, and the Twiss fun tions are de ned unambiguously for one full
turn around the ma hine and, for that matter, for all subsequent turns.
Naturally the beam are never be exa tly mat hed to the latti e. If the latti e
were truly linear then the bun h hara teristi s would survive inde nitely. But
the latti e is never truly linear and, after a suÆ iently long time, a pro ess alled
lamentation, will ause the beam to adapt itself to the latti e. This pro ess, whi h
also goes by various names su h as \emittan e dilution" and \de oheren e" is the
subje t of Chapter 7.
2.5. Transfer Matri es for Simple Elements
2.5.1. Drift spa e. The most important transfer matrix is Ml , whi h de-

s ribes propagation
through a drift spa e of length `. Sin e the orbits are given by
y(s) = y0 + y00 s; y0 (s) = y00 , we have


Ml = 10 1` :
(2.15)
2.5.2. Thin lens. The next most important transfer matrix des ribes a \thin
lens" where the de nition of \thin" is that the thi kness s is suÆ iently small
that oordinate y(s s=2), just before the lens, and y(s + s=2), just after, an
be taken to be equal.
A typi al fo using pro le is shown in FIG 2.3. The lens
auses a \kink" y0 = y0(s + s=2) y0(s s=2) in the orbit whi h, as shown in
the gure, is taken as o urring at the enter of the lens. The kink an be obtained
by integrating Eq. (2.1) from O , just before the lens to O+ , just after it:
Z O+
Z O+
d dy 
K (s)ds  y K s:
(2.16)
ds = y
y0 =
O
O ds ds
This relation de nes the produ t K s. Now, a fo using strength that hanges
dis ontinuously from 0 to K is not a tually realisti . But theRprodu
t K s, known
O+
as a \ eld integral", an be regarded as an abbreviation for O K (s)ds where O
and O+ are well outside the eld region. If K is taken to be equal to KO (the value
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K(s)
K
∆s

s
Ο−

O+

Realisti thin lens fo using pro les are more or less
onstant with value K over a entral region and be ome negligible
outside points O and O+ . E e tive length s is determined by
mat hing K s to the \ eld integral".

Figure 2.3.

y
∆y
y
s
f
∆s
O-

O+

Fo using a tion of a thin lens for whi h the fo using
strength-length produ t is K s and elds outside the range O <
s < O+ an be negle ted. The \fo al length" is f = (K s) 1 
q 1.
Figure 2.4.

at the enter of the element) then s is typi ally equal to (or, be ause of fringe
elds, slightly greater than) the physi al length of the element. The \fo al length"
f of the lens, de ned in FIG 2.4, and the \lens strength" q = 1=f , are then given
by
1 = y0 = K s:
(2.17)
q=
f

y

Building in the approximation that y is ontant through the lens, the transfer
matrix is then given by


1
0
Mq = q 1 :
(2.18)
As drawn, K and q are positive, f is negative, and the lens is \defo using".
2.5.3. Thi k lens. The ondition for the thin lens formula just given to be
valid (s << jf j) is usually well satis ed for a elerator beamlines. Even if nonvanishing, if K (s) is onstant (as it usually is, by design anyway) it is easy to
integrate Eq. (2.1). This yields matrix elements of M that are no worse than sines
and osines (or hyperboli sines and osines, depending on the sign of K ). Formulas
for ideal thi k quadrupoles are given in most a elerator books and, other than in
a problem below, won't be dis ussed here. When the linear latti e assumption is
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regarded as a eptably a urate, these matri es an be used in UAL, for example
in the FastTeapot, to minimize omputation time through linear se tions.
For low energy, few element, a elerators, expli it thi k element matri es used
to be onsidered \ anoni al". But, for high energy a elerators, the thin lens approximation is usually adequate. In any ase, making use of now readily available
omputer power, one an always split elements longitudinally to better validate the
assumption that the elements are \thin". Quite apart from improving a ura y, it
is handy to split elements in two in order to enable latti e fun tion evaluations at
lens enters. (The latti e fun tions typi ally go through maxima or minima near
these points and aperture limits are usually established at those points.) Even in
the most extreme ases of interse tion region quads, splitting by another fa tor of,
say, four, is more than adequate, espe ially sin e the residual ina ura y is typi ally
less than the errors due to the negle t of other fa tors like fringe elds. For these
reasons thi k element formulas are de-emphasized here.
The emphasis on thin elements in UAL resembles the restri tion to nite elements in the nite element method of me hani al engineering. In both ases the
expli it need for numeri al treatment redu es the usefulness of idealized, thi k element, analyti al approximations. In the ase of parti le dynami s the requirement
of symple ti ity makes this dis retization obligatory, sin e there is no known symple ti treatment of distributed nonlinearity. Histori ally this led to the use of
so- alled \ki k odes" for in orporating nonlinearity. The rst general-purpose
ode taking this route was TEAPOT[6℄. Over time this has evolved into the vastly
more general and more in lusive UAL ode. As well as in orporating TEAPOT, the
UAL environment has ome to in orporate the homogeneous in lusion of heterogeneous odes while preserving the symple ti apability. By using trun ated Taylor
series (TPS) maps, even thi k elements an be represented analyti ally, though
symple ti ity an only be assured up to a given polynomial order.
2.5.4. Bending Magnet. Bending magnets (also known as uniform eld
magnets or, based on a \multipole expansion" to be des ribed in Chapter 8, as
\dipoles") are obviously needed to bend the parti les into losed urves. The main
parameters de ning a bending magnet are the bend angle  and the ar length l0
of the referen e orbit as it passes through the magnet. Sin e there are signi ant
end e e ts it is ne essary to also spe ify entran e and exit angles. The simplest
spe ial ase has both entran e and exit normal to the pole fa e, in whi h ase the
magnet is referred to as an sbend, whi h stands for \se tor bend". In this text
bending magnets without further detailing will be assumed to be sbends. Another
spe ial bending magnet, haing parallel exit and entran e pole fa es, is referred to as
an rbend, whi h stands for \re tangular bend". (In the ase of an rbend, instead
of design orbit ar length, the \magnet length" is usually taken to be the design
orbit hord length, whi h is the same as distan e from pole to pole.) For a general
bending magnet the entran e and exit pole fa e angles E1 and E2 also need to be
given. A rather areful treatment of orbits in an sbend is given in se tion 8.6.4;
the present se tion ontains only a simpli ed dis ussion.
Parti les travelled in perfe t ir les in the original parti le a elerator, the
y lotron. Starting from one arbitrary point P, the entral, referen e parti le travels
in one su h ir le, of radius . A parti le starting from point P with zero momentum
o set, but with small angular deviation x00 from the referen e momentum, travels
in a ir le of the same radius and, as a result, returns to the same point P after one
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revolution. (This is the basis for the 360Æ spe trometer.) With x being the radial
oordinate, one sees that there is a \geometri fo using e e t" tending to \restore"
x toward its equilibrium value x = 0. The radial motion is des ribed approximately
by the equations
x00 s
s d2 x
1 x:
s dx
=
(2.19)
=
x00 os ;
sin
=
x = x00  sin ;
2
 ds
 ds


2
This means that, for radial motion, Eq. (2.1) needs to be repla ed by
d2 x
= Kq (s) + Kb(s) x; where Kb = 12 :
(2.20)
ds2
Here Kq repla es K and represents the fo using of a so- alled ombined fun tion
magnet, and Kb represents the geometri fo using. In a uniform eld magnet the
Kq (s) term vanishes. Note that the Kb x term appears only in the x equation;
unlike quad fo using, there is geometri fo using only in one of the two transverse
planes. With the newly-in luded Kb term, the al ulation of transfer matri es and
Twiss evolution in a bending magnet is just like the orresponding al ulation in
a quadrupole. For in lusion in Table 2.1, the relation l0= =  has been used.
As with thi k quadrupoles, for greater a ura y, the se tor bend an be sli ed into
slimmer se tors.
2.6 For an ideal, horizontally-fo using, thi k quadupole, the fo using
strength is Kx(s) = K , with K positive, and traje tory equations (2.1) be ome
d2 x
d2 y
=
Kx;
and
= Ky:
(2.21)
ds2
ds2
Problem

.

Show that the transfer matri es through su h a quadrupole of length L are given by
p
p !
p1K sin KL
os
KL
p
(2.22)
Mx = pK sin pKL
os KL ;
p
p !
p1K sinh KL
osh
KL
p
p
My = p
(2.23)
K sinh KL
osh KL :

Problem 2.7. In Eq. (2.5), the transfer matrix M(s0 ; s) was de ned, with
matrix elements C , S , C 0 , and S 0 . Find these elements for a drift se tion and show
that the Twiss fun tion evolution through the drift an be expressed as
0 1 0
10 1
C2
2CS
S2
0
 A =  CC 0 CS 0 + SC 0
SS 0A  0 A :
(2.24)
2
2
0
0
0
0
C
2C S
S
0
Problem

lens.

2.8

.

Show that Eq. (2.24) is also valid for propagation through a thin

Problem 2.9. Show that Eq. (2.24) remains valid when applied to a drift followed by a thin lens or, for that matter, to any sequen e of thin elements and drifts.
Even a thi k lens transfer matrix an be omposed by on atenating drifts and thin
lenses. It follows that Eq. (2.24) an be applied to an arbitrary linear transfer line.
[This problem is noti eably more diÆ ult than the others.℄
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2.6. O -Momentum Behavior
2.6.1. Fra tional Momentum and \Fra tional" Energy. There is a mild

in onsisten y in these notes, and in the a elerator eld at large, on erning the
de nition of the fra tional longitudinal momentum/energy variable Æ. As with
many other quantities, there are both ele tron/hadron onventions and Amerian/European onventions. Until quite re ently the onventional meaning for Æ, at
least in the ele tron world, was \fra tional momentum deviation". This de nition
is espe ially appropriate for transverse dynami s be ause magneti de e tions are
inversely proportional to p. To \geometri ize" latti e theory it is onventional to
\fa tor out" dependen e on the total momentum p0 from the transverse transverse
momentum omponents. We therefore de ne
p
(2.25)
Æ~ = ;
p0
where p = p p0. The purpose of the overhead tilde is to distinguish this de nition
from the following alternate de nition. For longitudinal dynami s, the fundamental
e e t of the avity is an energy hange E = E E0 (rather than a momentum
hange). The fra tional e e t an be spe i ed by
E :
(2.26)
Æ=
p0
For reasons of symple ti ity the normalizing fa tor here has to be the same as
the normalizing fa tor for transverse momenta. This, and the fa tor inserted for
units onvenien e, a ount for the hoi e of denominator p0 in Eq. (2.26). So it is
almost, but not quite, valid to des ribe Æ as \fra tional hange of energy".
These two de nitions are related by
E = p dE = 0Æ~:
Æ=
(2.27)
p0
p0 d(p )
Sin e these de nitions di er only by the fa tor 0 , whi h approa hes 1 in the relativisti limit, the distin tion is unimportant for fully relativisti a elerators. For
ele trons this in ludes essentially all a elerators, but for pra ti al hadron a elerators Æ and Æ~ may di er appre iably.
For an introdu tory dis ussion of transverse latti e opti s (su h as the analysis
of toy latti es in the early hapters of these notes) use of Æ de ned by Eq. (2.26)
introdu es seemingly ad ho fa tors of 0 into all magneti de e tion formulas.
There are two ways to over ome this in onvenien e. One way is to de lare that all
formulas apply only to fully relativisti motion, where 0 = 1. Another way is to
use the variable Æ~ de ned by Eq. (2.25). In the early hapters of these notes both of
these approa hes will be taken. Not only will fra tional momentum be expressed as
Æ~ (to make the formulas te hni ally orre t) but also the formulas will be assumed
to apply to fully-relativisti motion for whi h the relation Æ = Æ~ is valid in any ase.
When advan ing to a urate des ription of longitudinal motion in hadron a elerators it will be important and ne essary to onsider these issues more arefully.
2.6.2. Dispersion. During a eleration the radial oordinate x and the o momentum oordinate Æ~ are \ oupled" by the dynami s. But at xed energy the
momentum p = p0(1 + Æ~), for any parti ular parti le, and therefore also Æ~, an
be regarded as a onstant parameter of that parti le. It is traditional, therefore,
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for given Æ~, to nd the the losed orbit xÆ~(Æ~), and, from it, to de ne \dispersion
fun tion"2 D~ (s) by
xÆ~(Æ~) = D~ (s) Æ~;
(2.28)
~
This equation is exa t and does not assume that Æ is small, even though the right
hand side looks like the rst term in a Taylor expansion.
The dispersion fun tion is used to separate a general horizontal displa ement
x into two parts:
x = xÆ~ + x  D~ (s) Æ~ + x :
(2.29)
Sin e Æ~ is a onstant parameter, the entire Courant-Snyder formalism applies to the
x evolution, provided the Twiss fun tions are worked out for the o -momentum
orbit. They should therefore be symbolized as ~; ~; ~. Nothing in this formalism
has required Æ~ to be small. But most latti es, in fa t, have limited momentum
aperture whi h restri ts Æ~ to quite small values.
As it has been de ned, D~ (s)Æ~ is simply a parti le traje tory and so also is D~ (s).
~ s), a e ts only
In the linearized formalism, a onstant fa tor, su h as the fa tor (
the amplitude, not the shape of the traje tory. All orbits in eld free regions are
simply straight lines. This a ounts for the dispersion entries for drift elements
in Table 2.1;
All that remains is to evaluate the kinks o uring in the dispersion fun tion at
the lo ations of thin elements. A parti le of momentum p = p0(1 + Æ~), when in a
uniform magneti eld, travels in a ir le of radius 0(1+ Æ~). In traveling a distan e
s su h a parti le su ers an outward angular de e tion (relative to referen e)


(2.30)
x0 = s 10 1  s 10 Æ~:
The equation of the o -momentum orbit is obtained by adding this ontribution to
Eq. (2.20);
d2 D~ (s) 
1  D~ (s) = 1 ;
+
K
(
s
)
+
(2.31)
q
ds2
20
0
where a ommon fa tor Æ~ has been divided out.
This equation an be used to derive all entries in the \Dispersion" olumn of
Table 2.1. The interpretation of the D~ kink o urring at a bend magnet is not
quite as lean as the kink at the enter of a thin lens. There is no really onsistent3
way to let the bending magnet length go to zero while preserving its bend angle.
As in FIG 2.4 one an approximate D~ by straight lines, with a kink at the enter
of the bend. But letting the magnet length approa h zero while holding the bend
2The o -momentum losed orbit deviation is traditionally expressed as D(s)Æ, where D(s)
is known as the \dispersion fun tion". To be onsistent, when using Æ~, we have introdu ed a
modi ed dispersion fun tion D~ su h that the o -momentum orbit deviation is D~ (s)Æ~  D(s)Æ.
This is the sour e of the tildes appearing on D~ in Table 2.1. As mentioned already, at the level of
a ura y justi ed for the toy latti es under study, the tildes on Æ~ and D~ should probably simply
be ignored. The mnemoni variable names in the toy latti e des riptions suppress the tildes.
(Also the ele tron-world notation eta, rather than D, is used for dispersion in the toy latti e
des riptions.)
3The so- alled drift/ki k split symple ti integration algorithm (dis ussed in Chapter 8) involves the longitudinal splitting of bends into arbitrarily short intervals. But in that ase the bend
per interval also approa hes zero. Nevertheless, the bend/ki k split, in whi h the orbit is formed
from ir ular ar s, avoids this sensitivity and is therefore a safer approa h.
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angle xed would entail also 0 ! 0. Clearly the result in Table 2.1 for the D~ kink
at a bend assumes D~ << 0. This is amply valid in high energy a elerators. But
small a elerators require greater are. That is, D~ has to be obtained by a tually
solving Eq. (2.31).
2.10 Eq. (2.31) is suÆ iently general to des ribe both quadrupoles
and bending magnets and, for that matter, also ombined fun tion magnets. Assuming D~ << 0 in the ase of bends, use Eq. (2.31) to derive all entries in the
Problem

.

\Dispersion" olumn of Table 2.1.

For o -momentum, horizontal parti le propagation from an arbitrary starting
point s0 to another point s it is useful to de ne a two-argument dispersion fun tion
D~ (s; s0 ) With this fun tion Eq. (2.5) generalizes to
0
10
1 0
1
x(s)
x(s0 )
C (s; s0 ) S (s; s0 ) D~ (s; s0 )
x0 (s)A = C 0 (s; s0 ) S 0 (s; s0 ) D
~ 0 (s; s0)A x0 (s0)A :
(2.32)
~Æ
~
Æ
0
0
1

CHAPTER 3
Thin Element \Toy" Latti es
3.1. Introdu tion

In preparation for investigating toy latti es with UAL, this hapter begins by
deriving analyti formulas for the simplest possible a elerator latti e, one made
up entirely of equal tune FODO se tions. The analyti formulas are used to give
starting values for a rst- ut design that will later be made more realisti and tuned
up by UAL. As already mentioned, a hara teristi feature of a elerator latti es
is that it is fairly diÆ ult to obtain an absolute design but that it is fairly easy
to make small hanges around an existing design. Also, on e a oarse but stable
design has been a hieved, it is straightforward to adjust many of the parameters
to good a ura y. In the ontrol room this is only pra ti al if instrumentation is
available for measuring the quantity in question to good a ura y. In a omputer
simulation the quantity an be al ulated to arbitrary a ura y.
On e the parameters of a latti e to be studied have been established, more
detailed, more visual studies are to be performed using a graphi al user interfa e
(GUI). This interfa e enables the user to adjust those parameters that are espe ially
important for the physi al study being performed. Before getting to that stage, the
gross a elerator outline has to be established.
3.2. An Equal Tune FODO Latti e

We start with the eq tune fodo.adxf input le. When UAL is run, starting
from this le (or possibly from the le eq tune fodo.sxf derived from it) the
needed parameters are al ulated using formulas given in this se tion and the results
are e hoed for omparison. These formulas are oded into the eq tune fodo.adxf
input le using variable names similar to the names used here. A listing of the le
is in Table 3.1. Depending on the status of the ADXF parser, a di erent syntax for
element's and/or se tor's may be required. Either these hanges an be made or
the eq tune fodo.sxf variant used instead.
Our immediate purpose then, for a simple a elerator latti e, is to give pres riptions by whi h the parameters of a rst- ut design an be obtained. Later
the properties an be ompared with the more a urate values that UAL al ulates. This is intended to serve the pedagogi al purpose of showing the determining
relationships.
There are various reasons analyti formulas an be ina urate. Some of these
are: thi k element e e ts, presen e of errors, hromati e e ts, and dipole fo using.
For various reasons then, one should not be surprised by disagreements in \absolute" quantities at, say, the few per ent level. The a ura y of \relative" quantities,
for example the hange in some latti e parameter when some element strength is
hanged, an be almost arbitrarily a urate.
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Table 3.1.

The eq tune fodo.adxf latti e le.

<?xml version="1.0" en oding="UTF-8"?><adxf xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLS hema-instan e"
xsi:noNamespa eS hemaLo ation="file:/home/ualusr/USPAS/ual1/do /adxf/adxf.xsd">
< onstants>
<!-- nhalf* elltuni must be integer; number of "full ell"s in "latti e" must be nhalf/2 -->
< onstant name="pi" value="3.14159265359"/>
< onstant name="twopi" value="2*pi"/>
< onstant name=" " value="299792458.0"/>
< onstant name="nhalf" value="20"/>
< onstant name="s ale" value="1/20"/>
<!-- tamper with s ale at your own risk. with s ale=1.0/20, the half ell length with
10 ells is 1 meter, ir umferen e 20 m.To s ale up the number of ells, hange nhalf,
leaving s ale fixed. This assumes
- momentum~(nhalf)^2
- onstant phase advan e per ell and onstant magneti field
- bend per dipole = 2*pi/nhalf ~ ld/momentum ~ lhalf/momentum
- therefore, lhalf ~ nhalf
-->
< onstant name="dipfra " value="0.9994"/>
< onstant name="quadfra " value="0.0002"/>
< onstant name="sextfra " value="0.0001"/>
< onstant name="nufra " value="0.25"/>
< onstant name=" elltuni" value="0.20"/>
< onstant name="lhalf" value="s ale*nhalf"/>
< onstant name="ld" value="dipfra *lhalf"/>
< onstant name="lq" value="quadfra *lhalf"/>
< onstant name="ls" value="sextfra *lhalf"/>
<!-- ! derived parameters -->
< onstant name="deltheta" value="twopi/nhalf"/>
< onstant name="nu" value="0.5* elltuni*nhalf + nufra "/>
< onstant name=" ellmu" value="twopi*nu*2/nhalf"/>
< onstant name="sby2" value="sin(0.5* ellmu)"/>
< onstant name="qp" value="sby2"/>
< onstant name="q" value="sby2/lhalf"/>
< onstant name="kq" value="q/lq"/>
< onstant name="q1" value="q"/>
< onstant name="q2" value="-q"/>
< onstant name="kq1" value="kq"/>
< onstant name="kq2" value="-kq"/>
< onstant name="q1p" value="q*lhalf"/>
< onstant name="q2p" value="-q*lhalf"/>
<!-- latti e parameters -->
< onstant name="rat" value="(1.0+qp)/(1 -qp)"/>
< onstant name="ratinv" value="1.0/rat"/>
< onstant name="betax1" value="sqrt(rat)/q"/>
< onstant name="betay1" value="sqrt(ratinv)/q"/>
< onstant name="betax2" value="sqrt(ratinv)/q"/>
< onstant name="betay2" value="sqrt(rat)/q"/>
< onstant name="eta1" value="(1.0+qp/2) * deltheta/q/q/lhalf"/>
< onstant name="eta2" value="(1.0 -qp/2) * deltheta/q/q/lhalf "/>
< onstant name="s1" value="q1/eta1"/>
< onstant name="s2" value="q2/eta2"/>
< onstant name="ks1" value="q1/eta1/ls"/>
< onstant name="ks2" value="q2/eta2/ls"/>
</ onstants>
<!-- define magneti elements -->
<elements>
<marker name="mk1"/><marker name="mbegin"/><marker name="mend"/>
<sbend name="bend" l="lq" angle="deltheta"/>
<quadrupole name="quadhf" l="lq" k1="kq1"/>
<quadrupole name="quadvf" l="lq" k1="kq2"/>
<sextupole name="sext1" l="ls" k2="ks1"/>
<sextupole name="sext2" l="ls" k2="ks2"/>
</elements>
<se tors>
<se tor name="full ell"
line="mk1 quadhf sext1 bend sext2 quadvf quadvf sext2 bend sext1 quadhf mk1"/>
<se tor name="latti e"
line="mbegin full ell full ell full ell full ell full ell
full ell full ell full ell full ell full ell mdnd"/>
</se tors>
</adxf>}

3.2. AN EQUAL TUNE FODO LATTICE
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An idealized, thin lens, FODO latti e, showing dimensioning and element strength parameters.
Parameters of a pure, equal tune, FODO latti e.
nhalf is an even integer and nhalf* elltuni also has to be an integer. The nal entry doesn't really belong in this table; it is listed
only to all attention to the in onsisten y between its symbols eta
and D.
Figure 3.1.

Table 3.2.

Quantity
variable name
s ale
s ale
number of half ells
nhalf
half ell (ar ) length
lhalf
dipole length
ld
quadrupole length
lq
sextupole length
ls
dipole bend angle
deltheta
ell tune (int. tune part only)
elltuni
fra tional ring tune
nufra
integer ring tune
ring tune
nu
ell phase advan e
ellmu
halfquad strength
q
quad gradient
kq
dispersion
eta

symbol
n
l
ld
lq
ls

fra
int
 = int + fra
q
q=lq
D

expression
lhalf*dipfra
lhalf*quadfra
lhalf*sextfra

2=n
2int=n

elltuni*nhalf/2

4=n

A partial glossary of translations from symbols in these notes to symbols in the
omputer les is given in Table 3.2.
The fra tions of lhalf taken up by dipole, quadrupole, and sextupole, as shown
in the table. Note that the entire ar is lled with magneti elements|there are
no drifts. Of ourse this is impra ti al, but this is just a pra ti e latti e. To
make realisti ally long quadrupoles and to introdu e the inevitable drifts needed for
va uum pumps, anges, bellows, et . length an be taken from the dipoles (whi h
are opti ally almost \inert") provided that their bend elds are in reased to hold
the bend angle  onstant. When some input parameters are hanged (preferably
using an XML-aware editor) all other parameters are al ulated self- onsistently.
.adxf
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But the s aling of some parameters, espe ially in \highly-tuned" latti es su h as the
olliding beam latti e, large parameter hanges are likely to make the latti e \go
unstable". As well as being de ned here and in FIG 3.1, many symbols are further
de ned in omments in the input le. Lengths are s aled by the fa tor s ale (whi h
does not otherwise o ur expli itly in the analyti formulas given in these notes.)
In parti ular lhalf is evaluated as s ale*nhalf. This \builds in" the relation
between ir umferen e and tunes in \typi al" a elerators, having \typi al" phase
advan e per ell. Sin e this is almost ertainly onfusing, don't worry about it and
don't tamper with s ale, at least initially. With s ale=1.0/20, the half ell length
with 10 ells nhalf=20 is 1 meter, and the ir umferen e is 20 m
To a surprising extent a elerator latti es an be des ribed purely in geometri
terms, without referen e to the parti le type or momentum of the parti les being
a elerated. Still, for some of the modeling instru tions, \dynami al" information
is required. At that time parti le type and parti le momentum/energy will have to
be assigned.
To a \zero'th" approximation, the generally ir ular nature of an a elerator
an be ignored in al ulating the opti s. In this approximation the quadrupoles
an be regarded as stret hed out in a straight line and, for pedagogi al simpli ity
we start with this approa h. This negle ts a small fo using e e t of dipoles. For
large rings with many bending magnets this is a small e e t, but for small rings the
dipole fo using e e t is appre iable. As it happens a ring with just ten ells and
ir umferen e of 20 m is small in the sense that dipole fo using annot be negle ted.
To give a latti e with simpler properties, while still just analysing a single ell, nhalf
an be in reased, for example by a fa tor of ten. For this reason the variable nhalf
has been set to 200 in the default version of latti e eq tune fodo.adxf,
For the formulas given here to be as a urate as possible, the quadrupoles
and sextupoles should be very short ( ompared to the half- ell length) sin e these
elements are treated as thin ; ie. quadfra << 1, sextfra << 1. This restri tion
applies to initial investigation only. Later the elements an be made realisti ally
thi k and, if desired, be segmented for greater a ura y. The UAL environment
makes available various evolution \engines". When using the original TEAPOT
thin element ode, to preserve symple ti ity, elements that are, in fa t, thi k are
modeled by segmenting them arti ially into thin elements. Originally even ideal
bending magnets had to be treated this way for good a ura y. But by now UAL
analyti , thi k element formulas are available in UAL for treating ideal bending
magnets dire tly as thi k elements. If eld nonuniformity needs to be modeled,
in ombined fun tion magnets for example, the old thin element segmentation is
employed.
Notationally subs ript 1 identi es the start of the rst half- ell (or equally the
end of the se ond half- ell, whi h is the start of the next ell) and 2 identi es
the mid- ell lo ation (at the quad enter.) The ell layout, dimensions and element
strength parameters are indi ated in FIG 3.1. The di eren e in e e t of a sextupole
between horizontal and verti al is more ompli ated than just swit hing the sign,
but we defer onsideration of this.
In a later se tion a more general FODO des ription, permitting unequal quad
strengths jq1 j 6= jq2 j and unequal tunes will be des ribed, and many more symbols
will be introdu ed. The UAL lenames for that dis ussion are \general fodo.adxf"
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and \general fodo.adxf". The reader will be expe ted to gure out the translations of symbols in that le without bene t of a glossary either be ause they are
mnemoni or be ause they are the same (or almost the same) as symbols de ned
here.
3.2.1. Longitudinal Variation of the Latti e Fun tions. In the drift regions between quadrupoles the -fun tions are quadrati fun tions of the longitudinal oordinate s,0 with the origin of s taken to be at lo ation 1. At the quad
enter the slope = d =ds  2 vanishes (by symmetry when the latti e is
made of repeated identi al ells) but there are slope dis ontinuities related to the
quad strengths by
 0 (x) = 2q 1(x);  0(y) = 2q 1(y);
(3.1)
so the other Twiss parameters at the quadrupole exit are given by
(x) = q (x) ;
(y) = q (y) ;
(3.2)
1+
1
1+
1
(
y
)
(
x
)
(x) = 1 + q2 ( 1 )2 ; (y) = 1 + q2 ( 1 )2 ;
(3.3)
1+

(x)
1

1+

(y)
1

In the region from 1 to 2 the -fun tions are given by
(x) (s) = (x) 2 (x)s + (x)s2 ; (y) (s) = (y) 2 (y) s + (y)s2 :
(3.4)
1
1+
1+
1
1+
1+
By substituting s = l, it an be he ked that (x)(l) agrees with 2(x) as determined
by Eq. (3.16). The -fun tions in the region from 2 to 1 an be obtained by
symmetry.
The horizontal dispersion fun tion D~ x  D~ through the ell an be determined
similarly. (With no verti al de e tions there is no verti al dispersion.) The slope
of the dispersion fun tion vanishes at the quadrupole enter, but there is a slope
dis ontinuity at 1, due to the quadrupole, so that
0 = qD~ 1 :
D~ 1+
(3.5)
There is a slope dis ontinuity  at l=2 due to the bend (whi h is being treated
as if on entrated at the enter of the half ell). Using the fa t that in drifts and
bends the dispersion fun tion propagates like a parti le displa ement, D~ 2 an be
obtained from D~ 1 and then D~ 1 an be obtained from D~ 2;
l
l
(3.6)
D~ 2 = D~ 1 qD~ 1 l +  ; D~ 1 = D~ 2 + qD~ 2 l +  :
2
2
Solving yields
(1 + ql=2) ; D~ 2 = (1 ql=2) ;
(3.7)
D~ 1 =
q2 l
q2 l
with the useful onsequen e that an average, or \typi al" value of the dispersion
fun tion is
D~ + D~ 2 
D~ typ = 1
(3.8)
2 = q2 l :
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3.2.2. Establishing Quadrupole Strengths. Transfer matri es for a quadrupole

of strength q are



1 0 ; M (y) = 1 0 :
(3.9)
q 1
q 1
Note that an expli it negative sign appears with q where it enters the horizontal
transfer matrix; this means that positive q orresponds to fo using in the x-plane
(horizontal). The ell layout was shown previously. With quad lo ations labeled
1 and 2, the quadrupole strengths have been set equal and opposite, q1 = q and
q2 = q < 0. With the hoi e q > 0, lo ation 1 is a horizontally fo using point.
A bend through angle  is assumed to o ur at the enter of ea h half ell, and
sextupoles of strength S1 and S2 are lo ated immediately adja ent to the quads.
In the y plane there are no dipole de e tions and the quadrupole sign reversals are
indi ated. The x transfer
matrix
2  1 is  



1
0
1
l
1
0
1
ql
l
(
x)
M21 = q 1 0 1
(3.10)
q 1 =
q2 l 1 + ql :
As usual the matrix furthest to the right orresponds to the element furthest to
the left; the notation 2 1 and the order of subs ripts on M21 are intended to
represent this. There is a similar matrix for 1 2, obtained by reversing the sign
of q. For the full ell 1 1,


l
1 ql l  =  1 2q2l2 2l(1 + ql) :
(x) = 1 + ql
M11
q2 l 1 ql
q2 l 1 + ql
2q2l(1 ql) 1 2q2l2
(3.11)
For a periodi latti e made by repeating these ells, this matrix an be written in
\Twiss" form, with vanishing by symmetry, whi h is onsistent with the 11 and
22 elements being equal;
!
(x)
(x) sin (1x)
os

(
x)
1
(3.12)
M11 =
sin (1x)= (x) os (1x) ;
The subs ript 1 1 indi ates that it applies to one ell. Equating oeÆ ients and
in luding y motion by swit hing the sign of q leads to
C1 = os (1x) = os (1y) = 1 2q2 l2:
(3.13)
(
x)
(
y)
This leads to a simple relation among q, l, and 1 = 1 = 1;
(3.14)
sin 21 = ql:

The \tune advan e per ell" is 1 = 21 . If an entire ring is formed from n half- ells,
the tune of the ring is
n
(3.15)
 = int + fra = 1
2
The -fun tions are obtained by equating o -diagonal elements in Eqs. (3.11) and
(3.12).
s
s
(x) = 1 + ql 1 ; (x) = 1 ql 1 ;
(3.16)
1
1 ql q 2
1 + ql q
s
s
(y) = 1 ql 1 ; (y) = 1 + ql 1 :
1
1 + ql q 2
1 ql q
M (x) =
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(y)
= 11 + qlql ; 1(y) = 11 + qlql :
(3.17)
2
Also a geometri mean or \typiqal" -fun tion
value is
q
1
(3.18)
typ = 1(x) 2(x) = 1(y) 2(y) = q :
The -fun tions al ulated by UAL are plotted in FIG 3.2, for nhalf=20. To simplify
the al ulations (by redu ing the importan e of dipole fo using) a larger value
nhalf=200 is suggested for the following exer ises.
3.1 To pra ti e orrelating omputer variable names with matheTutorial

(x)
1
(x)
2

.

mati al symbols, ll in the remaining entries in olumn 2 of the Tutorial Worksheet.
Tutorial 3.2. After running UAL with the eq tune fodo input le, ll in the
blanks of olumns 4 and 5 of the Worksheet. Certain entries, su h as lengths, need
not be entered, as they are obviously the same in all olumns. Latti e fun tions,
su h as x, are to be obtained both using the numeri al readout at the mouse position
in the GUI appli ation (to be entered in olumn 4) and from the le the GUI an be
instru ted to generate ( olumn 5). Ex ept for a ura y the entries in these olumns
are supposed to be redundant.
Tutorial 3.3. The purpose for this exer ise is to pra ti e editing and proessing input les but the result will also be useful in making the next simulation
agree more a urately with the theoreti al formulas (by redu ing the importan e of
dipole fo using,) Using the oxygen editor, edit the input eq tune fodo.adxf le
to hange nhalf to 200. It is ne essary to in lude the orresponding number of
full ell elements in the latti e line. This hange will have redu ed the bend per
dipole magnet by a fa tor of 10. Pro ess the le using the instru tion

/TOY-LATTICES/xslt/SCRIPTS/pro

ess-qfile eq tune fodo

Simulation 3.1. Change nufra by an amount small enough that the latti e
remains stable but large enough that the tabular entries in the \modi ed values"
olumn di er from entries in the \sample value" olumn by a numeri ally signi ant
amount. Save these data for a problem in the next se tion (or plan to regenerate
them later.)
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Latti e fun tions for the eq tune fodo latti e. nhalf=20.
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TUTORIAL WORKSHEET I. Copy as needed.

variable name symbol sample value UAL plot UAL le modi ed val UAL value
s ale
0.05
nhalf
20
ls
0.0001
lq
0.0002
lhalf
1.0
ld
0.9994
elltuni
0.2
nufra
0.25
deltheta
0.314159
q2
q2
-0.70710
q1
0.70710
s2
S2
-1.7409
s1
S1
0.83144
nu
ellmu
1.41371
betax1
3.3400
betax2
0.70984
betay1
0.70984
betay2
0.70984
eta1
0.9867
eta2
0.5030
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3.2.3. Chromati ity Compensation. Nothing has been said so far about
the sextupoles present in the latti e. Their purpose is to orre t hromati ity, whi h
quanti es the dependen e of tune on momentum. Chromati ities for the two planes
are de ned by
dQ
dQ
(3.19)
Q0x = ~x ; Q0y = ~y :
dÆ
dÆ
The symbols x and y are also often used for hromati ities. The fundamental
ause of hromati ity is the inverse dependen e of quad strength on momentum.
An o -momentum parti le passing through a quad of strength q an treated, to a
lowest approximation, as being on-momentum, but with a fo using perturbation of
strength Æ~q. But there is also a shift of the o -momentum orbit whi h, if there is
a sextupole superimposed on the quad, also provides a fo using perturbation. The
eld dependen e of a sextupole magnet is derived in Chapter 8. For now all that
is required is that a sextupole os strength S auses horizontal de e tion equal to
Sx2 =2.
In order to ontribute no hromati ity, the ombination of a sextupole of
strength S1 superimposed on a quadrupole of strength q must be arranged to suppress the term proportional to Æ~x in the de e tion
1
q(1 Æ~)x + S1 (x + D~ 1 Æ~)2 ;
(3.20)
2
and a similar relation an be written at lo ation 2. Assuming that \nominal"
sextupole strengths should orrespond to zero hromati ity, this leads to the values
q
q
(3.21)
S1 = ~ ; S2 = ~ :
D1
D2
Note that the sextupole strengths are unequal even though the linear opti s is the
same in both planes. The sextupole lo ated at a verti al fo using quad has to be
stronger be ause the horizontal dispersion is less there. The hromati ompensation power is proportional to the quadrupole eld at a displa ement value D~ Æ~, a
fa tor whi h is smaller at verti ally fo using quads.
3.3. A Universal, Unequal Phase Advan e FODO Latti e
3.3.1. The Twiss Parameters in Terms of the Quadrupole Strengths.

Formulas in this hapter relate to the le general fodo.xsl. Variation from what
has gone before in ludes allowing the horizontal and verti al tunes to be di erent, ompensating for dipole fo using, and de ning parameters needed to analyse
longitudinal motion.
In pra ti e the apability to have greatly di erent horizontal and verti al tunes
is often not needed. Though the fra tional tunes are almost always separated in
fun tioning a elerators, the integer tunes are often lose. In this ase the separation in fra tional tunes an usually be a hieved as a perturbation away from the
symmetri tune situation. (This operation an be performed using the tunethin
instru tion of UAL.) Nevertheless, for greater exibility, it is onvenient to have
a losed form, unequal tune, basis latti e. Transfer matri es for a quadrupole of
strength q were given in Eq. (3.9). We now introdu e unequal quad strengths q1
and q2, labeled 1 and 2, without yet spe ifying whi h is fo using in whi h plane.
Re all that positive q orresponds to fo using in the x-plane (horizontal). One of
q1 and q2 will be positive, the other negative. A bend through angle  is assumed
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to o ur at the enter of ea h half ell, and sextupoles of strength S1 and S2 are
lo ated beside the quads.
The x transfer
matrix
2 1is



1 0 =  1 q 1 l
l
(x) = 1 0 1 l
M21
q2 1 0 1
q1 1
q1 q2 + q1 q2 l 1 q2 l ; (3.22)
and a similar matrix for 1 2 is obtained by swit hing q1 and q2 . The full ell,
1 1, x-transfer matrix is



1
q
l
l
1
q
l
l
(
x)
2
1
M11
q1 q2 + q1 q2 l 1 q1 l
q1 q2 + q1 q2 l 1 q2 l


2
1
2
q
l
2
q
l
+
2
q
q
l
2
l
(1
q
l
)
1
2
1
2
2
= 2( q1 q2 + q1 q2l)(1 q1l) 1 2q1l 2q2l + 2q1q2 l2 : (3.23)
For a periodi latti e made by repeating these ells, this matrix an be written in
\Twiss" form, with again vanishing by symmetry;
!
(x)
(
x) sin (x)
os

(
x)
1
1
(3.24)
M11 =
sin (1x)= (x) os (1x) :
Equating oeÆ ients and generalizing to in lude y motion by swit hing the signs
of q1 and q2 leads to
(x)
C (x) = os (1x) = 1 2q1 l 2q2 l + 2q1 q2 l2 ; sin2 1 = q1 l + q2 l q1 q2 l2 ;
2
(3.25)
(y)

os (1y) = 1 + 2q1l + 2q2l + 2q1q2l2; sin2 21 = q1l q2l q1 q2l2
The -fun
tions are obtained similarly; s
s
s
r
r
1
1
q2 l
2
1 q2 l l ;
(x) =l 1 q2 l
=
l
=
1
2
(
x
)
1 q1l q1 l + q2 l q1q2l
1 q1 l 1 C
1 q1 l sin (12 )
s
s
s
r
r
1
1
+
q2 l
2
1 + q2 l l
(y) =l 1 + q2 l
1
1 + q1l q1l q2l q1 q2l2 = l 1 + q1l 1 C (y) = 1 + q1l sin 1(2 ) ;
(3.26)
s
s
s
r
r
1 q1 l
1
1 q1 l
2
1 q1 l l
(x)
2 =l 1 q2 l q1 l + q2 l q1 q2 l2 = l 1 q2 l 1 C (x) = 1 q2 l (1 ) ;
sin 2
s
s
s
r
r
1 + q1 l
1
(y)
= l 11 ++ qq1ll 1 2C (y) = 11 ++ qq1ll l( ) :
2 =l 1 + q2 l
q1 l q2 l q1 q2 l2
2
2 sin 1
2
Note the simple identities,
q
q
l
(x) (x) = l ;
(y) (y)
(3.27)
1 2
1 2 = 1( ) :
(1 )
sin 2
sin 2
and
(x)
(y)
1 = 1 q2 l ; 1 = 1 + q2 l :
(3.28)
(x) 1 q l
(y) 1 + q l
C (y) =

x

y

x

y

x

2

1

y

2

1
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Often (x) and (y) are approximately equal. If they are exa tly equal, the formulas
simplify onsiderably. Taking point 1 to be a horizontally fo using quadrupole
lo ation we de ne
q1 = q2 = jqj;
(3.29)
we obtain
(3.30)
os 1 = 1 2jqj2l2; sin 21 = jqjl;
as well as the relations,
s
s
(x) = 1 + jqjl 1 ; (y) = 1 jqjl 1 ;
(3.31)
1
1 jqjl jqj 1
1 + jqjl jqj
s
s
(x) = 1 jqjl 1 = (y) ; (y) = 1 + jqjl 1 = (x)
2
2
1 + jqjl jqj 1
1 jqjl jqj 1
Note that these formulas agree with Eqs. (3.16), whi h led to identities (3.17) and
(3.18).
3.3.2. Longitudinal Variation of the Latti e Fun tions. Referring again
to Table 2.1, in the drift regions between quadrupoles the -fun tions vary quadrati ally with s. At the quad enter the slope 0 = d =ds  2 vanishes, but there
are slope dis ontinuities related to the quad strengths by
 0 (x) = 2q1 1(x);  0(y) = 2q1 1(y);
(3.32)
so the Twiss parameters at the quadrupole exit are given by
(x) =q1 (x) ; (y) = q1 (y) ;
(3.33)
1+
1
1+
1
(
x
)
(
y
)
(x) = 1 + q12 ( 1 )2 ; (y) = 1 + q12 ( 1 )2 :
1+

(x)
1

1+

(y)
1

In the region from 1 to 2 the -fun tions vary as
(x) (s) = (x) 2 (x)s + (x)s2 ; (y) (s) = (y) 2 (y) s + (y) s2 :
(3.34)
1
1+
1+
1
1+
1+
The slope of the horizontal dispersion fun tion D~ (s) vanishes at the quadrupole
enter, but there is a slope dis ontinuity at 1, due to the quadrupole, su h that
0 = q1 D~ 1 ;
(3.35)
D~ 1+
and a slope dis ontinuity  at l=2 due to the bend (whi h is being treated as if
on entrated at the enter of the half ell). As a result, the value of D~ 2 is
l
l
(3.36)
D~ 2 = D~ 1 q1 D~ 1 l +  ; D~ 1 = D~ 2 q2 D~ 2 l +  ;
2
2
where the same argument has given the se ond equation also. Solving Eq. (3.36)
yields
(1 q2l=2)l ; D~ 2 = (1 q1 l=2)l :
D~ 1 =
(3.37)
sin2 (2 )
sin2 (2 )
For the ase of equal tunes as in Eq. (3.29) these be ome
(1 + jqjl=2)l ; D~ 2 = (1 jqjl=2)l ;
(3.38)
D~ 1 =
jqjl2
jqjl2
x

x
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Figure 3.3.

with the useful onsequen e that

D~ 1 + D~ 2

= lq2 :

20

22
s, m

e, with

(3.39)
Twiss fun tion variation for the general fodo latti e are shown in FIG 3.3.
3.3.3. Setting the Tunes. One an adjust the strengths q1 and q2 to a hieve
desired values for the phase advan es (x) and (y). De ning the \average" quantity
(x)
(y) 
S 2 = 12 sin2 2 + sin2 2 ;
(3.40)
and the \di eren e" quantity,
(x)
(y)
(3.41)
(S 2 ) = sin2 2 sin2 2 ;
Eqs. (3.25) be ome
(3.42)
q1 l + q2 l = (S 2 )=2; q1 lq2 l = S 2 :
These lead to the quadrati equation
(q1 l)2 + 12 (S 2 )q1l S 2 = 0;
(3.43)
with the roots being
q
q1 l =  S 2 + ((S 2 ))2 =16 (S 2 )=4:
(3.44)
The sign hoi e depends upon whi h of the two quads is horizontally fo using|for
FODDOF q1 > 0; q2 < 0, for DOFFOD q1 < 0; q2 > 0.
2
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3.3.4. Chromati ity Compensation. In order to ontribute no hromati ity, the ombination of a sextupole of strength S1 superimposed on a quadrupole
of strength q1 must be arranged to suppress the term proportional to Æ~x in the
de e tion
1
(3.45)
q1 (1 Æ~)x + S1 (x + D~ 1Æ~)2 :
2
Assuming that \nominal" sextupole strengths should orrespond to zero hromati ity, this leads to the values
q
q
(3.46)
S1 = ~1 ; S2 = ~2 :
D1
D2
For equal tunes the same formulas have been derived earlier.
3.3.5. Compensation For Dipole Fo using. The tune shift aused by
a small quadrupole perturbation. A result that is so important in a elerator

physi s that it deserves to be alled \the golden rule" is that a quadrupole perturbation of strength q, at a point in the latti e where the beta-fun tions are x and
(y) , auses tune shifts given by
(3.47)
x = 41 xq; y = 41 y q:
For positive q the horizontal tune is shifted to higher value. The same quad shifts
the verti al tune to lower value.
Use of the golden rule to ompensate for dipole fo using. There is a
fo using e e t due a dipole, say a se tor bend, that shifts the horizontal tune.
Espe ially in small rings, ompensating for this shift improves agreement between
desired and a hieved tunes. Assume that the magnet lengths satisfy
ld + lq + ls = l:
(3.48)
The e e tive fo using strength of the dipole (it a ts only in the horizontal plane)
is
()2 :
qd =
(3.49)
ld

This quadrupole perturbation shifts the tune by an amount
(3.50)
 (x) = 4n qd (x) = 2n ()2 l=ld( ) :
sin 2
where (x) has been approximated using Eq. (3.27) and qd taken from Eq. (3.49).
This tune shift is ne essarily positive. To ompensate for this perturbation, whi h
to this point has been negle ted, we apply hanges q1 and q2 to q1 and q2,
applying the ondition that both total tune shifts vanish yields
41(x) = 0 =q1 1(x) + q2 2(x) + qd (x);
(3.51)
41(y) = 0 = q1 1(y) q2 2(y):
Solving these equations yields
x

q1 =

(y)
l
qd (x) (y) 2 (y) (x) (x) ;
1 2
1 2 sin 2

q2 = q1

(y)
1 :
(y)
2

(3.52)
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3.3.6. Orbit Length and Transition Gamma. The general fodo.adxf
le also in ludes al ulations that are primarily of importan e for longitudinal dynami s. Des ription of these al ulations is deferred until se tion 6.3 in hapter 6, whi h deals with longitudinal dynami s. Sin e that material does not depend on anything not overed so far, the reader wishing to fully understand the
general fodo.adxf le ould turn to it next.
3.2 This simulation ontinues to use the eq tune fodo latti e. It
Simulation

.

is deferred to this lo ation be ause Eq. 3.47 is needed for the analysis. Continuing
an earlier simulation, hange nufra by an amount small enough that the latti e
remains stable but large enough that the tabular entries in the \modi ed values"
olumn di er from entries in the \sample value" olumn by a numeri ally signi ant
amount.
Simulation 3.3. For the input quantity q and the output quantity  , by performing the subtra tions alluded to in the previous problem, evaluate d=dq both for
entries from the analyti olumn and from the UAL olumn. If the values di er
signi antly it may be ause you have hanged parameters by too great an amount
for \linearized" formulas to be valid.

CHAPTER 4
Instrumental Analysis of 1D Parti le and Bun h
Motion
NOTE: This hapter introdu es the distin tion between idealized single parti le
motion and the motion of the entroid of a bun h of parti les (whi h is the only
thing that is measurable in pra ti e). The methods developed are intended primarily to be applied to bun h entroid motion. In spite of this, only the transverse
simulator, whi h tra ks one, or a few, parti les individually, will be used for simulations des ribed in this hapter. This an be regarded as testing the data-pro essing
algorithms in simple ases before applying them later in more realisti , more ompli ated, ases. In Chapter 7, the de oheren e simulator will be applied to the
dynami s of bun h entroid motion.

4.1. Introdu tion

The latti e that will mainly be used for simulations in this hapter is alled
(in either .adxf or .sxf) form. The investigations have nothing
whatsoever to do with olliding beams. The only reason for using this latti e is that
it has regions of very small and very large -fun tion values. This makes it more
hallenging to extra t the -fun tions using beam-based methods. The mon in the
name indi ates that multiple BPM's have been distributed around the ring. These
are the only lo ations at whi h parti le positions are onsidered (by the simulation)
to be known. But, to make the latti e le handier for tutorial purposes, BPM's
have also been pla ed at points whi h would be physi ally ina essible, for example
at the interse tion points, where elementary parti le dete tors would o upy the
spa e.
The Twiss fun tions an be al ulated for the ollider mon latti e, using methods des ribed in Chapter 3.3. The results are shown in FIG 4.1. One of the tasks
of this hapter will be to use BPM's to measure these fun tions. This will be an
example of the so- alled \model independent analysis", in whi h properties of the
latti e are obtained without relying on the design model of the latti e. Of ourse
the beam based measurements will only be simulated here.
This hapter dis usses the instrumentation needed to measure beam properties
in an a elerator, and the methods employed to pro ess this data. It might be
thought that there would be no need for su h experimental apparatus in a simulation ontext that is entirely theoreti al. But the essen e of simulation is to repli ate
a tual onditions and to a quire information about the beam using methods that
are pra ti al in a ontrol room. Instrumentation issues determine what is available
and what is useful.
ollider mon
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Latti e fun tions for the ollider mon latti e, obtained using the matrix method of Chapter 2.

Figure 4.1.

Ideal a elerators have only linear, error free elements and highly ollimated,
monoenergeti , low urrent beams, that an be measured with noise-free instrumentation. The behavior of su h ideal ma hines an be investigated by studying single
parti les. None of these idealizations is fully appli able to real a elerators and
most of the deviant features are quite diÆ ult to handle by purely analyti al ulations. The existen e of these non-ideal features is perhaps the greatest justi ation
for investigation by simulation.
The presen e of ele troni noise limits the a ura y of beam dete tor measurements. The main tool available for de-sensitization from noise is the use of
Fourier-like methods. These permit the oherent superposition of the e e ts of
multiple measurements for whi h the e e ts of noise tend to average toward zero.
Analysis of su h methods is the subje t of this hapter.
Sin e the sour es of ele troni noise are rarely well understood, the noise level
in a simulation has to be represented by one or more empiri al oeÆ ients. Even
so, for single parti le motion, one an, in prin iple, make the noise negligible by
extending the measurement over long enough times.
Unfortunately, many beam dete tors respond only to entroid motion of the
beam bun hes being studied. For low emittan e beams this entroid motion is
quite a urately the same as single parti le motion. In parti ular the CourantSnyder invariant of the bun h entroid is, in fa t, nearly invariant. But bun hes of
nite size in nonlinear elds su er from e e ts variously known as lamentation,
de oheren e, and Landau damping, that ause the entroid to exhibit damping-like
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Time domain and frequen y domain signals from a
point referen e parti le.

Figure 4.2.

behavior. The fundamental physi s underlying these e e ts is relatively well known
and hen e is easily and reliably in orporated into simulation. Filamentation and
de oheren e is analysed in Chapter 7.
The presen e of entroid \damping" means that the single-parti le-like motion
of a bun h survives for only a limited number of turns. Averaging over times large
ompared to this is ounter-produ tive as it in reases noise without enhan ing the
signal. This makes it important to attempt to maximize the information extra tion
from a limited number of terms. A method known as \Prin iple Component Analysis" (PCA), while e e tively subsuming Fourier methods, takes this approa h. This
method, whi h UAL uses to analyse one-dimensional motion, is des ribed in later
se tions of this hapter.
Be ause the PCA method makes no use of Hamiltonian features, i.e. symple ti ity, it is somewhat immune to the presen e of entroid damping. But to make
progress in the analyti treatment of oupled motion, i.e. two or three dimensional,
symple ti features seem to be required. Analysis of oupled motion within UAL is
the subje t of a later hapter.
4.2. Spe tral Analysis of BPM Signals
4.2.1. Spe trum of Referen e Parti le. Let s stand for the ar length
oordinate in a ir ular a elerator of ir umferen e C0. A parti le of harge e,

traveling at speed v0 , on the entral orbit passes a xed point ( all it s = 0) at
regular intervals of time of length T0 = C0=v0. The line harge density, per unit
length, orresponding to a single passage of the parti le at t = 0, is
e
e
(4.1)
Æ(t) = Æ(t):
(t) = eÆ(s) =
jds=dtj
v
0

Here  is that quantity whi h, when multiplied by a spatial interval ds, yields the
harge ontained in range ds. Adding all the passages yields
(t) =

1
e X
Æ(t lT0):
v0 l= 1

(4.2)

This is a \ omb" of equally-spa ed, equal-strength lines in the time domain. A
fast, digitized, beam urrent monitor (BCM) would re ord the pulse heights of
the sequen e of pulses shown on the left part of FIG 4.2. This is referred to as
longitudinal \turn-by-turn" data.
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The same information an be represented analyti ally, as a sum of terms having
sinusoidal time variation, using the easily derived Fourier series relationship
1
1
X
1 X
os 2nt :
(4.3)
Æ(t lT0) =
l=

T0 n= 1
T0
os !0t where !0 = 2=T0, the

1

De ning a \fundamental" os illation
urrent signal
an be regarded as the superposition of \harmoni s" of the fundamental,
(t) =

1
e X
v0 T0 n= 1

os n!0t:

(4.4)

As a he k, al ulation of the harge in the omplete ir umferen e (using the n=0,
DC term) orre tly yields C0 = e.
The Fourier series Eq. (4.4) an be repla ed by an integral over a frequen y
variable !, that is, as a Fourier integral, by representing the oeÆ ients by Æfun tions;
(t) =

e
C0

Z

1

1

d!

1
X

n=

1

Æ(! n!0)

os !t =

Z

1

1

d! (!)

os !t;

(4.5)

where the frequen y domain spe tral fun tion (!) is given by
(!) = Ce0

1
X

n=

1

Æ(! n!0 ):

(4.6)

This shows that the signal is also a \ omb" of equally spa ed equal strength in the
frequen y domain. Pi torially the situation is shown in FIG 4.2. Pro essing the
BCM signal with a spe trum analyser would exhibit this spe trum. Typi ally a
bandwidth less than !0 would be exhibited and only one line would be visible.
4.2.2. Spe trum of Gaussian Bun h. The line density of a bun h ontaining unit harge, having Gaussian pro le with r.m.s. length s is
Z 1
s2 !2
1
v02 t2
p
)
=
d!
(
!
)
os
!t;
where
(
!
)
=
exp(
=
exp(
2s2
2v02 ):
2s
1
(4.7)
A ounting for all beam revolutions, the time domain formula for the line harge
of a bun h ontaining N harges e is
1
v02 (t lT0)2
Ne X
exp(
= p
(4.8)
2s2 ):
2s l= 1
This an be regarded as the onvolution of distributions (4.2) and (4.7). A ording
to a theorem of Fourier analysis, onvolution in the time domain orresponds to
multipli ation, in the frequen y domain, of the two transforms. As a result
2 2

1
X

s !
exp(
(!) = CNe
2v02 ) n=
0 v0
Pi torially the situation is shown in FIG 4.3.

1

Æ(! n!0):

(4.9)
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Spe trum of BCM signal due to a single parti le exe uting longitudinal os illations.
Figure 4.4.

4.2.3. Spe trum of a Longitudinally Os illating Parti le. Consider a
parti le that is os illating longitudinally (relative to the referen e parti le). The
parti le's arrival time at the BPM is modulated away from its nominal value by a
sinuisoidal fa tor os illating at the syn hrotron os illation frequen y !s, and with
longitudinal amplitude v0 Ts. Adjusting the time origin so that the initial os illation
phase is zero, substitution into Eq. (4.2) yields
=

1
e X
Æ(t lT0 Ts
v0 l= 1

os !st):

(4.10)

This \phase modulated" expression an be expressed as a sum of harmoni s of the
fundamental, along with \syn hrotron sidebands" that are displa ed away by small
integer multiples of the syn hrotron frequen y. The oeÆ ients in this expansion are
proportional to Bessel fun tions Jm(n!0Ts), where m = 0; 1; 2::: are labels for
the sidebands, and n = 0; 1; 2::: are labels for the harmoni s of the fundamental.
Typi ally the \modulation depth" Ts=T0 is a very small number, so the arguments
of the Bessel fun tions are very small ompared to 1, at least for small n (i.e. low
harmoni s.) In this ase, the leading term, with oeÆ ient J0(n!0Ts) is dominant,
whi h makes the sidebands insigni ant. At large values of n the sidebands be ome
relatively more important. The situation is illustrated in Fig. 3.
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Figure 4.5.

4.2.4. Spe trum of a Transversely Os illating Parti le. For a parti le
undergoing
horizontal transverse os illations, the transverse amplitude x =
p  os(pure
!
t
)
x x
x 0 register as x-dependent urrents  ;
p os( ! t) X
1
e
x x
x 0
 = (1  A
Æ(t lT0);
(4.11)
v
2R
0

l=

1

in urrent monitors symmeti ally left and right of the beamline. A beam position
monitor (BPM) onsists of su h a pair of pi kups, whi h produ es a signal proportional to x as the di eren e of the two signals in Eq. (4.11). In Eq. (4.11), with
R being the beam pipe radius, the BPM sensitivity A is a dimensionless number
of order 1. Performing the subtra tion, and substituting from Eq. (4.11), yields a
\transverse signal";
1
X
e A p

os(x!0t)
os(n!0t)
+  =
v0 T0 R x x
n= 1
1 
X
p
= ve 2TAR x x
os (n + x)!0t +
0 0
n= 1

os((n



x)!0 t :

(4.12)

One sees that the betatron spe trum onsists of identi al sidebands, symmetri ally
above and below all revolution harmoni s. In the presen e of oupling both horizontal and verti al lines are visible in the same plot, for example as in FIG 4.5. In
the presen e of nonlinearity even more spe tral lines are observed.
The horizontal and verti al tune spe ta for the ollider mon latti e are shown
in FIG 4.6. Sin e this latti e is ideal, and therefore has no x; y oupling, no \wrong
plane" lines are visible. There are however hints of lines of unknown origin, for
example at x = 0:34. Lines like this will be dis ussed in Chapter 8. Note, however,
with the verti al s ale being logarithmi , the amplitudes of thes lines are extremely
small.
4.3. Dis rete Time, DFT Analysis

The dis rete Fourier transform (DFT)1 is a numeri al tool that an be used
to determine the oeÆ ients in ontinuous time expansions like Eq.(4.12). This

1A ommon terminology refers to all dis rete Fourier methods as FFT (fast Fourier transform)

methods. This is not quite appropriate as the FFT is just one eÆ ient algorithm for evaluating
DFT's
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e.

ollider mon latti

pro edure entails sampling and digitizing the signal to be analysed at dis rete time
intervals. For beam dete tors in ir ular rings it is natural to hoose the revolution
time T0 as the digitization time. Espe ially for transverse os illations, sin e there
are many os illation periods per revolution period, this represents gross undersampling. This auses \aliasing" in whi h os illation at one frequen y is dete ted
at another frequen y. For the relatively simple spe tra under dis ussion this aliasing
does not destroy the usefulness of the spe tra and the aliasing is little worse than
a nuisan e. This will not be further dis ussed here.
The \natural" domain of the DFT is omplex numbers. Wanting to analyse
real fun tions, it is e onomi al to transform two real fun tions at the same time.
Normally one has more (usually many more) than one BPM to analyse, and it is
quite satisfa tory to pro ess them in pairs. The fundamental DFT formula starts
from two sets, ea h ontaining an even number N of real samples, x(n) and y(n),
of the two fun tions to be transformed, formed into a single omplex sequen e
z (n) = x(n) + iy(n), n = 0; 1; : : : ; N 1. It does no harm to think of this as a
omplexi ed read out of horizontal and verti al positions at the same lo ation on
turn number n, but the DFT pro ess keeps the x and y sequen es separate, so the
sequen es ould just as well have ome from di erent BPM's. The \transform"
onsists of N omplex numbers Z (n), n = 0; 1; ; : : : ; N 1 given by
1 NX1 z(n) exp  i2kn :
(4.13)
Z (k) =
N n=0

N

The output range an be regarded as a fra tional tune range from 0 to 1, binned
into tune intervals of width 1=N . (The integer part of the tune is suppressed by
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the aliasing mentioned earlier.) The N values of Z (k), k = 1; 2; : : : ; N , an be
interpreted as the binned spe tral ontent of the fun tion represented by samples
z (n). The inverse transform, the IDFT, is given by
N
 i2kn 
X1
:
(4.14)
z (n) =
Z (k) exp
k=0

N

Essentially the same program an be used for either DFT or IDFT be ause, with

 indi ating omplex onjugation,

x = N (DFTfX g) :
(4.15)
In this form the Fourier transforms of x and y are \mixed together". To separate
them: suppose that X (k) and Y (k) (both omplex) are the transforms of x and y,

(both real). That is
z (n) $ Z (k); x(n) $ X (k); y(n) $ Y (k):
(4.16)
These show that


i
1
(4.17)
X (k) = Z  (N k) + Z (n) ; Y (k) = Z  (N k) Z (n) :
2
2
There is redundan y in these relations. It an be shown that the Z (n) values are
symmetri about n = (N 1)=2, whi h is to say about fra tional tune 0.5. This
further restri tion of the output tune range, already visible in FIG 4.5, is another
aliasing e e t. Be ause of this symmetry there is no point in exhibiting spe trum
outside the tune range 0 <  < 0:5 as there is no extra information outside this
range.
4.1 For this and the following problem you are to use any omputer
Problem

.

language you have a ess to that is apable of handling matri es; for example MATLAB, MAPLE, or a spread sheet. For pedagogi al purposes a programmable hand
al ulator is ideal, even though it may be too slow at pro essing large matri es in
produ tion usage. In the statement of the problem (and similar problems elsewhere
in the text), example ode valid on an HP al ulator will be used to spell out the
task. Even for someone unfamiliar with this al ulator should nd the ode simple
enough to serve as pseudo ode or to be onvin ed that oding from s rat h is not a
formidable task.
Consider a 4  4 on e-around transfer matrix M given by
0.231876
32.36138
0.000000
0.822722

-0.029239 -0.031317 0.000000
0.231876 -0.822722 0.000000
0.000000 1.000000 0.000000
0.031317 -0.012908 1.000000

Key it into the al ulator, or whatever program you are using, as a variable M.
For a starting displa ement X0 su h as x0 = 1; x00 = 0; y0 = 1; y00 = 0, i.e. in
the al ulator [1 0 1 0℄, iterate the matrix multipli ation Xi+1 = MXi NTR=16
times to generate simulated data at a single \BPM" as sample data to by subje ted
to FFT analysis analysis in the next problem. (NTR an be any integer power of 2.)
For example, on an HP al ulator, the following ode de nes a program named $XY
(following the onvention that program names start with $ signs). Starting with
the initial ondition ve tor on the sta k, this ode generates x + iy for N turns and
stores the sequen e of omplex numbers in variable TRK. The a tual ode appears
between the << and the >> signs.

4.4. PCA, PRINCIPLE COMPONENT ANALYSIS
$XY: << DUP DUP 1 GET SWAP
1 N 1 - START SWAP
DUP DUP 1 GET SWAP
NEXT
SWAP DROP N ->ARRY

57

3 GET R->C
M SWAP *
3 GET R->C
'TRK' STO >>

For omparison with a \ anned" FFT routine, it is onvenient to have, say, a pure
x(n) sequen e, whi h an be obtained from similar ode;

$X: << DUP 1 GET 1 N 1 START SWAP M SWAP * DUP 1 GET NEXT
SWAP DROP N ->ARRY 'TRK' STO >>
Use the FFT provided by the software you are using to al ulate the DFT of the
sequen e TRK. Then, as a he k, on rm that IFFT restores the original sequen e.

Problem 4.2. Using Eq. (4.13), nd the DFT of the turn-by-turn data generated
in the previous problem. Then al ulate the IDFT and on rm that the result agrees
with the original data set. On the HP al ulator the matrix of oeÆ ients needed
in Eq. (4.13) an be al ulated and stored in matrix EJK using

$EJK: << N N << -> j k
<< (0.0,1.0) NEG 2 * PI * j * k * N / EXP N / >>
>>
LCXM 'EJK' STO >>

and a program to produ e the FFT of the array on the sta k is

$DFT: << EJK SWAP * >>
Finally, for the IDFT
$IDFT: << CONJ EJK SWAP * CONJ N * >>
For a value su h as N=16 he k that the transform evaluated using $DFT agrees with
the FFT al ulated in the previous problem. Compare the time taken by the FFT

program provided by the software you are using.

4.4. PCA, Prin iple Component Analysis
4.4.1. Introdu tion and Motivation. As stated by Jolli e[9℄, \The entral

idea of prin ipal omponent analysis (PCA) is to redu e the dimensionality of a large
number of interrelated variables, while retaining as mu h as possible of the variation
present in the data set". The method an have the heavily statisti al emphasis of
drawing maximal inferen e from minimal data sets, or a more purely des riptive,
algebrai emphasis on the e onomi al representation of multiple observations by
a minimal number of parameters. The diagnosis of an a elerator based on BPM
signals is made diÆ ult both by the inherent omplexity of the data and by the noise
it ontains. With the former being judged the more fundamental ompli ation, UAL
stresses the algebrai aspe t of PCA rather than the statisti al. Though the eld
errors that degrade a elerator performan e were random at the time the a elerator
was being onstru ted, they do not ontribute sto hasti ally to the sorts of data
sets to be investigated, as they are mainly assumed to have been \frozen in" when
the a elerator was built.
One way of viewing the spe tral analysis of a multiturn BPM signal des ribed
in previous se tions is that a large number of measurements z(n) (one for ea h of
N turns) has been distilled into a small number of spe tral amplitudes. If the tune
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happens to be an integral multiple of 1=N , the entire data set is hara terized by two
numbers, the amplitudes of sine-like and osine-like os illations. All other spe tral
amplitudes are zero, or are at least very small relative to the dominant lines. Even
for arbitrary tunes only a few bins have appre iable amplitudes. Taking Eq. (4.13)
as example, this distillation has been a omplished by generating numbers that are
linear superpositions of data values z(n) with (theoreti ally derived) oeÆ ients
exp( i2kn=N ). Sin e there were grounds for expe ting di erent BPM's to exhibit
the same tune lines their data sets ould be subje ted to identi al analyses.
If the individual BPM signals were not expe ted to show essentially sinusoidal
variation the Fourier transform pro edure would not be expe ted to work so well.
Some extraneous e e ts merely exhibit the power of Fourier transforms. For example noise tends to average to zero. BPM misalignment, whi h auses even the referen e parti le to give transverse signals, gives spe tral response at zero frequen y,
whi h is easily distinguished from the true transverse lines.
But other e e ts may not be so benign. One an inquire whether a linear superposition using oeÆ ients other than the sinusoidal Fourier oeÆ ients might be
found that a hieves omparable distillation even when the signals are theoreti ally
less predi table. The answer is \yes", the method is alled \Prin iple Component
Analysis" (PCA) and the distilled parameters are alled \Prin iple Components"
(PC). (By this de nition, the Fourier transform values ould be |but typi ally are
not|legitimately referred to as prin iple omponents.)
Before spelling out this pro edure it is appropriate to identify essential features of the data. The turn-by-turn data from a single BPM, say the j 'th, an be
expressed by a ve tor
xj =

0 j1
x1
Bx j C
B 2 C:
: : :A
xNj

(4.18)

A matrix an be formed from the measurements from M BPM's, ea h arrayed as
in Eq. (4.18);
0

X=

x11
Bx 1
B 2
B 1
 Bx31
1
2
M
x x ::: x = B
Bx4
Bx 1
5

x12
x22
x32
x42
x52
B

:::
xN1 xN2

1

:::
:::
:::
:::
:::

x1M
x2M C
C
x3M C
C
x4M C
C
x5M C
C

:::

xNM

(4.19)

A

(The upper indi es have been shifted slightly to the right to make it natural, in
matrix operations, to regard the upper index as the se ond index. Also the matrix
has been been given the osmeti appearan e of being higher than it is wide, sin e
that is a requirement of the SVD method to be introdu ed in the next se tion; i.e.
N  M , more turns than BPM's.) All entries in this matrix are ommensurate,
meaning they have the same units|in this ase length. This fa ilitates matrix manipulations sin e the oeÆ ients of transformation matri es an be dimensionless.
Though all elements are ommensurate, it is essential to realize that the hara teristi s of olumns and the hara teristi s of rows are di erent. In performing matrix
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operations on the matrix X it is important to use only methods that respe t this
di eren e between rows and olumns.
Within the matrix X the row index an be referred to as \temporal", sin e time
in reases from top to bottom of the matrix. The elements of any one olumn map
out a \temporal pattern". In purely onservative, or Hamiltonian, motion there will
be no systemati tenden y for the elements to be ome small with in reasing row
index. But, for lossy or de ohering systems, the elements will tend to get smaller
toward the bottom.
The olumn index of X, whi h distinguishes di erent lo ations in the ring, an
be referred to as a \spatial" index. In prin iple, in PCA, the di erent olumns ould
refer to quite dissimilar properties of the system under study. In our ase the dynami s at di erent BPM lo ations is expe ted to have quite similar hara teristi s.
But the transverse s ale an hange dis ontinuously and errati ally in progressing
from one BPM to the next. Su h variation an be displayed as a spatial \pattern"
or \shape". One may have some theoreti al expe tation of this variation, but in a
so- alled \model independent analysis" (MIA) this spatial pattern is regarded as a
priori unknowable, and a major purpose of the analysis is to extra t the transverse
s aling fa tors (i.e. p -fun tions) from the data.
There are too many optional features in the properties of data matri es like
X for all options to be dis ussed here. For example the various olumns ould be
multiple measurements from the same BPM. This is the ase to be assumed for the
time being. Or ea h olumn ould be derived from a di erent BPM, a ase that will
be adopted later, for purposes of -fun tion determination. There ould be more
turns than BPM's, N > M (the only ase to be onsidered here) or vi e versa.
An important algebrai parameter that helps to distinguish these ases mathemati ally is the rank R, whi h hara terizes the extent to whi h the olumns of
X are algebrai ally independent. If all olumns of X have ome from the same
dete tor, all with proportional initial onditions, all under ideal onditions, then all
olumns would be proportional and R would be 1. Slightly more general would be
the same situation but with random starting onditions, in whi h ase there would
be sine-like and osine-like olumns (a tually superpositions thereof) and R = 2.
In any ase R annot ex eed the smaller of M and N . Sin e we require N > M
it follows that R  M . Beyond this point, determining the value of R be omes a bit
squishy. The ondition for R to be less than M is that one or more determinants
formed from elements of X vanish. Unfortunately, no experimentally measured
quantity an vanish exa tly (be ause there is always noise at some level). But
the whole point of PCA is to identify linear dependen ies among the olumns of
X|su h dependen ies an be used to redu e the number of parameters needed to
des ribe the data. If exa t, ea h su h (independent) relationship orresponds to a
redu tion of R.
In spite of this la k of rigor, the following approximate approa h often su eeds.
For R = M the number of PC's is M . Ea h PC quanti es the ontribution to the
data of one mode. If the PC is big then the orresponding mode is important.
In pra ti e, with \good" data, only a few of the PC's are big and the rest are
\small" (without noise or other peripheral e e ts the small PC's would presumably
vanish). Setting the small PC's exa tly to zero auses the rank R to be exa tly
equal to the number of retained PC's. Only the non-zero PC's that survive deserve
to be alled \prin ipal omponents". Su h a phenomenologi al pro edure is of
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ourse only approximate and its validity has to be investigated further on a aseby- ase basis. In the simplest nontrivial, but still ideal, ase there will be two PC's
orresponding to sine-like and osine-like motions, and R = 2.
4.4.2. Rotation to Prin iple Axes. The matrix X ontains a large number

of data points, probably all that will be needed to hara terize the latti e, at
least in the ase where ea h olumn represents a di erent BPM. Even so, one an
regard this data as just one sampling of MN random variables, or of M samplings
of an N - omponent random ve tor. In prin iple the SVD pro edure works even
if these variables are mutually independent, but any useful inferen e to be drawn
re e ts their internal relationships.
Consider multiple samplings of a parti ular olumn x j , and, for ea h sample,
interpret the entries as oordinates of a point to be plotted in an N -dimensional dot
plot. To simplify dis ussion take N = 3 and assume that all M olumns orrespond
to the same BPM. The points will be s attered in a roughly ellipsoidal region. A
general treatment would permit the ve tors x j to get ontributions from noise,
from momentum dependen e, from misalignment, et . Be ause of e e ts like this
the ellipsoid would not ne essarily be entered on the origin but, deferring this
possibility for simpli ity, let us assume that the theoreti al averages of all entries
are zero. The di erent data sets re e t evolution of the same system but with
random start times. As su h the M data points in any one data set under study
will be imbedded indistinguishably within this plot.
It is natural to identify prin iple axes of this ellipsoid and to perform a rotation to oordinates in whi h the ellipsoid is ere t relative to all axes. Being ere t
implies the absen e of orrelation between any pair of omponents. Restri ting this
transformation to be a rotation exploits the ommensurate nature of the elements
and prevents the distortion that would result when di erent multipli ative fa tors
are applied to omponents along di erent axes.
It ould happen that the ellipsoid just dis ussed is very long and skinny. It
would be natural then to hoose the axis along whi h the ellipsoid is long as the
rst oordinate axis. The omponent along this axis would indeed be a prin iple
omponent sin e the motion would be essentially one dimensional, with this omponent des ribing the state of motion. Normally the data will be more than one
dimensional. The next simplest ase would have the data approximately restri ted
to an ellipti al region lying in some skew plane. The rst prin iple omponent
would then be hosen along the major axis, the se ond along the minor axis. All
this dis ussion generalizes to the N -dimensional region needed to des ribe all N
omponents of x j . In general there will be N prin iple omponents, ordered from
largest to smallest. If a few of these omponents are \large" and the rest \small",
one will have redu ed the dimensionality of the data set (in some approximate
sense) from N to the number of \large" PC's.

MN

4.4.3. The SVD Method of Determining Prin iple Components. The
numeri al, algebrai \singular value de omposition" (SVD) method is des ribed by
Press et al.[10℄ Though an ient (Beltrami, 1873, Jordan, 1874) the SVD method
was re ently introdu ed into a elerator physi s by Irwin, Wang et al[8℄. Unlike
DFT, let us require all omponents and all oeÆ ients to be real.
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SVD is a robust algebrai algorithm, that permits an arbitrary, not ne essarily
square, N  M matrix X to be expressed in the form
X = USVT = 1 u1 v1T + 2 u2 v2T + : : : :
(4.20)
Here S is an N  M matrix whi h, though not square, has non-vanishing elements
only along the main diagonal, their values being 1 > 2 >    > M :. Matrix U,

(4.21)
U = u1 u2 : : : uN ; uTi uj = Æij ;
is an N  N orthonormal matrix whose olumns are ve tors ui that satisfy the
orthonormality relations shown. Similarly,
0 T1
1
B TC
B 2 C;
:::A
T
M

v
v
VT =
v

viT vj = Æij ;

(4.22)

is an M  M orthonormal matrix.
Be ause the ve tors ui and vj are normalized, the magnitudes of the oeÆients i in Eq. (4.20) a urately re e t the importan e of the individual terms.
Being ordered with largest i rst, the terms in Eq. (4.20) are ordered from most
important to least important.
By spelling out Eq. (4.20) in more detail;
0

0

1

0

1

1

0

0

1

0

1

1

u1;1
u1;1
u2;1
u2;1
X = 1 v1;1 u1;2 A v1;2 u1;2 A : : :A+2 v2;1 u2;2A v2;2 u2;2A : : :A+: : : ;
:::
:::
:::
:::

(4.23)
one sees that ui des ribes the temporal pattern (de ned earlier) of the i'th mode
and vi des ribes the spatial pattern of the same mode. Sin e the SVD fa torization
is unique, and an be performed me hani ally using readily available software tools,
one sees that onsiderable information an be extra ted automati ally from data
matrix X.
To obtain the spatial patterns vi one an introdu e a matrix, referred to as the
\sample ovarian e matrix", and de ned by
X
xki xkj :
(4.24)
C ij = N1 XT X ij = N1
k

The summation is over turn number k and division by N onverts the elements to
average values;
1
< x 1x 1 > < x 1x 2 > : : : < x 1x M >
B < x 2x 1 >
< x 2x 2 > : : : < x 2x M > C
C:
Cij = B
A

:::
< xMx1 > < xMx2 > ::: < xMxM >
0

(4.25)

Using Eq. (4.20) and the orthonormality of U and V, one derives
CV = N1 XT XV = N1 VSUT USVT V = N1 VS2 :
(4.26)
This equation shows that the olumns of V (whi h have previously been alled
spatial patterns) are eigenve tors of C. Be ause it is symmetri , the eigenvalues
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of C are known to be real, and its eigenve tors are known to be orthogonal. Also
from Eq. (4.26) one infers that the eigenequations for individual eigenve tors are
Cvi = i vi ; = vi i2 =N:
(4.27)
p
From ea h eigenvalue  of C this determines a diagonal element  = N of S.
The matrix C, to the extent it is statisti ally well determined by the data,
enables geometri determination of the prin iple omponents. Sin e the ve tors vi
form an orthonormal set they de ne a hara teristi referen e frame. For an arbitrary data ve tor x, its prin iple omponents zi an be obtained as the omponents
of x along these axes. In ve tor algebra these omponents would be determined as
\dot produ ts" vi  x. In matrix notation,
zi = viT x; or z = VT x;
(4.28)
where, in the se ond form, the ve tors have been arrayed within matri es. Finally,
onsider the family of N -dimensional ellipsoids de ned by the equation
xT C 1 x = onstant:
(4.29)
Using Eq. (4.28), and the orthonormality of V, this equation an be expressed as
onstant = zT VT C 1Vz:
(4.30)
By manipulating Eq. (4.26), this equation an be transformed to
N
2
X
zi2
S
1
T
onstant = z
;
(4.31)
z=
N

N i=1 i2

whi h is the equation of the hara teristi ellipsoid in the oordinates in whi h it is
ere t. This derivation has been formal. The detailed geometri interpretation of the
equation depends on the treatment of the previously-mentioned errati behavior of
small i values. Dropping su h indeterminate terms from Eq. (4.31), the formula
is useful primarily in the ase that it redu es to a relatively short sum of squared
terms. In this frame the distribution of points an be represented, at least rudely,
as a one dimensional distribution of points binned into ellipsoidal shells, with the
shell size parameterized by allowing the onstant appearing on the left hand side
of the equation to vary.
4.4.4. Extra ting Betatron Phases and Beta Fun tions. Mu h of this
se tion follows Wang et al.[7℄. From here on it will be assumed that the M olumns
in data matrix X onsist of turn-by-turn data from separate BPM's. The main
new physi s the PCA approa h is intended to address is the non -invarian e of the
Courant-Snyder invariant evaluated from a bun h entroid when it is treated as
the position of a single parti le. Su h variation invalidates equations like (4.12) in
whi h the CS invariant  was assumed to be onstant. In pra ti e the de oheren e
e e t that auses  to vary is usually fairly weak and the fra tional variation of 
during any one turn is tiny.
Based on the slowness of this variation, for extra ting betatron parameters
from the turn-by-turn data matrix X, Wang et al.[7℄ suggest the following sensible
approximation. During any one turn  is taken to be exa tly onstant. This means
the spatial pattern introdu ed earlier will be exa tly the same as for single parti le
motion. But, to support de oheren e or other non-Hamiltonian behavior, the emittan e is permitted to have arbitrary (though slowly varying) temporal dependen e.
Notationally, the bun h CS-invariant is simply given a temporal index i so that i,
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even though its value varies with i, is onstant during any single turn. The entroid
motion an therefore be expressed as
p
(4.32)
xi m = i m os(i + m );
where m is the beta-fun tion and m the phase at the m-th BPM and i is the
time-evolving phase at some referen e lo ation in the ring (to be referred to as
\origin").
As stated already, the measured omponents of X will have other extraneous ontributions (due, for example, to noise and dispersion) but we will trust
the PCA approa h to suppress their e e ts. By substituting from Eq. (4.32) into
previously derived formulas we an derive theoreti al expressions for the various
eigenvalues, eigenve tors, and patterns that have been introdu ed, in terms of the
newly-introdu ed parameters i , m, m , and i .
For a given data set, taken at arbitrary time, the starting phase at the origin is
arbitrary. The starting phase an be inferred from the elements in the top two rows
of X along with Eq. (4.32). Wang et al.[7℄ give an expli it formula (double-valued
and not reprodu ed here) for this phase, as well as the following formulas for the
two non-vanishing eigenvalues;
 =

<>

4

M
X
m=1

= < 4 >

m

(1 + os2 m)

M
X
m=1

s

m (

X
m

m

os2 m)2 + (

X
m

m

sin2 m)2



:

(4.33)

where 2and initial phase 0 has been set to zero, by judi ious hoi e of starting turn
index. Wang et al. also give theoreti al formulas for the spatial shapes,
<>
v+ = p m os m ; m = 1; : : : ; M;
2 
<>
p
2 

+

m
sin m; m = 1; : : : ; M;
(4.34)
=
as well as for the temporal shapes,
2i os i ; i = 1; : : : ; N;
u+ =
N <>
2i sin i : i = 1; : : : ; N:
(4.35)
u =
N <>
Finally these formulas an be used at ea h BPM to extra t, from the SVD expansion, the betatron phase,
 p v 
1
(4.36)
= tan p v
+ +
and the -fun tion,
= < 2 > (+ v+2 +  v2 ):
(4.37)

v

2The quantity <  > in Eq. (4.33) is multiturn average of the possibly-time-varying emittan e.
If the entroid motion is damped, and the measurement extended to times long ompared to the
damping time, then this average varies inversely with the number of samples. Obviously there is
no point in extending data olle tion into this region.
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4.4.5. The PCA Feature of the transverse bSimulator. The following
series of gures were obtained using the SVD feature of the transverse simulator.
FIG 4.7 shows the SVD opening window. Only the leading PC's are shown. All
those not shown are tiny. As expe ted, there are only two large PC's. The third,
not quite tiny PC is the subje t of one of the assignments.
The spatial and temporal eigenve tors are shown in FIG 4.8. Their interpretations will be dis ussed further in Chapter 7. The spatial eigenve tor is losely
related to the -fun tion variation. In this ase the interpretation is ompli ated
by the fa t that the -fun tion is ne essarily positive while the eigenve tor omponents an have either sign. The signs are resolved using Eqs. (4.36) and (4.37). The
-fun tions and phase advan es derived from this data are shown in FIG 4.9. The
-fun tion extra tion uses Eq. (4.37). Treating the emittan e <  > as unknown,
this leaves an overall s ale fa tor undetermined, but the variation of x around the
ring is determined. This \model-independent" determination an be seen to agree
will with the model-based determination. The phase advan e determinations using
Eq. (4.36) also agree well with matrix-based determinations.
4.1 Vary the noise level in the .apdf le and investigate the
degradation in a ura y of the PCA-determined Twiss fun tions. The noise level
(relative to signal level) whi h auses a typi al degradation of, say, 10% in a ura y
Simulation

.

should be determined.
Problem 4.3. Suggest a possible sour e for the third, not quite negligible PC
indi ated in FIG 4.7. Derive a quantitative fomula for the magnitude of this PC.
Simulation 4.2. Compare the PC's obtained when the energy o set Æ of the
parti le is varied. Pay espe ial attention to the third omponent and plot its value
against Æ.
Simulation 4.3. Augment the SVD simulation feature so that it also extra ts
the dispersion at the lo ations of monitor elements in the latti e.
Simulation 4.4. Radiation damping in an ele tron a elator auses the x; y; s
Courant-Snyder invariants of ea h parti le to be multiplied ea h turn by fa tors
ax; ay ; as , ea h less than 1 by an amount that is typi ally of order one part in
10,000. t ! as t.
The presen e of small deviations like these an be modeled in the simulator
in mu h the same way that noise is simulated. The main di eren es are that the
damping de rements are ne essary negative and they are not sto hasti . Rather the
de rements are proportional to the parti le amplitude. For example x ! x(1 ax ).
Augment the transverse simulator to model the presen e of damping. Measure
the damping rate and relate it a urately to the damping oeÆ ient as you have
buile into the ode.
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Opening window for the UAL PCA simulator. The
leading prin ipal omponents (PC)'s are shown.

Figure 4.7.

Spatial and temporal SVD eigenve tors derived from
the PCA simulation of the ollider mon latti e are exhibited.
Figure 4.8.
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Twiss fun tion and phase advan es derived for the ollider mon latti e using the PCA simulator.
Bold dots superimposed on urves indi ate agreement between model-independent and model-based determinations.
Figure 4.9.
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Problem 4.4. In problem 4.1 a programmable al ulator program $X operated
on the 4 omponents of an initial ondition ve tor to produ e a multiturn sequen e
TRK by repeated multipli ation by a matrix (here alled MM so that M an stand for
the number of BPM's). This ode an be re-used here. The routine

$RI: << RAND RAND RAND RAND 4 ->ARRY $X TRK >>

repeats this al ulation for a random starting position. $RI is used within the program
$DATA: << 1 M START $RI NEXT M ROW-> TRN 'DATA' STO>>
After transforming rows and olumns with TRN, the result is an N  M (for example

16  8) data matrix, like that de

ned in Eq. (4.20).
The elements in ea h olumn are onsistent with being the N measurements
on a single BPM. The random starting oordinates simulate random phase and
amplitude starting onditions at the same BPM. The olumns are saved as a matrix
DATA. Using ode like this, produ e su h a matrix and subje t it to SVD analysis.
Again a programmable al ulator is slow but adequate. You should nd two large
elements on the diagonal of matrix S and the rest very small. Interpret this result.
Con rm that U and V are orthogonal.

CHAPTER 5
Analysis of Coupled Motion
5.1. Analysis of a 4  4 Symple ti Matrix

General 3D linearized propagation around a ring is represented by a 6  6
transfer matrix. Mu h simpler, and often approximately valid, is the representation
of one dimensional motion by a 22 transfer matrix. In this se tion an intermediate
approa h is taken in whi h the oupling between two planes, usually x and y, but
sometimes x and s, annot be negle ted. This alls for a 4  4 matrix treatment.
In the last se tion a 6  6 formula is also given.
No matter how messed up an a elerator latti e is, as long as it elements are
onstant in time, there is a small amplitude domain in whi h transverse motion
is a urately represented by a transfer matrix, whi h we are taking to be a 4  4
matrix M. In a omputer simulation all 16 elements of this matrix would be
known but, operationally, in the ontrol room, none of the elements are known a
priori. The task of \model independent analysis" (MIA) is to use measurements
from available instruments (in our ase only beam position monitors (BPM) are
assumed to be available) to infer valid a elerator properties even though M is
ompletely unknown. Even though unknown, M is guaranteed to be a symple ti
matrix.
This hapter des ribes several MIA methods, using BPM data and FFT analysis, that an be used to infer tunes and losed orbit deviations. The rst step is
to exploit symple ti ity to derive a di eren e equation satis ed by M.
The transverse parti le position is spe i ed by a 4-element olumn ve tor
x = (x; x0 ; y; y0 )T . This ve tor represents small transverse deviations from the
equilibrium orbit. Note that the equilibrium orbit is not the same thing as the
design orbit. About the only feature guaranteed to be true about the equilibrium
orbit is that it stays in the va uum hamber and repeats exa tly turn after turn.
Any bun h, no matter how poorly inje ted, by de oheren e and lamentation, eventually enters itself on an equilibrium orbit. The ve tor x, by de nition, measures
deviations from that orbit. Linearized evolution of x from longitudinal oordinate
s0 to s is des ribed by the matrix equation
x(s) = M(s; s0)x(s0 ):
(5.1)
The fa t that M is symple ti , riti al to the derivation of the di eren e equation
being sought, an be expressed using the matrix
0
0 1 0 01
B1
0 0 0C
C
(5.2)
S=B
0
0 0 1A
0 0 1 0
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For M to be symple ti , its inverse must be equal to its \symple ti onjugate" M,
M 1 = M = SMT S:
(5.3)
Partitioning the 4  4 matrix M into 2  2 elements, it and its symple ti onjugate
are




B ; M= A C :
(5.4)
M= A
C D
B D
A 2  2 matrix A and its symple ti onjugate are related by

 

(5.5)
A = a db = d ab = A 1 det jAj;
provided the determinant det jAj is non-vanishing.
Espe ially important for analysing the state of (x; y) oupling is a parti ular
o -diagonal ombination
from Eq. (5.4), E = C+B and its determinant E = det jEj.

 
+ b22 12 b12 ; det jEj = eh fg  E : (5.6)
E  C + B  ge fh = 11
21 b21 22 + b11
For a stable latti e, eigenvalues A and D , of M (with their omplex onjugate
twins) satisfy the relations
A  A + 1=A = exp(iA) + exp( iA) = 2 os A
(5.7)
D  D + 1=D = exp(iD ) + exp( iD ) = 2 os D ;
where A  2A and D  2D are real angles. The quantities A and D ,
eigenvalues of M + M, satisfy
A + D = trA + trD;
(5.8)
AD = trA trD E :
For motion at small amplitude the linearized transfer matrix des ription gives a
thoroughly satisfa tory des ription of the motion. In the presen e of oupling the
tunes A and D are only approximately equal to the ideal, (or nominal, or design)
tunes x and y . But A and D are readily measurable, no matter how badly
oupled the latti e is. For this reason, they an be regarded as known, or at
least operationally measurable, quantities. In fa t the most ommon appli ation
of Fourier analysis of parti le motion (as measured with beam position monitors)
is for the operational measurement of these tunes. The formulation of this se tion
an be used to exploit this pro edure.
As partially seen already, the ombination

 

M + M = M + M 1 = tr0A tr0D + E0 E0
(5.9)
has simpler properties than M. Using the fa t that M 1 an be used to propagate
ba kwards in time, this relation an be used to obtain four third-order, oupled
di eren e equations that relate the oordinates on three su essive turns (labeled
, 0, +):
x+ trA x0 + x = hy0 fy00
x0+ trA x00 + x0 = gy0 + ey00
(5.10)
0
y+ trD y0 + y = ex0 + fx0
y+0 trD y00 + y = gx0 + hx00 :
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It is possible to un ouple these equations. Start by squaring Eq. (5.9), subtra ting 2I, and using Eqs. (5.8);

 2


tr
A
+
(
E
2)
I
0
E
0
2
2
M +M =
0
tr2D + (E 2)I +(trA+trD) E 0 : (5.11)
From Eqs. (5.9) and (5.11), form the ombination that eliminates the o -diagonal
blo ks,
M2 + M 2 (A + D )(M + M 1 ) + (2 + A D )I = 0:
(5.12)
Using this equation to obtain a di eren e equation for the phase spa e oordinates
on su essive turns yields
x++ + x
(A + D )(x+ + x ) + (2 + AD )x0 = 0:
(5.13)
This is the equation we have been seeking. Before applying it to pra ti al problems
su h as losed-orbit nding and feedba k ontrol, we note the simpler equations
that hold in ase there is no ross-plane oupling. In that ase, Eqs. (5.7) and (5.8)
redu e to
A = trA = 2 os x; D = trD = 2 os y ;
(5.14)
the right hand sides of Eqs. (5.10) vanish; and the rst equation, for example,
be omes
x+ 2 os x x0 + x = 0:
(5.15)
It is left as an exer ise to show that this equation and the orresponding y-equation
are onsistent with Eq. (5.13) when there is no oupling.
5.1 In the ase that there is no oupling between x and y motion,
Problem

.

show that Eq. (5.13) redu es to Eq. (5.15) and the orresponding y-equation.

Problem 5.2. Algorithm for onverting an almost symple ti matrix into a
symple ti matrix. De ne

0 1 0 01
B1
0 0 0C
C
S=B
0
0 0 1A :
0 0 1 0
0

(5.16)

onjugate of a matrix M is de ned by
M = SMT S;
(5.17)
T
where M is the transpose of M. One an write a al ulator routine to perform
this operation
The symple ti

$BAR: << TRN S * S SWAP * NEG >>

A matrix Ms is symple ti if and only if

Ms = M s 1 :

Suppose that M is \almost" symple ti . De ne a new matrix, lose to M by

(5.18)

:
(5.19)
Ms = M + M MMM
2
in M Ms , show that Ms is approximately symple ti .

Negle ting terms quadrati
Using 4  4 unit matrix I44, One an write a al ulator routine,
$SYM: << DUP DUP $BAR * 2 / NEG I44 1.5 * + SWAP * >>
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that \symple ti es" a transfer matrix.
In a simulation program an arti ial manipulation like this is risky. Just beause a matrix is symple ti does not mean it is orre t. But sometimes one is
quite on dent that a matrix is essentially orre t, and wishes to use it for iteration, say millions of times. Even the tiniest of failures of symple ti ity will ause
this operation to give arti ial emittan e growth over su h long times. In this ase
arti ial symple ti ation may be justi ed.
Problem 5.3. The matrix M
0.231876
32.36138
0.000000
0.822722

-0.029239 -0.031317 0.000000
0.231876 -0.822722 0.000000
0.000000 1.000000 0.000000
0.031317 -0.012908 1.000000

appeared in an earlier problem. This matrix is very nearly symple ti but, to make
it look less gross in print, its elements are given to only 5 or 6 de imal points. It
an therefore not be exa tly symple ti . Perform the \symple ti ation" de ned in
the previous problem one or more times so that the matrix is symple ti to ma hine
pre ision, typi ally 12 pla es or so.
Problem 5.4. With the symple ti ed matrix M obtained in the previous problem, on rm that Eq (5.12) is satis ed. It is ne essary to rst nd A and D by
solving a hara teristi equation.

5.2. Finding the Tunes and Closed Orbit, Un oupled Case
Kout houk[11℄ has des ribed a losed-orbit nding pro edure, based on Eq. (5.15),
whi h he as ribes to Verdier and Risselada.[12℄ That method, whi h assumes purely

un oupled motion, will now be des ribed and then generalized. Mu h the same des ription applies whether one is dis ussing operational pro edures applied in the
ontrol room of an a tual a elerator or simulation in a omputer. In either ase
nding the losed orbit is usually performed by starting with a guess and iteratively
improving it.
In the derivations of the pre eeding se tion it was impli itly assumed that
transverse oordinates were measured relative to an unknown losed orbit. Let
us assume that the BPM's are positioned perfe tly on the design orbit. This is
rarely pre isely true, but to get our feet on the ground we have to start somewhere.
Then, in prin iple, the BPM is apable of measuring the losed orbit deviation at
that point; all it x o . Making the repla ement x ! x x o in Eq. (5.13), after
simpli ation, yields
x++ + x
(A +D )(x+ + x )+(2+AD )x0 = (2 A)(2 D )x o : (5.20)
Making the same repla ement x ! x x o in Eq. (5.15) yields
x+ 2 os x x0 + x = 2(1 os x )x o :
(5.21)
The parameters A and D in Eq. (5.20) are simple fun tions of operationally
measurable tunes, as is os x in Eq. (5.21). In the ontrol room of an a tual
a elerator, if ir ulating beam an be obtained, A and D an be measured
by spe tral analysis of beam position monitor signals. Similarly, in a omputer
simulation, if multiple turns survive, the tunes an be obtained by FFT analysis.
Unfortunately the \if's" in the two previous senten es are sometimes not satis ed.

5.2. FINDING THE TUNES AND CLOSED ORBIT, UNCOUPLED CASE

x3
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µ

µ
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losed orbit an be found from measuring the transverse displa ement for several su essive turns. Open square symbols are measured. Solid ir le symbols lie on and de ne the orre t phase spa e
ir le. Open ir les lie on a andidate, but wrong, phase spa e
ir le.
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5.1.

For this reason it is desirable to have a robust pro edure for extra ting tunes that
makes minimal operational demands. Following Verdier and Risselada we obtain
another equation like Eq. (5.21) by in rementing the indi es by one, (whi h leaves
the right hand side un hanged), and then eliminate x o from the two equations,
x3 2 os x x2 + x1 = x2 2 os x x1 + x0 :
(5.22)
Solving for x yields
(5.23)
os x = x3 2(xx2 + xx1 ) x0 :
2 1
From this equation, starting with x0 , if the parti le (or beam) an survive three
full turns, and the displa ement measured on ea h passage through the origin, the
tune an be obtained. On e the tune is known, the losed orbit is obtained from
Eq. (5.21),
x 2 os x x1 + x0
(5.24)
xo= 2
2(1 os x) :
This pres ription an be foiled by measurement errors, by the presen e of oupling,
or by the presen e in the latti e of nonlinear elements that violate the onditions
used in deriving the di eren e equation. There is nothing we an do about measurement errors ex ept omplain about the instrumentation. Before pro eeding to
dis uss what an be done about oupling we onsider nonlinearity.
Be ause of nonlinearity, Eqs. (5.23) and (5.24) will be not quite satis ed and the
losed orbit not quite found. This performan e is typi al of almost all operational
a elerator pro edures. The universal attempted x is to pro eed by iteration.
In this ase, having found a tentative value for x o we laun h another parti le
from that point. Assuming a sensible pres ription for pi king the initial slope
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is available, the ability of nonlinearity to foil this approa h will rapidly de rease
with ea h su eeding iteration, as the orbit will stay in progressively redu ed, and
hen e more linear, regions. It an ertainly happen however, that the rst iteration
fails due to nonlinearity. Either the parti le is lost ompletely, (a possibility the
derivation ex luded) or the errors make the \improved" losed orbit worse than
the tentative starting value. In either ase an alternate approa h must be found.
In pra ti e the alternate approa h is usually trial-and-error or \knob-twiddling",
whi h normally su eeds eventually. From that point rapid onvergen e employing
Eqs. (5.23) and (5.24) is typi al.
A pro edure for improving the starting slope would improve the onvergen e.
The earlier derivation showed that the slope variables satisfy the same di eren e
equations as the displa ements. As a result we obtain
x0 2 os x x01 + x00
(5.25)
x0 o = 2
2(1 os x) :
Assuming slope values are available (whi h is ertainly true in a omputer simulation, but would only be true by using and adja ent BPM in the laboratory) this
equation an be used to improve the tentative losed orbit initial onditions.
5.3. Example of MIA in a Coupled Latti e

We now wish to generalize this pres ription in order to make its onvergen e robust even in the presen e of oupling. In pra ti e, the presen e of oupling seriously
ompromises the e e tiveness of losed orbit determinations. Be ause oupling is a
\linear e e t", its fra tional importan e does not redu e with su eeding stages of
iteration. For too great oupling the iterative approa h des ribed above simply does
not onverge. For this reason we ontemplate using the more general Eq. (5.20) to
obtain simultaneous onvergen e in both planes. As in the un oupled ase, there
are two stages, the rst to nd the tune(s), the se ond to nd the losed orbit.
Several alternative approa hes to nding the tunes suggest themselves. The
rst two are appli able only if the oupling is weak (whi h is often the ase sin e its
presen e is unintentional) and hen e its e e t on the tunes is likely to be negligible
(be ause tune shifts depend quadrati ally on skew quadrupole strengths.) In this
ase the \design" tunes ould be used in a omputer simulation, but this is not really
pra ti al operationally. Instead the few turn determination of x using Eq. (5.23)
and a orresponding determination of y might be adequate.
A more robust approa h is to obtain equations for A and D in a manner
analogous to the derivation of Eq. (5.23). We write the ve tor equation
x4 + x0 (A + D )(x3 + x1 ) + (2 + AD )x2
= x5 + x1 (A + D )(x4 + x2 ) + (2 + AD )x3 : (5.26)
Colle
ting terms yields

 


x4 x3 + x2 x1 x3 + x2 A + D = x5 x4 + 2x3 2x2 + x1 x0 :
y5 y4 + 2y3 2y2 + y1 y0
AD
y4 y 3 + y2 y 1
y 3 + y2
(5.27)
These equations an be solved for A and D if data from ve onse utive full
turns is available.
By far the most a urate determination of A and D is appli able when
multiple turns an be obtained. De ne the expe tation value < f > of N samples
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by PNi fi=N . Multiplying the x and y omponents of (5.13) by x0 and y0
respe tively, taking expe tation values, and rearranging to express as equations for
A and D yields

 


< (x+ + x )x0 >
< x20 > A + D = < (x++ + x )x0 > +2 < x20 > :
< (y+ + y )y0 >
< y02 >
< (y++ + y )y0 > +2 < y02 >
A D
(5.28)
When this equation was applied for 512 turn data at LEP and solved for A and D ,
a ura ies of approximately 0:003 were obtained for the tunes x and y .[13℄ On e
the tunes are known, the oeÆ ients in Eq. (5.20) an be evaluated, and improved
values for all four losed orbit oordinates an be obtained from the equation
x o = x++ + x
(A +D )(x+ + x ) + (2+ AD ) (2 Ax)(20 D ) : (5.29)
In an a elerator ontrol room the quantities A and D are usually available to
high a ura y from one of the ubiquitous spe trum analyser displays. Sin e these
are global quantities, they an be measured anywhere in the latti e. In this ase
Eq. (5.29) an be applied to nd the losed orbit position at every dual-plane BPM
with no further ado.
If the BPM's are not dual-plane, they are usually arranged alternately around
the latti e, with verti al measured at verti ally-fo using quads, horizontal at horizontal quads. In this ase, to use Eq. (5.29), say at the lo ation of a horizontally
fo using quad, it is ne essary to \interpolate" a verti al measurement from the adja ent verti al BPM's. This operation annot be said to be \model-independent"
sin e it relies on the latti e design in the region of the three quads. But, barring
serious eld imperfe tions over su h a small region, the interpolation an be said
to be \somewhat model-insensitive".
fi

5.4. Eigenanalysis of 3D Maps

Possibly the most diÆ ult step in the MIA analysis of 2D oupled motion was
the derivation of expli it formulas for the eigenvalues of a symple ti 4  4 equation.
(The quadrati equation formed from Eqs. (5.8).) It is possible to perform the
analogous al ulation even in the most general ase. For fully-general 3D motion
the linear transfer matrix M, and its symple ti onjugate M an be written in
partitioned form as
0

1

A B E
M = C D F A ;
G H J

0

1

A C G
M = B D H A :
E F J

(5.30)

Let us assume that interplane oupling is suÆ iently weak that the matri es A,
D, and J , are \not too far from" the un oupled 2  2 \design" transfer matri es
orresponding to pure x, y, and z motion respe tively. However, the purpose of this
assumption is not to justify a perturbative expansion, sin e the formulas will be
exa t. Rather it is to resolve ambiguities in identifying the roots of the equations
by onsiderations of ontinuity. Be ause M is ne essarily symple ti , its symple ti
de ned using blo k-diagonal matrix S , ea h of whose diagonal blo ks is
onjugate,
0 1,
1 0
M = S MT S;
(5.31)
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is also its inverse

M = M 1:

(5.32)

We de ne an auxiliary matrix,
(5.33)
 = M + M = M + M 1;
having mu h simpler properties than X . In parti ular, if (as it does) M has eigenvalue  = ei with  real, then  has real eigenvalue  =  +  1 = 2 os . This
implies that  has three, real, double eigenvalues, x, y , and z , for a stable
latti e.
Expli itly  is given by
1
0
trA I T
U
(5.34)
 =  T trD I V A ;
U
V
trJ I
where




h
f
e
f
B+C =T = g e ;
T= g h ;
(5.35)




n
l
m k ;


s
q
F +H =V = r p ;

E +G=U =





k l ;
U= m
n


p
q
V= r s :

(5.36)

(5.37)
Note espe ially that the 2  2 diagonal blo ks of  are proportional to identity
matrix I . For simplifying formulas whi h follow, two relations, valid for 2  2
matri es, are useful:
AA = det A  jAj; A + A = trA I:
(5.38)
The hara teristi equation is
(trA )I
T
U
T
(trD )I
V
= 0:
(5.39)
() = det
U
V
(trJ )I
This determinant an be worked out by following Gantma her.[14℄ To simplify the
algebra it is useful to introdu e a symbols
= (trA )I:
(5.40)
Though this is a 2  2 matrix it ommutes with everything and an be treated just
like a s alar fa tor. We obtain
() = 3 p12 p2 p3
(5.41)
where
p1 = trA + trD + trJ = A + D + J
(5.42)
p2 = trAtrD trAtrJ trDtrJ jU j jT j jV j
= (AD + AJ + D J )
(5.43)


p3 = trDjU j trJ jT j trAjV j + tr(V T U ) = AD J :
(5.44)
The expression for p3 has a suspi ious-looking la k of symmetry, but it is invariant
to reordering of the (x; y; z) oordinates; so also is its last term. For a stable latti e
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the three roots of Eq. (5.41) are all real, and an expli it formula an be written for
them. Following Press et al.[15℄, and de ning
3p
(5.45)
Q = p21 + 2
9
27p3
(5.46)
R = 2p31 9p1p2
54
p
 = ar os(R= Q3 );
(5.47)
the roots are given by
p
(5.48)
1 = 2 Q os( 3 ) + p1=3
p
2 = 2 Q os(  +3 2 ) + p1=3
(5.49)
p
(5.50)
3 = 2 Q os(  +3 4 ) + p1=3:
The eigenvalue triplet (1; 2; 3) is some permutation of the triplets (x; y ; z ).
These an also be labeled (A; D ; J ) assuming the perturbations away from
design, un oupled opti s, leaves the tunes lose to their design values. We will
assume relabeling has been performed so that (1; x; A) go together, as do (2; y; D)
and (3; z; J ).

CHAPTER 6
Longitudinal Dynami s
6.1. Syn hrotron Os illations
6.1.1. Equations of Motion. When passing through an RF avity at phase

angle 0 (t) the referen e parti le a quires energy Eref given by
Eref = QV^ sin 0(t) uref (t);
(6.1)
with Q and V^ both assumed positive. Here QV^ is the maximum possible energy
gain in the RF avity. For ele trons or protons Q = jej, for ions Q = Z jej. Possible
energy loss represented by uref (t) is due, for example, to syn hrotron radiation or
beam wall intera tion. This loss is distributed more or less ontinuously around the
ring, but we assume that it an be adequately represented by a single loss o urring
at the RF avity. It is obviously important for orre t relativisti formulas be used
to al ulate energy E gains and the orresponding hanges in total momentum p0.
We will return to these detailed al ulations after des ribing the essential features
of syn hrotron os illations.
Formula (6.1) may represent storage ring operation for whi h < E >= 0, in
whi h ase, negle ting possible small shift due to nonlinearity, 0 adjusts itself su h
that
QV^ sin 0 = uref :
(6.2)
Formula (6.1) also applies to a eleration, in whi h ase the maximum possible
energy gain per turn is given by
Eref < Emax = QV^ uref (t):
(6.3)
Sin e the stable bu ket area vanishes in this limit, the a eleration rate has to
be made substantially smaller. To support an a eleration interval followed by a
storage interval, or any other a eleration s enario, the time dependen e of 0 (t)
has to be programmed a ordingly. For truly adiabati a eleration the a eleration
has to be mu h less than the limit given by Eq. (6.3). Mu h of the following analysis
assumes that a steady energy beam is being des ribed, but the formulas will apply
also even during a eleration, at least in the truly adiabati ase.
Sin e we are primarily interested in motion of a general beam parti le relative
to the referen e parti le we wish, to the extent possible, to suppress the variation of
Eref (t) from the formulas, or rather to \hide" the dependen e by making it impli it.
The energy gain E of a general parti le, with arrival \time" t, relative to the
referen e parti le, is


(6.4)
E = QV^ sin !rf t + 0 QV^ sin 0 u;
where u represents energy loss over and above that su ered by the referen e
parti le. In ele tron a elerators the u term, be ause of its dependenden e on
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position in phase spa e, in uen es bun h distributions. In this hapter u will be
set to zero.
It is ne essary for the RF frequen y !rf to be syn hronized to the revolution
frequen y !rev, but the former an di er by a (typi ally large) integer fa tor known
as the \harmoni number" h, de ned by
!
(6.5)
h = rf
!rev
With 0 near zero, the sign of the rst term of Eq. (6.4) has been hosen su h
that a parti le with t > 0 (whi h arrives late ) has its energy in reased by the
avity. Below transition, where revolution time is a e ted more by velo ity than
by ir umferen e, this is the sign of energy in rement needed for stability.
The parti le's revolution period Trev  T (0) is related to the revolution frequen y by Trev = 2=!rev. The single most important1 latti
e parameter in uen ing
longitudinal motion is rf , the so- alled \slip fa tor" 2 de ned by
Æ t ir (Æ~) + tvel(Æ~)
:
(6.6)
rf Æ~  rf =
0

Trev

The tildes present in this equation require explanation. The need for introdu ing Æ~ = Æ= 0 to des ribe less-than-fully-relativisti motion was explained in se tion 2.6.1. Eq (6.6), following tradition, de nes the slip fa tor in terms of fra tional
momentum, for whi h our symbol is Æ~.
The energy gain given by Eq. (6.4) is negative below transition, where the
se ond term, whi h is negative for positive Æ, dominates the rst. The (linearized)
hange ( t) in arrival time of a parti le at the RF avity is governed by the slip
fa tor;
( t) = Trev(rf = 0)Æ:
(6.7)
Eqs. (6.4) and (6.7) are equations of motion relating the dependent variables by
giving the hange in Æ = E=(p0 ) on a given turn due to t and vi e versa.
To analyse longitudinal motion it is pra ti al to use either a ontinuous independent variable ta (with subs ript a used to di erentiate absolute, wall lo k, time
from relative-to-referen e-parti le arrival time t) or to use turn index i. Though
the latter hoi e is usually adopted for analysing transverse motion, the use of ta
is ommon for studying longitudinal motion. Be ause the longitudinal os illation
period is always long ompared to the revolution period, the longitudinal phase
advan e per turn is small ompared to 2 and, ex ept for a s ale fa tor, turn index i is a kind of (not very ne grain) \dis retized" version of ta . Quantitatively
the transition to ontinuous time is based on the relation between ontinuous and
dis rete rates, whi h is
d( t) ( t)

;
(6.8)
dta

Trev

1As explained in the text, the phase spa e variable Æ = E=(p0 ), as de ned in Eq.(2.26), is

now being used. Until now it has been suggested that the distin tion between Æ and Æ~ was largely
osmeti . But the very phenomenon of transition rossing re e ts not quite fully relativisti
motion,
where the distin tion is important.
2In the ele tron world the dispersion fun tion D (s) is often denoted by  (s) whi h must not
be onfused with rf . In the \toy" latti e les, this a ounts for the use of eta as the variable
name for dispersion. The purpose for the subs ript \rf" on rf is to avoid the same ambiguity.
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where ( t) is a t deviation o urring in one turn. The so- alled \smooth approximation" assumes that the fra tional variation of this ratio during one term is
negligible.
6.1.2. Small Amplitude Motion. As usual with os illations, it is easiest to
start with small amplitudes. For arrival time t the (linearized at t = 0) hange
Æ is
^
(6.9)
Æ = p0E = QV !prf0 2os 0 t;
For stability this impulse needs to be \restoring". However, what onstitutes
restoration swit hes sign at transition, be ause rf hanges sign there. There are two
hoi es for the angle 0 that lead to the same a eleration per turn of the referen e
parti le; their typi al separation is somewhat less than . As the beam a elerates
through transition it is ne essary to swit h from one of these hoi es to the other
to preserve stability. To do this the RF phase 0 is altered dis ontinuously.
Negle ting the u term in Eq. (6.4), and assuming small amplitudes, the hange
in Æ at the RF an be expressed by a di eren e formula, using i as turn index;


QV^ !rf os 0
QV^   !rf
sin
ti :
(6.10)
t + 0 sin 0 
Æi+ Æi =
p0 2

p0

Sin e the energy is onstant everywhere ex ept at the avity, the end points of
this di eren e an be taken anywhere in the post and pre-passage turns. The
longitudinal evolution for two onse utive turns is given by
ti+1 ti = Trev (rf = 0 )Æi+ ;
(6.11)
ti ti 1 = Trev (rf = 0 )Æi :
(6.12)
Subtra ting these two equations, and applying Eq. (6.10) yields3
QV^
ti+1 2 ti + ti 1 = (Trev !rf )((rf = 0 ) os 0 )
t
(6.13)
p0 i
Depending on the relative values of the parameters, the solution of su h a se ond
order di eren e ondition an be os illatory.
6.1 Using standard trigonometri identities show that either of the
Problem

.

fun tions (sequen es, if you prefer)

xj

0 j )
= A sin(
os(0 j );

j = 0; 1; 2; : : : ;

(6.14)

satis es the se ond order di eren e equation
xj+1 2 os 0 xj + xj 1 = 0:
(6.15)
If the numeri al value of the oeÆ ient of the se ond term ex eeds 2 in absolute
value it is lear that the equation represents unstable motion as there is no real
angle 0 onsistent with the equation.

3There are two rationales behind maintaining fa tors grouped in the ombination

((rf = 0 ) os 0 ). If the phase is \jumped" appropriately, then this ombination is ontinuous
in passing through transition, and the grouping (rf = 0 ) was justi ed earlier.
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Using the result of the previous problem, in the os illatory ase, the s an
be obtained by inspe tion of the equation be ause the oeÆ ient of the ti term is
2 os s;
^
(6.16)
os s = 1 + (Trev!rf )((rf = 0) os 0 ) 2QpV
0
In most pra ti al ases s is suÆ iently small to allow the small angle approximation, so that
QV^
2s = (Trev !rf )((rf = 0 ) os 0 )
(6.17)
p0
For stable motion it is required that s be real, whi h implies that the hoi e of
angle 0 must be su h that os 0 and (rf = 0) have opposite signs. To omplete
the analogy with transverse formalism, the syn hrotron \tune" s is introdu ed as

(6.18)
s = s :
2
The des ription has been in terms of di eren e equations, rather than di erential equations. With the RF on entrated at one point this onstitutes a orre t
des ription. But, be ause s is usually small, the angular steps in phase spa e
ea h turn are small, and the usual approximation is to introdu e a \smoothed"
des ription in whi h the longitudinal variables exe ute simple harmoni motion.
In this spirit, the \syn hrotron (radian) frequen y" s an be obtained from the
syn hrotron tune;4
s
:
(6.19)
s=
Trev
We an employ transfer matrix notation for longitudinal motion but using longitudinal quantities ( t; Æ) rather than (x; x0 ) as phase spa e variables. In analysing
motion in longitudinal phase spa e the following points should be noted:
 Unlike x0 , Æ is not d( t)=ds. The orre t relation will be given shortly.
 Be ause of the externally imposed time dependent RF, it is natural to use
\absolute" time ta rather than s as independent variable.
 If the longitudinal fo using were uniform around the ring it would lead to
pure simple harmoni os illation but this is not the ase. The RF avity
a ts like a \thin lens" for longitudinal motion, retarding front runners
and advan ing tardy parti les on e per turn. In prin iple, with more than
one avity, a longitudinal \ -fun tion" formalism would be required. But
we assume that the fo using is weak in the sense that the e e tive \fo al
length" of the RF avity is long ompared to the ring radius. This is
equivalent to assuming that the sy hrotron os illation phase advan e per
turn s satis es s << 1.
Longitudinal, on e-around evolution an be des ribed in Twiss-like form by5

 
~s sin s   t
os

t
s
(6.20)
= sin s= ~s os s Æ
Æ
n+1

n

4There is an unfortunate redundan y of symbols. The quantities s , s , and s , di er only

by onstant fa tors and are therefore essentially equivalent parameters. The main virtue of s
is that s =(2) is the frequen y observed on a ontrol room spe trum analyser that is sensing
syn hrotron os illations.
5The tilde that appears over ~s (whi h is a beta fun tion, not a relativisti fa tor) in this
se tion, is ompletely unrelated to the distin tion between Æ and Æ~. This tilde represents the fa t
that ~s is almost, but not quite, the analog of a transverse beta fun tion.
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The analogy between ~s and an ordinary beta-fun tion has to be established. Consistent with ~s being treated as onstant, the analog of the Twiss alpha fun tion
has been taken to be zero. To onvert to ir ular phase spa e motion the s ale
along the energy axis an be hanged;





t
t
os

sin

s
s
(6.21)
~sÆ n+1 = sin s os s ~sÆ n :
The fa tor ~s provides the phase spa e aspe t ratio or, what is a tually observable,
the ratio of (r.m.s) bun h length  t to the (r.m.s.) \fra tional"6 energy spread Æ ;
 t = ~s Æ :
(6.22)
In an ele tron a elerator the energy spread is al ulable from syn hrotron radiation
formulas, so this equation establishes the bun h length. In a proton a elerator
the energy spread is inherited at inje tion, and evolves adiabati ally, ausing the
aspe t ratio in phase spa e to be governed by !rf , RF voltage V^ , and beam energy
E0 (or equivalently 0 ). The usual way to hange this aspe t ratio appre iably is
by \rebu keting". This maneuver requires the turning o of avity ex itation at
one frequen y and turning on a avity at another frequen y.
It is again onvenient to hange the s ale of the se ond omponent so that
the phase spa e motion is ir ular. For this purpose, as always ind(simple
harmoni
motion, the phase spa e oordinates need to be in the ratio ( t; 1 dt t) ). Combining
this result with Eq. (6.22) and Eq. (6.8), omponents ( t; ~sÆ) map out a ir le in
phase spa e if
~s =  t = j(rf = 0)j C (0):
(6.23)
s

Æ

a

s

This is the result needed to obtain bun h length from energy spread. In parti ular, to lowest approximation, the bun h length goes to zero at transition, where
(rf = 0) = 0. Passage through transition will be analysed shortly. A UAL simulation is shown in FIG 6.6.
For using beta-fun tion terminology, the ir ular phase spa e oordinates need
to be ( t; s d(dst) ). This requires
1 C (0):
(6.24)
s=
s
This an be regarded as the \longitudinal beta-fun tion". The phase advan e per
turn s is rarely as great as 0:1. As a result the \longitudinal beta fun tion" s
normally greatly ex eeds the ring radius R. This justi es some of the assumptions
that have been made, su h as negle ting s and treating s as onstant. It an also
be noted, sin e the transverse beta fun tion satis es < x>  C (0)=x, that
s
(6.25)
 x ;
< x > s
the ratio typi ally being in the range of hundreds or thousands.
6.1.3. Large Amplitude Motion. The analysis to this point has been linearized, but des ription of large amplitude motion is also important, espe ially in
hadron a elerators for whi h the region of stability an be nearly lled. In general
6Re all that alling Æ = E=p0 \fra tional energy spread" is only really valid for fully
relativisti motion.
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V generalized
potential function

bunch
front center back

φ=φ 0
ct=0

φ

φ=π−φ0
V=0

δ

stable

separatrix
"fish diagram"
φ

unstable

"Fish diagram" of longitudinal phase spa e motion.
On passing through transition the pattern is right-left re e ted.
i.e. the sh points in the opposite dire tion.

Figure 6.1.

this requires numeri al treatment, but analyti formulas for features of the separatrix, su h as the maximum ex ursions of the variables and the approximate \bu ket
area", an be obtained. The large amplitude motion is easiest to understand in onne tion with the \ sh diagram" shown in FIG 6.1.
Be ause RF avities ause essentially dis ontinuous motion it would be appropriate, and not diÆ ult, to ontinue to use di eren e equations for this dis ussion.
But most a elerator physi ists are more omfortable using the di erential equation
that be omes a good approximation for s << 1. This is known as the \smooth approximation" be ause the a eleration is regarded as spread out uniformly around
the ring. This approximation is ex ellent for essentially all hadron a elerators
and most ele tron a elerators. In this approximation the result of the following
problem an be used to derive the appropriate di erential equation.
Problem 6.2. If the quantity zi , i = 0; 1; 2; ::: varies slowly enough (i.e. jzi+1
zi j << jzi j) the index i an be onsidered to be ontinuous rather than dis rete.
Then the ontinuous time variable t is given by t = Ts i, where Ts is the revolution
period. Derivatives dz (t)=dt and d2 (t)=dt2 an then be approximated by di eren e
formulas based on su essive values, zi 1 , zi , and zi+1 . Derive these formulas.

For large amplitude motion Eq. (6.13) an be repeated, but without linearization, by substituting dire tly from Eq. (6.4);
ti+1

2 ti +

2
Trev

ti 1

= (rf = 0) Trev

QV^



sin

!rf

t + 0
p0



sin 0



:

(6.26)
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Interpreting the left hand side as a di eren e approximation to the se ond derivative
d2 ( t)=dt2a , one obtains the \Newton's law" equation satis ed by t;



QV^ sin !rf t + 0 sin 0
d2 ( t)
= (rf = 0)
:
(6.27)
dt2a

Trev
situations where 0 is not

p0

Espe ially in
hanging, this equation is simpli ed onsiderably by introdu ing a new variable , de ned by
!
( 0 ):
(6.28)
 = rf t + 0 ; t =
!rf
In terms of , Eqs. (6.8) and (6.27) be ome
d2 ( 0 )
!rf QV^
d( 0 )
=
!rf fr Æ;
=
(

=
)
(sin  sin 0 ): (6.29)
rf
0
dta
dt2a
Trev p0
\Fixed points" are points where the \for e" on the right hand side of the se ond
equation vanishes;
sin  = sin 0 !  = 0 ; or  =  0 :
(6.30)
Referring to FIG 6.1, the angle 0 has already been de ned so that the stable xed
point, at the enter of the pattern, is at t = 0, whi h is to say at  = 0 . The
unstable xed point, the point of maximum ex ursion of t, is therefore given by
max =  0 :
(6.31)
The separatrix separating stable and unstable motion passes through the t axis at
this point. The rest of the separatrix is determined by analogy with \ onservation of
energy", whi h will be explained next. Quotation marks indi ate that the quantities
being dis ussed do not a tually have the dimensions of energy. To exploit the fa t
that the right hand side of Eq. (6.26) depends only on the dependent variable ,
the equation an be written
V
d2 ( 0 )
=
;
(6.32)
2
dta

where V is a \potential energy" fun tion given by
^
(6.33)
V = (rf = 0 ) T!rf Qp V ( os  os 0 + ( 0 ) sin 0 ):
rev 0
Note that, without spoiling its use, a onstant term os 0 + 0 sin 0 has been
subtra ted so that V vanishes at the stable xed point. The \total energy" is the
numeri al value of a fun tion H, known as the \Hamiltonian";

2
H = 21 d(dt 0 ) + V
a
1
rf QV^ ( os  os  + (  ) sin  ): (6.34)
= 2 !rf2 rf2 Æ2 + (rf = 0) T!rev
0
0
0
p0
To re over small os illation theory one must extra t the leading term in the potential energy term;
^
(6.35)
H(; Æ) = 21 !rf2 rf2 Æ2 12 ((rf = 0 ) os 0 ) T!rf Qp V ( 0 )2 :
rev 0
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As explained previously, the parenthesized fa tor has to be kept negative for stability; that is, for H to be positive de nite.
As always in os illatory motion, energy sloshes between kineti and potential,
and phase spa e traje tories are urves of onstant H. In this language, the rst
term of H is to be thought of as \kineti energy". The area en losed by su h a
traje tory is known to be an adiabati invariant s. (The true adiabati invariant
is the area in true momentum phase spa e. Sin e we work with Æ, our phase
spa e area a tually shrinks proportional to p0 whi h, in the relativisti regime, is
proportional to 0. This is the well-known \adiabati damping" as it in uen es
longitudinal motion.) For any individual parti le this area is the analog of the
Courant-Snyder invariant of transverse motion. For the bun h as a whole it is
known as the longitudinal emittan e. All parti les in the bun h, if they are not to
be lost, must lie inside a separatrix en losing the stable bu ket.
Sin e Æ = 0 and  =  0 at the maximum ex ursion point of the motion,
the maximum value of H is given by
^

(6.36)
Hmax = ((rf = 0 ) os 0 ) T!rf Qp V 2 ( 20 ) tan 0 :
rev 0
The maximum value of Æ is then obtained from the stuation when the \energy is
all kineti " by
p2H
max
(6.37)
Æmax =
(rf = 0)!rf :
The parti ular urve for whi h H = Hmax, be ause it separates stable and unstable
motion, is referred to as the \separatrix". It en loses the so- alled \stable bu ket".
The approximate bu ket area is Æmax( t)max when the phase spa e axes are Æ
and t. The bu ket area, re-expressed in units of ele tron-volt-se onds, is given
approximately by
A  Æmax ( t)max p0 = :
(6.38)
One of the UAL/USPAS simulations will investigate longitudinal bun h evolution within the stable bu ket, emittan e growth due to lamentation and passage
through transition. \Rebu keting" in whi h RF of one frequen y is gradually repla ed by RF of another frequen y is also a andidate for simulation. The purpose
of rebu keting is to permit the use long bun hes during passage through transition
and shorter bun hes at ollision (in a olliding beam fa ility.)
6.2. Some Formulas for Relatisti Kinemati s

For the study of longitudinal dynami s it is ne essary to al ulate deviation of
the revolution period, and for this both the ir umferen e C (Æ~) and velo ity v(Æ~)
must be al ulated as fun tions of the fra tional momentum o set. For ele trons
the velo ity is normally lose enough to the velo ity of light that the di eren e
from an be negle ted, but for protons the following al ulations are ne essary.
The dynami al variable governing de e tion in a magneti eld is the momentum
p, whi h deviates from the entral momentum p0 a ording to
p = p0 (1 + Æ~):
(6.39)
~
This de ning equation for Æ was introdu ed earlier in Eq. (2.25). Note that Eq. (6.39)
is an exa t equation and the use of the in remental quantity Æ~ by no means implies
that linearized equations are ne essarily being used.
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A few relativisti results will now be quoted without proof.
= v; = p 1 2;
(6.40)
1
E 2 = p2 2 + m2 4 = total energy squared;
(6.41)
2
p = mv ; E = m
(6.42)
dv p v
p 2 dE p 2
(6.43)
;
=
=
v; ~ = 0 2 :
v=
E
dp
E
dÆ p
These may be familiar or an be looked up or derived. The relation we will a tually
use, evaluated on the entral orbit, is
d 1
1 1;
(6.44)
=
~
v
~
dÆ
02 v0
Æ=0
and
1 = 1 1 1 (Æ~ + 1 v02 Æ~2) +    :
(6.45)
v v0
2 2
02 v0
Near transition even the Æ~2 term has observable e e t.
For omparison purposes a few formulas will next be opied from Jie Wei's
thesis[16℄.
v v0 1 ~ 3 02 ~2 (1 5 02 ) 02 ~3
1

2 02 Æ +    : (6.46)
1 + tvel(Æ~)=T (0) v0 = 02 Æ 2 02 Æ
The rst two terms agree with Eq. (6.45). The orresponding dependen e of irumferential length is de ned by
C (Æ~) C (0) = Æ~ (1 + Æ~ + Æ~2 +    ):
(6.47)
2
1
2
C (0)
t
For a losed orbit made up of straight line segments, su h as general fodo.adxf
the oeÆ ients in this expression an be obtained by omparison with Eq. (6.58).
Using the expansion oeÆ ients just de ned, a more detailed expansion of the
slip fa tor an be de ned;
(6.48)
rf = 0 + 1 Æ~ + 2 Æ~2 +    :
The oeÆ ients are given by
1 1 ; 1 = 1 1  1 1  + 3 02 ; : : : :
(6.49)
0 = 2
2
2 02
t
t
02
02 t2
02
This expansion is useful for a purely analyti al treatment of passage through transition. But for numeri al simulation there is little point in using su h term-by-term
expansions. Instead, the dire t evaluation of the time delay t(Æ), as given, for
example, in Eq. (6.59) below, gives the needed phase slip per turn at the RF avity
for arbitrary Æ.
6.3. The O -Momentum Orbit Length

For longitudinal dynami s the arrival time of the parti le at the RF avity
is of riti al importan e. As well as depending on parti le velo ity, the arrival
time also depends on the o -momentum path length. Be ause of the elongated
geometry in a large ring, the geometry of this al ulation is diÆ ult. The so- alled
\momentum ompa tion fa tor" 0, (also known as 1= t2) the fra tional momentum
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proportional in rease in ir umferen e C , is al ulable in terms of lo al radius (s)
and o -momentum losed orbit fun tion D~ (s);
Z C (0)
dC =C (0)
ds
1
1
=
(6.50)
D~ (s)
=

0
2t
~
C
(0)

(s) :
dÆ
0
For reasons already dis ussed t is known as \transition gamma" A rule-of-thumb
formula gives D~ typ: in terms of the horizontal tune Qx;
C (0)
(6.51)
D~ typ: 
2Q2x
From this follows the semi-quantitative heuristi relation,
(6.52)
t  Qx :
This se tion now pro eeds to al ulate the ex ess ar length for our thin element, general fodo latti e. For this al ulation, to simplify the geometry, we
assume the dipole lls the entire half- ell length (ld = l) but still apply the entire
de e tion as a kink at the midpoint. This is not very a urate but the (relatively)
simple formulas onvey the essen e and the diÆ ulties of the al ulation.
As shown in FIG 6.2, the on-momentum, design path length through one half ell
is C1=2 = 2l tan 2 , Referring to FIG 6.3, and using oordinate axes s; x entered
at q1 with s being normal to the multipole plane, the equation of the o -momentum
losed orbit is
(6.53)
x = (D~ 1 q1 D~ 1 s)Æ~:
The equation of the transverse plane through the dipole enter is

s = (x + 0 ) tan ;
(6.54)
2
where 0 = l= is the bending radius of the referen e orbit. At the enter of a fousing quad, using its lo al (s; x) oordinates, the oordinates of the o -momentum
losed orbit are (0; D~ 1Æ~), and the oordinates of the interse tion with the enterline
of bending magnet are
( + D~ Æ~) tan 
sd1(Æ~) = 0 ~1 ~ 2 ;
(6.55)
1 + q1D1Æ tan 2
D~ Æ~ q1 D~ 1 Æ~0 tan 2
xd1 (Æ~) = 1
1 + q1D~ 1Æ~ tan 2 :
Starting from q2 the orresponding quantities sd2(Æ~) and xd2(Æ~) are obtained
by repla ing 1 by 2. The ontribution to the ir umferen e of the o -momentum
losed orbit from
one half ell is
q
q
C1=2 (Æ~) = (xd1 (Æ~) Æ~D~ 1 )2 + s2d1 (Æ~) + (xd2 (Æ~) Æ~D~ 2 )2 + s2d2 (Æ~): (6.56)
There is a useful numeri al tri k that avoids the need for evaluating these square
root expressions. (In a \ki k ode" the traje tory onsists entirely of straight line
segments like this.) De ning C (Æ~) as the o -momentum path length along a straight
line segment, and C (0) as the orresponding on-momentum path length, the quantity needed is
2~
2
2~
2
(6.57)
C (Æ~) C (0) = C (Æ~) C (0)  C (Æ2)C (0)C (0) :
C (Æ) + C (0)
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Figure 6.2.

Geometry for transition gamma al ulation.

( 0, D1δ )
s = ( x +ρ0) tan ∆θ
2

D 1δ
s d1(δ) xd1(δ)

( sd2(δ) , x d2(δ))
D 2δ

Geometry for al ulation of o -momentum, polygonal path length. The on-momentum and o -momentum orbits are
shown. The bending magnet is represented by a prism symbol.
Figure 6.3.

For ea h straight line segment the numerator expression is one of the fa tors under
the square root signs in Eq. (6.56). The nal approximation here is adequate for
most purposes. Applying this formula and Eq. (6.56) to the general fodo.adxf
latti e, the fra tional momentum-dependent in rease in ir umferen e is
C (Æ~) C1=2 (xd1 (Æ~) Æ~D~ 1 )2 + s2d1 (Æ~) + (xd2 (Æ~) Æ~D~ 2 )2 + s2d2(Æ~) 0:5C12=2
C1=2



C12=2

:

(6.58)
(For improved numeri al a ura y, the TEAPOT ode expands the numerator expressions to take advantage of the expli it an ellation of the dominant length
terms.)
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With there being n=2 ells in all, the o -momentum arrival time delay after
one revolution, relative to the referen e traje tory, is


~
~
(6.59)
= n2 C1(Æ) v C1(0) + n2 C1(0) v1 v1
t(Æ~) = n2 C1v(Æ) n2 C1v(0)
0
0
= t ir (Æ~) + tvel (Æ~):
The two terms in Eq. (6.59) an be interpreted separately. The rst is the delay in
arrival time due to altered ir umferen e
~
~
t ir (Æ~) = n2 C1(Æ) v C1(0) ' v1 dCd(Æ~Æ) Æ~ = normally positive for Æ~ > 0: (6.60)
0

(6.61)
t ir (Æ~) = vC0(0)2 Æ~
t
The se ond term in Eq. (6.59) is the delay in arrival time due to altered velo ity;


tvel (Æ~) = C (0) v1 v1 ' Cv(0) 12 Æ~;
(6.62)
0
0 0
whi h is always negative for Æ~ > 0. Combining Eqs. (6.61) and (6.62) yields


(6.63)
t = Trev 12 12 Æ~;
t
0
where Trev is the period of one on-momentum revolution. Near transition, where
this expression vanishes, more a urate determination of t may be alled for.
The term tvel does not depend on latti e design but t ir an be altered over
a large range by altering the ma hine opti s. Noti e the possibility that t(Æ~) =
0, whi h is known as the ondition for \transition". In this ondition there is
no hange in revolution period a ompanying an in rease in momentum be ause
the in rease in ir umferen e an els the e e t of in reased velo ity. In ele tron
a elerators 2 is normally so large that transition would be rossed only at energies
far below the inje tion energy. In proton a elerators transition rossing normally
o urs for energies of several or several tens of GeV. If transition is regarded as
too undesirable, 1= t2 an be redu ed to zero, or even made negative, by ausing
the average dispersion to be arti ially small (by making the dispersion negative
over large se tors of the ring.) In this ase t be omes imaginary, whi h violates
no physi al prin iple. The toy latti e iso hronous.adxf has been designed to give
t = 1.
6.4. Numeri al Approa h Using TIBETAN

Within UAL, instead of element-by-element tra king, it is (optionally) possible
to treat transverse motion in linearized fashion while representing longitudinal dynami s with faithful nonlinear formulas. This formalism (due to Jie Wei) is alled
TIBETAN. It is a semi-empiri al formalism in whi h propagation around the ring is
represented by linear transfer matri es and the representation of RF avity (or avities) e e ts in lude realisti nonlinear dependen ies. For the general fodo.adxf
latti e introdu ed earlier, most of the needed parameters have already been obtained.
The APDF (A elerator Propagator Des ription Format) le for this simulation
is espe ially simple. In its entirety it is
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<apdf>
<propagator id="tibetan" a elerator="blue">
< reate>
<link algorithm="TIBETAN::OneTurnTra ker" se tor="Default" />
</ reate>
</propagator>
</apdf>

There is no RF entry be ause the RF parameters are under ontrol of the GUI. This
permits these parameters to be adjusted without requiring any ode re ompilation.

Simulation 6.1. Investigate the longitudinal behavior of the ra etra k latti e.
Though there is an element named rf in this latti e, it is designated as a drift
element. This is not in onsistent with the design of the longitudinal simulator.
The reason for this is that the longitudinal simulator \takes ontrol" of the longitudinal dynami s, applying a longitudinal ki k to ea h parti le on ea h turn. This
puts the relevant longitudinal parameters under the ontrol of the GUI.
Sin e the ra etra k latti e was originally generated with ele tron rings in
mind, it might not seem to be appropriate as an a elerator for gold ions. Nevertheless, to begin, leave most parameters the same as for the simulation of a eleration
of fully ionized gold ions in RHIC, whi h stands for \Relativisti Heavy Ion Collider". But the beam energy should be adjusted to be below transition. Before being
able to make this setting you have to nd t . Allowing the simulation to run you
should see lamentation like that exhibited in FIGs 6.4 and 6.5. Find the emittan e
growth the beam has su ered due to lamentation, from the time it is inje ted until
it has equilibrated. Sin e there are no quantum u tuations, nor radiation damping,
this simulation is not at all appli able to an ele tron storage ring. Then nd the
fra tion of beam aptured by the RF. Finally, hange the initial bun h length and
momentum spread to be \mat hed", and as large as possible so that all or most
of the parti les are aptured. Cal ulate the longitudinal emittan e of this maximal
beam bun h. Compare your values with formulas given in the text.

6.2 Reprodu e FIG 6.4 and FIG 6.5.
6.3 This problem should only be attempted by individuals with experien e in obje t-oriented programming, preferably C++. The previous tutorial
identi ed the lo ation of the ode to be modi ed to introdu e ad ho damping
Simulation

Problem

.

.

into the longitudinal motion. The problem here is to study the ode, starting
with /USPAS/examples/longitudinal/sr /run. to gure out how the program
alls the ode that was modi ed in the tutorial.

6.5. Typi al Parameter Values for RHIC

A onsistent set of parameter values an be taken from a paper by Montag and
Kewis h[17℄, whi h des ribes longitudinal bun h manipulation in RHIC. Some of
these values are given in Table 6.1. They apply to the a eleration of fully-ionized
gold ions in RHIC. Harmoni number h is de ned by h = !rf =!rev and nonlinear
momentum ompa tion fa tor 1 was de ned in Eq. (6.47).
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RHIC parameters for fully stripped gold ions[17℄.
Property
Symbol Value
Transition gamma
22.8
t
A eleration rate
d =dt  0
0.5
Maximum o -energy parameter
Æmax
0.0043
Cir umferen e
C (0)
3833.845
Atomi number
Z
79
Atomi weight
A
197
Transition energy per nu leon
Et
21.4
V^
Peak RF voltage
300
Harmoni number
h
360
Nonlinear momentum ompa tion parameter
-0.54
1
Chara teristi nonadiabati time
T
0.053
Chromati nonlinear time
Tnl
0.188
Transition gamma jump
t
1.0
Transition gamma jump time
tjump
0.030
Table 6.1.

Unit
1/s
m
GeV
kV
s
s
s

6.6. Simulation of Longitudinal Motion

The following gures show various examples of longitudinal bun h evolution,
as exhibited by the UAL longitudinal simulator. The onditions are indi ated in
the aptions, and in the inset parameter boxes. (The ontents of these baxes are
not readable in the gures shown in this text, but, using the GUI, the boxes an be
resized for readability.) In ea h ase 10,000 gold ions are tra ked for for some thousands of turns, and the distributions are updated every 100 turns. The simulation
uses a realisti representation of the RHIC a elerator. In FIG's 6.4 and FIG 6.5
the gures are grouped into quartets de ned in the gure aption. In longitudinal
phase spa e plots the abs issa is longitudinal phase  and the ordinate is E=(p0 ).
\Mountain range" plots (whi h are ommonly available in the ontrol room using a
longitudinal pro le monitor) onsist of a series of one dimensional plots with beam
harge density represented by olor ode, or by shading, at regular intervals. By
shifting the plots up the plot as time progresses, evolution of the longitudinal beam
pro le is displayed. The three dimensional spatial bun h distribution is exhibited
in the upper left orner of ea h quartet.
6.7. Longitudinal Dynami s Near Transition

The ondition that must be satis ed for the adiabati analysis des ribed so far
to be valid is
1 d s << 1:
(6.64)
2s dta

Stating this in words, during unit advan e of longitudinal phase, the fra tional
hange in s is small ompared to 1. This ondition annot be met at transition
sin e (rf = 0), and hen e s, vanish at that point. Rede ning the time variable ta
to be zero at the instant of rossing transition, the beam energy evolves a ording
to
= t + t0 t:
(6.65)

6.7. LONGITUDINAL DYNAMICS NEAR TRANSITION

Top: Parti le distribution just after inje tion of
slightly over-sized 10000 parti le beam. Bottom: Parti le distributions 100 turns after inje tion of the same beam. Counter lo kwise,
starting at upper left, the gures are 3D spa e, longitudinal phase
spa e, transverse phase spa e, and turn number vs. longitudinal.
Figure 6.4.
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Top: Parti le distribution 800 turns after inje tion
of the same beam. Bottom: Parti le distributions 7000 turns after
inje tion of the same beam.

Figure 6.5.
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Some form of alternative analysis (su h as numeri al simulation) has to be performed during a time interval ontaining the transition time. The length T of an
adequately long interval an be obtained by working problem 6.4.
Another ompli ation of transition rossing is that, be ause the parti les have
di erent syn hrotron os illation amplitudes, and hen e di erent values of s , they
do not all ross transition at the same time. This means that, in prin iple, the time
origin has to be de ned for ea h parti le individually. For beams of small enough
longitudinal emittan e this e e t is negligible sin e s is essentially the same for
all parti les. But for bun hes that nearly ll the stable bu ket the e e t be omes
important. In fa t, in that limit, some loss of parti les out of the stable bu ket is
inevitable. Again this e e t is best studied numeri ally.
To quantify the nonlinear e e t one de nes a \ hromati nonlinear time" Tnl,
su h that, for a parti le of maximal energy o set Æmax, the transition- rossing
time is shifted by Tnl. As a following problem, Tnl an be derived using formulas
given previously. A typi al numeri al value is given in se tion 6.5.
If nothing else were to be done, the beam would be ome unstable after transition rossing, and it would blow up inexorably and be lost. One therefore swit hes
the RF phase as has been dis ussed previously. The time taken for this phase
swit h to o ur an be assumed negligible relative to the other times that have
been dis ussed.
If beam degradation during transition rossing is too great some other longitudinal gymnasti s are alled for. Be ause of the large indu tan e of super ondu ting
(or any other) magnets, it is typi ally not pra ti al to in rease t0 by in reasing
the magneti ramp rate.
But re all from Eq. (6.52) that t depends on latti e
properties and hen e t0 an potentially be in reased by shifting Qx toward lower
values as the beam energy in reases through transition. This is done by impulsively
altering the urrents in some latti e quadrupoles. Of ourse this annot be done
instantaneously. For the example given in the next se tion, for a jump  t = 1,
the time taken is tjump = 30 ms. This in rease the e e tive value of t0 by a fa tor
of 60 whi h, a ording to Eq. (6.67), redu es T by a fa tor of about 4.
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Problem 6.4. For times t lose to the time of transition rossing, show that
the syn hrotron frequen y is given approximately by
2  jtj ;
(6.66)
s
T3
where

1=3
Et t2 t3
T =
:
(6.67)
2
QV^ j ost j t0 h!rev
Time T is referred to as the \ hara teristi nonadiabati time". Typi al values for
T and other parameters are given in se tion 6.5.
Problem 6.5. Estimate the hromati nonlinear time Tnl to be
j + 1:5 02Æmax t j :
(6.68)
Tnl = 1
0
t
Simulation 6.3. Re onstitute the simulation illustrated in FIG 6.6. In that
gure, to illustrate phase spa e evolution, an unrealisti ally small emitta e bun h
(espe ially as regards energy spread) was used. Alter the phase spa e before transition to be better mat hed and to almost ll the stable bu ket. Then al ulate the
growth of all three emittan es x , y , and s as gold ions are a elerated through
transition in RHIC.

6.7. LONGITUDINAL DYNAMICS NEAR TRANSITION

Series of distribution snapshots (every 1000 turns
for a beam of 10000 parti les) starting just before, and ending
just after transition. The RF phase is jumped at the instant of
transition rossing.

Figure 6.6.
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CHAPTER 7
De oheren e and Filamentation
7.1. Introdu tion

Even in ele tron rings, where some damping due to syn hrotron radiation is
to be expe ted, the damping is so weak that the Courant-Snyder invariant of any
one parti le is, in fa t, almost onstant for thousands of turns. The sensitivity
of the beam position monitors (BPM) used to re ord su h motion are usually \in
the noise" unless a bun h of some large number N of o-moving parti les, equal
to millions or more, are sensed. If all of these parti les were exa tly superimposed
then the observed signal would simply be N times greater than the signal from a
single parti le. Of ourse this is not the ase. Commonly there is some physi al
phenomenon limiting the density of parti le in phase spa e, with the result that
the more parti les there are present in a bun h, the larger the phase spa e volume
ontaining all parti les tends to be. Even so, if all de e tions in the ring were linear
(as that term has been de ned in earlier hapters) then the signals indu ed in a BPM
would be very nearly the same as that of a single, magnitude N \ma roparti le"
situated at the entroid of the moving bun h. Again, this is unrealisti , sin e the
linearity requirement is never met exa tly.
Many e e ts di erentiate bun h motion and single parti le motion. Some of
these, su h as spa e harge for es, in luding beam-beam for es in olliding beam
fa ilities, beam wall for es, and oherent syn hrotron radiation, are further ompliated by the need to treat the harges both as sour es (from whi h for e elds have
to be al ulated) and dynami al obje ts whose traje tories need to be determined.
Other multiparti le topi s, su h as feedba k and sto hasti ooling, are ompli ated
by the fa t that external pi kups and ki kers are impli ated in the bun h dynami s.
To avoid these ompli ations, in this hapter, parti les are assumed to not
intera t with ea h other, or with other \external" apparatus (not in luding the
magnets and RF avities making up the basi latti e.) Even so, there are important multiparti le e e ts, that go by names su h as lamentation, de oheren e,
Landau damping, and beam e hos. Even though these phenomena are all based on
essentially the same basi physi s, the di erent terms are used to distinguish among
seemingly di erent observed phenomena. These are the topi s of this hapter.
7.2. Experimental Observation
An example of lamentation from CESR[18℄ is exhibited in FIG 7.1. This data

was obtained only by simulation, but signals observed in real life were in semiquantitative agreeement. For this plot a bun h of ele trons was inje ted o -axis
and tra ked for 1000 turns. The entroid displa ement is al ulated ea h turn and
re orded as a point on the plot. Sin e this is an ele tron beam, some damping, due
to syn hrotron radiation, is expe ted. But the observed damping time (seen from
99
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Multiparti le de oheren e. Using the modeling program TEAPOT, an appropriately distributed \beam" onsisting of
200 ma roparti les, E =E = 0:0006, is tra ked for 1024 turns and
the horizontal entroid oordinate is plotted ea h turn.
Figure 7.1.

the plot to be about 700 turns) is some 10 times shorter than an be a ounted
for by radiation damping. In this ase the nominal tune setting has Qx = Qy and
the hromati ities were large and highly unbalan ed, Q0x = +5, Q0y = 20, (in
onne tion with a study of an e e t alled \ hromati ity sharing"). The data of
FIG 7.1 look very mu h like what would be observed in single parti le dissipative
motion with a damping time of 700 turns. The term \Landau damping", appli able
in this ase, in ludes the term damping even though there is no dissipation anywhere
present in the system. The e e t is also known as de oheren e. In a bun h of
parti les inje ted o -axis, if the bun h dimensions are smaller than the o set, all
parti les have suÆ iently the same amplitude that they ea h ontribute the same
amplitude to the entroid signal. But there is inevitably a tune spread ; all it Q,
typi ally a part in a thousand or so. With Q = 0:001, two parti les with identi al
starting onditions, but with tunes di ering this mu h would, after 500 turns, have
phase spa e phase advan es di ering by . In this ondition their ontributions
to the entroid amplitude would an el. This would give the entroid motion the
appearan e of being damped, even though there is no a tual dissipation present.
This phenomenon is known as \de oheren e", onveying the notion that parti les
initially in phase, gradually drop out of phase over multiple turns.
The fundamental tune spread ausing the entroid damping visible in FIG 7.1
is due to momentum spread. In the presen e of large hromati ities this auses
the large tune spread that auses the observed de oheren e. This form of damping
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is present even if the latti e is perfe tly linear. The result is the approximately
exponential damping observed in the gure. It will be seen in the next se tion that
the apparent damping due to de oheren e is not ne essarily exponential, whether
it is observed in the laboratory or in a simulation.
Furthermore, be ause of the relatively small number of parti les used in this
(or any) simulation, the damping annot be expe ted to be faithfully represented
over times mu h longer than are shown in the plot. For su h a small number of
parti les as 200, on e the apparent entroid motion has dropped to some \ oor"
value, it an be expe ted to exhibit errati motion depending on the a idental
onstru tive and destru tive ombinations of the parti les present.
The phenomenon of lamentation is losely related to the de oheren e just
des ribed, in that the e e t is due to tune spread. The di erent terminology is
used to onvey the idea that the tune spread in the ase of lamentation is due
to nonlinear for es (of the RF waveform in this ase). An example of longitudinal
lamentation was shown in the lower left of the sequen e of plots in FIG 6.4 and
FIG 6.5. These are phase spa e plot that orresponds to the \mountain range
plots" shown in the same gures. Nonlinearity auses the longitudinal tune to
depend on longitudinal amplitude. As a result the rate of revolution in phase spa e
hanges with in reasing phase spa e radius. This auses the beam extremities to
\shear" gradually as time advan es. A ording to Liouville's theorem, this pro ess,
even though it depends on nonlinearity, should still preserve the lo al density of
parti les. This is not ontradi ted by the gure. The nal gure in the sequen e o
plots ending with FIG 6.5 shows the same phase spa e distribution a long time later,
after the extremities have ompletely wrapped around many times. The wispy tails
have be ome so narrow that they deserve to be alled laments. This pi ture is
still onsistent with onservation of lo al phase spa e density. But this has be ome
a ademi be ause the laments are so skinny and so hopelessly entwined with areas
initially devoid of parti les. One ould say that va uum has been stirred into the
uid. For all pra ti al purposes this has redu ed the density of parti les in phase
spa e. This still does not ontradi t Liouville's theorem. But, for all pra ti al uses
of the beam, its density has been diluted. The orresponding emittan e in rease
due to lamentation an be inferred from the data inserts shown in the gures.
7.3. Analyti Treatment of De oheren e

The de oheren e and lamentation phenomena mentioned so far an be analysed theoreti ally. As well as knowing the distribution of amplitudes it is ne essary
also to know the dependen e of the tunes on the transverse and longitudinal amplitudes. Dependen e of tunes on amplitude for the ra etra k.sxf le are shown
in FIG 7.2,
Phase spa e evolution an be studied with plots like FIG 7.3, whi h shows
(x; p) betatron phase spa e. Su h plots, showing a parti le's position ea h turn, are
also known as \Poin are plots". A tually, in order to suppress the dominant, small
amplitude evolution, this is a Poin are plot in a frame rotating at a rate su h that
a small amplitude parti le appears not to move at all. Ve tors in the gure show,
therefore, hanges in position over and above what their linear motion would ause.
The s ales have been adjusted so that (linearized) motion in phase spa e is
along ir les entered on the origin, with phase advan e per turn 0 . S aling p
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.

tune vs momentum curves for racetrack lattice needed here

.

Average transverse tunes exhibited by a single parti le exe uting longitudinal os illations in the ra etra k latti e,
for various hromati ities Q0x and Q0y
.

Figure 7.2.
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Evolution with turn number i of a point P in betatron (horizontal) phase spa e, as viewed from a frame rotating
at nominal phase advan e per turn 0. The trigonometry of this
gure only makes sense for small perturbations (p << R) whi h
is assumed.
Figure 7.3.
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to be a length, and assuming the beam is Gaussian and isotropi in phase spa e,
the beam distribution an be expressed either as PR (R) or as Px (x)Pp (p), depending on whether polar or artesian oordinates are employed. The parti les are
also distributed with distribution PÆ^(Æ^) in Æ^ whi h is the maximum value (as the
parti le os illates longitudinally) of its fra tional momentum deviation Æp=p. The
distributions are given by
1 exp  x2 ;
Px (x) = p
22
2
1 exp  p2 ;
Pp (p) = p
(7.1)
22
2

R2 
R
P (R)
Px;p (x; p) = Px (x)Pp (p) = R ; or PR (R) = 2 exp
2R
x
22 :
The last distribution an also be expressed as a joint probability distribution
PR; (R; ) = PR (R)=(2). In every ase the probability of a parti le lying in
a di erential interval of the subs ripted variable(s) is obtained as the P -fun tion
multiplied by a di erential (or produ t of di erentials) of the indi ated variable(s).
To start the de oheren e investigation a \ki k" p is administered to every
parti le in the beam at i = 0 and hen e also to the beam entroid. Motion of
a parti le initially at point P is shown in FIG 7.3. If every parti le advan es at
the same angular rate, the entroid does the same and the entroid radius remains
onstant. But, in general, sin e (R; ; Æ) depends on the lo ation of P, as well as
on Æ, the parti le motions \de oherere" ausing the entroid amplitude to \damp".
Digression. There may or may not be a subsequent re oheren e. The predominant de oheren e/re oheren e o urs through ea h y le of syn hrotron os illation.
As the energy of a parti le os illates due to syn hrotron os illation, the parti le
tune is too small when the parti le energy is positive (relative to the referen e
parti le). As a result its betatron phase a umulates negatively. On the other
hand, when the relative energy is negative the betatron phase a umulates positively. During one omplete y le of syn hrotron os illation the net betatron phase
a umulation is zero to ex ellent a ura y. At the instant the transverse ki k is
applied the longitudinal phases are distributed uniformly. Thereafter, depending
on their starting longitudinal phase, some parti les initially gain betatron phase
and others lose betatron phase. This auses de oheren e and (transverse) entroid
damping. At a later time, exa tly one syn hrotron period after the initial ki k, every parti le, whatever its initial longitudinal phase had been, will have ompleted
exa tly one y le of syn hrotron os illation. As just shown, the ex ess betatron
phase a umulation during this time will have averaged exa tly to zero. As a result
the bun h \uns rambles" itself, and re onstitutes the original just-ki ked distribution. This phenomenon is ommonly observed in most a elerator ontrol rooms.
The re onstituted pulse is often referred to as an \e ho". The e e t is simulated
in FIG 7.6. There are also situations in whi h even more ompli ated, even with
nonlinearity- aused de oheren e, that exhibit e hos. End of digression.
To simplify the present dis ussion, let us negle t syn hrotron os illation (either
be ause the beam energy spread is negligible or be ause we will be on erned with
times long ompared to the syn hrotron period). Averaging over the longitudinal
motion, any surviving (small amplitude, transverse) tune dependen e is expressable
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On the left the betatron phase spa e distribution is
visualized as a sum of distributions, uniform over disks of radii su essively hanging in steps of p. This permits deviations from the
unki ked distribution to be represented by positive and negative
distributions uniform over the \lunes" shown on the right.
Figure 7.4.

as dependen y of phase advan e (Æ^), where Æ^ is the longitudinal Courant-Snyder
invariant expressed as the maximum energy o set.
We assume the transverse de oheren e is due entirely to the \shearing" motion
along ir les of di erent radius in phase spa e for di erent values of Æ^. This negle ts
the small e e t that, be ause of nonlinearity at large R, the transverse phase spa e
urves, even while remaining regular, be ome distorted (though not haoti ).
For points lose to the origin in transverse phase spa e, and having small Æ^,
the shear is negligible and the distribution rotates undistorted, as if rigid. To take
advantage of this, FIG 7.3 is a snapshot (of the i'th turn) from a frame of referen e
rotating at rate 0. The e e t of ki k p is to hange the initial phase spa e
lo ation of point P to (approximately)
p os0 :
(7.2)
R0 = R + R = R + p sin 0 ; 0 =  +  =  +
R
After the ki k, the parti le tune is 0 + (R0; Æ^), and its positions on subsequent
turns are indi ated by short arrows in FIG 7.3. After i turns its oordinates are






xi (p; R; ; Æ^) = R0 os i os0 + R0 sin  i sin0 :
(7.3)
sin0
os0
pi (p; R; ; Æ^)
The entroid oordinates are given then by
 Z



Z
Z
xi (p) = 1 dR 2 d 1 dÆ^ xi (p; R; ; Æ^) P (R; )P (Æ^): (7.4)
Æ^
pi (p)
pi (p; R; ; Æ^) R;
0
0
0
These formulas are impra ti al for al ulation be ause of the ompli ated dependen e of 0 on position P. Sin e the trigonometry of FIG 7.3 breaks down near the
origin, we assume
p << R:
(7.5)

R 2− x2

x
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Even with assumption (7.5), it is not legitimate to approximate 0 by . If
this approximation is made, Eqs. (7.3) and (7.4) give a seriously in orre t answer
even for  = 0 and i = 0. This failure is at least partly due to the extravagan e
of not taking advantage of the strong tenden y for an ellation in pairs of parti les
symmetri about the origin.
To take advantage of this an ellation, we reformulate the al ulation by following instead the evolution of deviations from the unperturbed distributions as
suggested by FIG 7.4. (For the time being we suppress indi ations of Æ dependen y
from the formulas, sin e they will be easily restored later.) Sin e volumes in the
plot on the left orrespond to probabilities, the units along the verti al axis are
length 2 and the total \volume" is 1. Planning eventually to apply ki k p to the
beam, the unki ked beam distribution an be re-expressed in terms of the parti ular
de e tion p that will be applied.
The volume shown in FIG 7.4 an, on the one hand, be visualized as nested
\ ollars" of inner radius R p=2, wall thi kness p. The height of a ollar is
onstant and an be evaluated along the x-axis to be Px (0)Pp(R). On the other
hand, the volume an be visualized as the pile of sta ked disks shown in the gure,
with radius R + p=2 and


2
R
PR (R)p
disk thi kness = Px(0) dPdpp (p) p=R p = 2
4 e 2 2 p = 22 : (7.6)
When the beam is displa ed by p along the p axis most of the probability
in any parti ular one of the sta ked disks, for example the one with radius R,
an be regarded as un hanged; the entire hange an be as ribed to an in rease
in probability density in the positive-p \lune" shown on the right in FIG 7.4 and
a orresponding redu tion in the negative-p lune. (Though the latter probability
density is negative the total probability density in the region remains positive.)
Sin e the entire deviation in this region omes from this parti ular disk and is
a ounted for by these lunes, and the subsequent shearing motion respe ts ring
boundaries, it is suÆ ient to work out the subsequent evolution on a ring-by-ring
basis. From these distributions the ring entroids will then be found and nally the
overall entroid lo ation.
Toward this end the lune (two dimensional) density an be squashed into an
angular (one dimensional) distribution. Furthermore the negative lune an be
dropped, ompensating by doubling the positive-lune probability. With the area
of one lune being 2Rp, the volume it represents is equal to the lune area times the
disk thi kness. In luding both lunes, this volume is equal to 4R(p)2PR (R)=(22 ).
Sin e volumes represent probabilities, this quantity will be referred to as \deviation
probability". Even though not normalized, this volume an be used for entroid
al ulations as if it is a normalized probability distribution, sin e the extra volume
needed to yield unit total probability ontributes no entroid shift.
Letting PRdevdR stand for the deviation probability in range dR we have
2p
(7.7)
PRdev (R) = 2 RPR (R):

Be ause the shearing motion preserves the radius in phase spa e, PRdev is independent
of turn index i. When distributed in x, the just-ki ked deviation probability
PRdev (R)dR is uniform. Therefore, when distributed in , whi h is related to x by
x = R os, the distribution is proportional to dx=d = R sin. We therefore
R
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de ne a (normalized) angular probability distribution,
8
>
for  < 0
<0
P;0 () = (1=2) sin for 0 <  <  :
(7.8)
>
:
0
for  < 
This is a universal initial angular distribution, independent of R.
Then the joint probability distribution PR;dev , de ned so that PR;dev dRd stands
for the deviation probability in range dRd, an be fa torized
dev (R; ; i) = P dev (R)P (; R; i):
PR;
(7.9)

R
Initially it is given by
dev (R; ; i = 0) = PRdev (R)P (; R; i = 0) = p RPR (R) sin :
(7.10)
PR;
2
Ex ept for the eventual integration over R, all that is required is to evaluate angular distribution P (; R; i) as it evolves away from P;0()|a one dimensional
al ulation. Furthermore the R dependen e allowed for notationally by the se ond
argument of P (; R; i), will be present only to the extent the betatron motion is
nonlinear.
The entroid oordinates are obtained as the averages of x = R os and
dev (R; ; i);
p = R sin weighted by PR;

 Z 1


Z
xi (p) =
os
dev
R PR (R)dR d P (; R; i) sin  :
(7.11)
pi (p)
0
Here the limits of the  integration are not indi ated. They an safely be set large
sin e, for nite i, the integrand vanishes exa tly outside a nite range. At i = 0
the non-vanishing range is from 0 to  and for other values of i the range needs to
be extended only by maxi where max is the maximum possible tune deviation
from nominal.
To he k for onsisten y, let us al ulate the i = 0 entroid lo ation;
Z 1
Z 
Z 
sin2  d = p;
dev (R; ; i = 0) sin  = p 4
p0 (p) =
RdR d PR;
 0 2
0
0
(7.12)
as expe ted.
The only dependen e on i in Eq. (7.11) is introdu ed via
i = 0 + (R; Æ^) i;
(7.13)
whi h, for a parti le with initial phase 0, gives its phase after i turns. Any
ontribution to (R; Æ^) that is independent of R and Æ^ auses no shearing and
has been subsumed in 0. The leading dependen e of  is then given by
(7.14)
(R; Æ^) = r1R + r2 R2 +    + d1Æ^ + d2Æ^2 +    :
After i turns the distribution originally given by P;0 , having pre essed through
angle (R; Æ^) i, will have be ome P;i (; R; Æ^) = (1=2) sin( (R; Æ^) i); (and
zero outside the entral lobe.) This, along with Eq. (7.11), is exa t in the small ki k
limit where approximation (7.5) is valid, and the dependen e is simple enough for
easy and a urate numeri al evaluation. But, be ause of various other un ertainties,
great pre ision is rarely justi ed. This makes it sensible to approximate the angular
distribution in a way that will simplify subsequent al ulations. Also we take the
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opportunity to introdu e a more onvenient azimuthal angle  in terms of whi h
the starting distribution is symmetri about  = 0;
(7.15)
 =  2 :
The approximate form to be used is
1 exp( ( (R; Æ^) i)2 ):
P;i (; R; Æ^)  p
(7.16)
22t
2 t
This form eliminates the need for the multiple ases of Eq. (7.8) and permits an
in nite  integration range. The quantity  t is simply a dimensionless number
(an angle in radians) hosen to make the approximation in Eq. (7.16) as a urate
as possible. The value  t = (2) 1=6 = 0:736 would mat h the quadrati variation
at  = =2, but we hoose instead



(7.17)
exp fit
2 = 4 ; or  t = 0:695;
whi h auses Eq. (7.12) to be satis ed, thereby avoiding a (small but inelegant)
error in the just-ki ked entroid lo ation. Substituting Eq. (7.16) into Eq. (7.11)
yields


Z
Z
^ 2
sin 
xi (p; Æ^) = p 1 dR 2 R3 e 2 22 1 d p 1 e ( 2 (fit
2 ))
os
4
pi (p; Æ^)
2 t
0
1
(7.18)

Z 1
Z 1
2

2
1
sin i
2
dRR3e 2 2
(7.19)
= p 2 4 p2
d os e 2 fit
os

i
1
t 0
Z 1
2  sin (R; Æ^) i
1
3
= p 24
dRR e 2 2
(7.20)
os(R; Æ^) i
0
where the dependen e on Æ^ has been restored to the notation. This formula, with
(R; Æ^) expressed, for example, as in Eq. (7.14), is the main formula des ribing
the e e t of de oheren e due to R-dependent tune aused by nonlinear betatron
motion. For small i, evaluating the integral numeri ally is easy. For large i, the
method of stationary phase may be appli able.[19℄
Sin e there has been no averaging over Æ^ as yet, Eq. (7.20) should also be
valid with Æ^ repla ed by Æ. The major e e t of this would be evident in FIG 7.3
where the phasor amplitudes would vary sinusoidally be ause of hromati ity and
syn hrotron os illation. Whatever shearing this auses is exa tly undone over a
omplete longitudinal y le, ausing periodi de oheren e/re oheren e ea h period
of syn hrotron os illation. By performing these al ulations it would be possible to
ompare to a formula due to Meller et al.[20℄ but this has not been done. The
feature distinguishing the present al ulation from Meller's is that he assumed
no systemati dependen e of tune on Æ^. It is not easy to ompare formulas here
with his paper sin e the order of integation is di erent and he does not make the
approximation Eq. (7.16). (This should ause only small numeri al di eren es.)
We ontinue, but now keeping just the term (R; Æ^) = d1 Æ^ (whi h permits
the R integration to be performed) and assume that Æ^ is distributed a ording to

Æ^2 
Æ^
(7.21)
PÆ^(Æ^) = 2 exp
Æ
2Æ2 ;
R


R


R


 R;Æ i
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DECOHERENCE DUE TO MOMENTUM SPREAD
1

sqrt(x^2+p^2)
p
x
1.2*exp(-0.38*x)

F_i: Decoherence factor

0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2
0
-0.2
-0.4
0

0.5
1
1.5
2*pi*Delta_Q(sigma_delta)*turn_number

2

Time evolution
of (fra tional) entroid position
p
slope p=p, and x2 + p2=p after initial de e tion p,
viewed in a frame of referen e rotating at the small amplitude tune,
as given by Eqs. (7.23-7.25). An exponentially de aying fun tion
1:2 exp( 0:38d1Æ i) is also shown for omparison.
Figure 7.5.

x=p,

and average over Æ^ to obtain1
Z 1

pi (p)
1
Æ^2 
^
^
^
(7.22)
=
d
Æ
Æ
exp
p Æ2 0
2Æ2 os(d1 Æ i)
= 1 (d1Æ i)2 + 31 (d1 Æ i)4 7:15:3 (d1 Æ i)6 + 9:71:5:3 (d1Æ i)8 +    ;
(7.23)
and
r
Z 1
 (d  i)2 

xi (p)

1
Æ^2 
1 Æ :
^
^
^
Æ
)
i
=
sin(
d
=
(
d

i
)
exp
d
Æ
Æ
exp
1
1
Æ
p
Æ2 0
2Æ2
2
2
(7.24)
The most dire tly observable quantity
is
the
\de
oheren
e
fa
tor",
s
 x (p) 2  x (p) 2
i
i
Fi (d1 Æ i) =
(7.25)
p + p :
These fun tions are plotted in FIG 7.5. As explained previously, the quantities
xi and pi tend to vary slowly be ause they refer to a frame of referen e rotating
1Formula (7.23 is poorly onvergent and an only be used for values of the argument less
than 2 or so.
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q

at rate 0. The orresponding invariant amplitude xi 2 + pi2 varies even more
slowly. But when it is viewed as a ve tor in a stationary frame it rotates rapidly
and is interpreted as the betatron os illation of the entroid. The magnitude of the
invariant amplitude is the same in stationary and rotating frames. This was the
basis for the statement made above that the \de oheren e fa tor" Fi is the theoret-2
i al quantity that an most easily be orrelated with experimental observations.
From FIG 7.5 it an be seen that the time evolution of xi and pi are very di erent,
the latter falls o in more or less Gaussian fashion while the former rises initially,
then falls. Neither of these behaviors seems deserving of the name \damping", but
the fun tion Fi falls o more nearly as the de aying exponential that is normally
asso iated with damping. To illustrate this point a pure exponential de ay urve
that rudely mat hes Fi is also shown in FIG 7.5.
When damping rates are measured experimentally in the ontrol room, the observed response is usually not a pure exponential de ay. Rather, an initial transient
(that is hard to interpret and may be instrumental in nature) is followed by a urve
well t by a pure exponential. An empiri al re ipe extra ting damping rates has
been to sele t the range over whi h the log plot is most nearly linear as the signal
falls by 1=e|typi ally this is from about 0.8 to about 0.3 of the just-ki ked signal.
This is not very di erent from the range over whi h the exponential des ribed in
the previous paragraph gives a tolerable t to the theoreti al response urve. Considering the only-semi-quantitave \absolute" a ura y of the measurements and the
la k of a ura y with whi h the various parameters in uen ing the phenomenon are
known, we therefore judge the exponential t shown in the graph to be a reasonable
representation of the theory, for omparison with the experimental data.
We have obtained a simple pres ription for predi ting the \damping rate" ;de
with whi h the entroid will be observed to damp after the beam has been pinged.
By parti le tra king in the latti e under onsideration (CESR in our ase with
parameters orresponding to FIG 7.1), for a parti le with invariant longitudinal
invariant equal to the r.m.s. value Æ^ = Æ = 0:6  10 3, the tune shift is found
to be Q(Æ )  1:5  10 3. Assuming the dependen e linear, this xes the d1
oeÆ ient in Eq. (7.14);
2Q(Æ ) :
(7.26)
d1 =
Æ

Then the entroid amplitude varies as exp( ;de t) = exp( 0:382 jQ(Æ )ji),
where time t and turn number i are related by t = i=f0, with f0 = 0:39  106 Hz.
Then we obtain
(7.27)
;de = 2:39jQ(Æ )jf0
When parameters appropriate to FIG 7.1 are used, the predi ted damping rate
is 1160 s 1. This ex eeds the rate inferred from the multiparti le simulation by a
fa tor 1.7. Considering the various un ertainties, this is probably as good agreement
as an be expe ted.

2Though more detailed information about the beam is measurable in prin iple, we are mainly

on erned with signals from the beam position monitors whi h ontain only information about
the entroid.
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7.4. Simulation of De oheren e/Re oheren e E hos

More than one of the de oheren e phenomena mentioned above may be operative at the same time. This is illustrated in FIG 7.6, whi h was obtained using
the de oheren e simulator on the ra etra k latti e. Initially there is de oheren e
in both horizontal and verti al motion due to the spread of tunes. That is, the
entroid motion \damps". As dis ussed earlier, the entroid amplitude is expe ted
to re ohere to give an e ho after one omplete syn hrotron period and to repeat this
y le at the syn hrotron frequen y. This is visible in both x and y motion. From
the graphs it is lear that the situation is a bit more ompli ated than this expe tation. Espe ially the < x > entroid does not return to its full starting amplitude.
This presumably indi ates the presen e of (betatron)-amplitude dependen e of the
transverse tunes. These phenomena are to be investigated in assignments given
below.
Two views of the GUI used for this simulation are exhibited in FIG 7.7 and
FIG 7.8. As shown in FIG 7.7 the requested hromati ities are Q0x = 20 and
Q0y = 20 in the basi latti e des ription. Modi ed entries an be typed into
those two slots. From the ra etra k.sxf le one an infer that the names of the
hromati ity sextupoles are sext1 and sext2. These names are to be typed into
the slots labeled b2f and b2d. Cli king on the setup button adjusts the strengths
of sextupoles with those names to a hieve the desired hromati ities. Su essful
ompletion of this pro ess is printed.
For simulating de oheren e a bun h of, say, 1000 parti les is initialized, then
ki ked transversely by the ki ker element, and then tra ked for, say, 1000 turns.
All three entroids < x >, < y >, and < s > are plotted every 10 turns. These
values are plotted in FIG 7.6.
The detailed simulation is ontrolled by the APDF le. Two su h les are
shown in Table 7.1. How the ki k is administered is governed by the line
<link algorithm="UAL::USPAS::OneTurnKi ker" elements="ki ker" />
whi h is ommon to both APDF les. Propagation around the ring an be done
in element-by-element, ki k ode, fashion. This al ulation is governed by the
teapot.apdf le. Alternatively the tra king an pro eed by trun ated power series
(TPS) tra king. This al ulation is governed by the mapping.apdf le. For this
propagation method the maps from every bpm to its adja ent bpm are rst al ulated,
and then the map is used to evolve individual parti les. Not shown in the APDF le
(for now) is the trun ation order, whi h was 3, \o tupole order", for the simulation
shown in FIG 7.6.

7.4. SIMULATION OF DECOHERENCE/RECOHERENCE ECHOS

Beam e hos observed one syn hroton period (and
multiples thereof) after a beam is ki ked both horizontally and
verti ally in the ra etra k latti e. Q0x = 20, Q0y = 20.
Figure 7.6.
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Figure 7.7.

Simulator window used for adjusting hromati ities.

Figure 7.8.

Simulator window listing available propagators.
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Two APDF les for simulating the same de oheren e/re oheren e phenomenon by two di erent methods|elementby-element, and map tra king.

Table 7.1.

<apdf>
<propagator id="teapot" a elerator="ring">
< reate>
<link algorithm="TEAPOT::DriftTra ker"
types="Default" />
<link algorithm="TEAPOT::DriftTra ker"
types="Marker|Drift" />
<link algorithm="TEAPOT::DipoleTra ker"
types="Sbend" />
<link algorithm="TEAPOT::MltTra ker"
types="Quadrupole|Sextupole|Multipole|[VH℄ki ker"/>
<link algorithm="TIBETAN::RfCavityTra ker" types="RfCavity"/>
<link algorithm="AIM::Monitor"
types="Monitor|[VH℄monitor" />
<link algorithm="UAL::USPAS::OneTurnKi ker" types="Ki ker" />
</ reate>
</propagator>
</apdf>
<apdf>
<propagator id="mapping" a elerator="ring">
< reate>
<link algorithm="TEAPOT::MapTra ker"
se tor="Default" />
<link algorithm="AIM::Monitor"
elements="bpm" />
<link algorithm="UAL::USPAS::OneTurnKi ker" elements="ki ker" />
</ reate>
</propagator>
</apdf>
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Simulation 7.1. Use the de oheren e simulator to orrelate de oheren e time
with momentum-dependent tune spread. One an adjust the tune spreads by adjusting the hromati ities. One an plot the tunes versus Æ by preparing initial parti le
onditions for various values of Æ.
Simulation 7.2. By vastly redu ing the number of bpm's in the ra etra k
latti e, speed up the de oheren e/re oheren e simulation that uses map tra king.
Simulation 7.3. Investigate the dependen e of de oheren e time on initial ki k
amplitude. Sin e the ki k amplitude is not available from the GUI it is ne essary
to \hard ode" the ki k amplitude and re omplile that part of the ode.

CHAPTER 8
General Transverse Motion
A linearized treatment of transverse parti le dynami s was given in Chapter 2.
Here, starting from a more general formulation of the equation of motion, we in lude
the possibility of nonlinear de e tions. The next few se tions spell out the bending
e e ts of the simpler magneti elements. Then the generalization from transfer
matri es to transfer maps, in order to in lude nonlinear e e ts, is dis ussed. The
following se tions dis uss symple ti ity-preserving evolution algorithms. Finally the
dis ussion of FFT beam diagnosis, started in Chapter 4, is extended to nonlinear
e e ts.
8.1. Magneti De e tions

The magneti eld of an ideal, ere t, a elerator magnet an be expressed as
 
 
1  2By  2xy  +    :
y y
+
(8.1)
B = By 01 + B
x x
2 x2 x2 y2
Though not indi ated by the notation, the ( onstant) oeÆ ients, By and its derivatives, are evaluated on the magnet enterline, in the interior of the magnet. Only
x and y omponents are shown, sin e the elds are assumed to be transverse. Also
the elds are assumed to be independent of z (ex ept for vanishing outside the
magnet). One an on rm immediately that r  B = 0 and that
0
1
x^
y^ ^s
r  B = =x =y 0A = 0:
(8.2)
Bx
By 0
In fa t the form (8.1) amounts to starting with a eld for whi h only By is nonvanishing for x = 0, but is otherwise arbitrary, expanding it in powers of x, and
then extrapolating o the x = 0 plane using the Maxwell equations to obtain the
y dependenden e and Bx.
Using the Lorentz for e law, the hange in velo ity dv, as harge Q passes
longitudinal distan e ds, is given by
m dv
=vB=
Q ds=v
0
1
0
0
1
1
^
^
^
^
^
^
x^ y^ ^s
x
y
s
x
y
s
2
B

B
1
y
By vx vy vs A + y vx vy vs A +
2  vx 2 vy 2 vs A +    :
x
2
x
0 1 0
y x 0
2xy x y 0
(8.3)
To treat su h a magnet as a single \short" element, while allowing for fringe elds,
it is ne essary to integrate this formula from well before the magnet to well after
it. The e e t of passage of a parti le through su h a magnet are \kinks", i.e.
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dis ontinuities x0 and y0 in the slope oordinates x0 = dx=ds and y0 = dy=ds.
For a dipole (the rst
term) the
bend angle  (assumed small)
is determined by
 
 
 
Z
0
By
x
vx =vs )
(8.4)
 10 = xy0 = (
(vy =vs) = ds p =Q y ;
with the result that
Z
 = ds p B=Qy :
(8.5)
This has negle ted any variation of vs , x, or y as the parti le passes the magnet.
From the derivation this result might seem to provide only a rough approximation
to the de e tion. But, in fa t, a thi k magnet an be segmented into arbitrarily
many thin magnets. So this formulation an be the basis for a urate numeri al
integration of parti le orbits through (ideal) magnets. Be ause By and p vary
proportionally,  has the desired property of being momentum-independent. Furthermore  is dimensionless as an angle must be.
For a quadrupole (the se ond term of Eq. (8.3)), the strength (i.e. inverse fo al
length) q is determined
by  
 
  
 Z
x0 = (vx =vs ) = ds By =x x ;
(8.6)
q yx = 
y
y0
(vy =vs)
p =Q
with the result that
Z
By =x
:
(8.7)
q = ds
p =Q
Like , q is a purely geometri quantity, an inverse length. It is independent
of parti le momentum and harge whi h an el against By . The inevitability of
opposite-sign fo al properties in the two transverse planes has also been exhibited.
For an ere t sextupole (the third term of Eq. (8.3) the strength S is determined
by
1 S x2 y2 = x0  = 1 Z ds  2By =x2 x2 y2 ;
(8.8)
2xy
2xy
y0 2
2
p =Q
with the result that
Z
 2 By =x2
S = ds
:
(8.9)
p =Q
Expressions like , q, and S are known as \ eld integrals" be ause integration over
a omplete element is implied. Higher pure multipole magnets are de ned similarly.
A potential sour e of error to be aware of omesn from
the fa tor 1=n! that enters
the relation between multipole strength and B =xn. This fa tor omes from the
Taylor series expansion formula. For the sextupole the fa tor is 1=2.
In spite of the fa t that su h magnet elds violate Maxwell's equations, it is
ustomary to treat the elds of ideal magnets as uniform within an e e tive or1
\magneti " length lm and dropping dis ontinuously to zero outside that length.
In this onvention the eld By and its derivatives are evaluated at the longitudinal
enter of the magnet and lm is adjusted to mat h the eld integral over the magnet.
For this reason lm tends to be lose to, but not exa tly equal to the geometri length
l. Repeating the dis ussion of thin elements made earlier, though these magneti
strength de nitions have the appearan e of being rude approximations, they an
be made in reasingly a urate by redu ing lm. (This a ura y is vitiated by the
1Within ADXF the notation for magneti length lm is ml whi h is distin t from the \geometri
length" l, notation l. But, by default, ml and l are taken to be equal.
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inevitable presen e of longitudinal eld omponents, present when transverse eld
omponents depend on s. But in most ases the de e tions aused by Bs are
extremely small.)
In this approximation the above formulas be ome,
 2 By =x2
y =x
lm ; S =
l ;  :
(8.10)
 = p B=Qy lm; q = B
p =Q
p =Q m
8.2. ADXF and SIF Element Strengths and Deviations

Within \standard input format" SIF, whi h has evolved into MAD input format,
the strengths of magneti elements an be expressed using the formulas just derived.
In parti ular, for quadrupoles and sextupoles, the leading fa tors in Eqs. (8.10) are
expressed as
1 By  By =x ; K2 = 1  2By   2By =x2 ;
(8.11)
K1 =
B x
p =Q
B x2
p =Q
where the onventional \B-rho" quantity is de ned by either of these equations or,
better motivated, by the rst of formulas (8.10):
(8.12)
(B)  By lm = p =Q ;
where, as usual, rather than an eling fa tors, it is onvenient to retain the ombination p =Q whi h has S.I. units, namely volts.
As already implied, the merit in grouping fa tors into B is to redu e strength
parameters to purely geometri terms. The dimensions of K1 and K2 are m 2
and m 3 respe tively. These dimensions are appropriate for longitudinally variable
\thi k element des ription" for whi h integration over the magneti element remains to be performed. Generally speaking, element strengths is SIF are expressed
as lo al strength fun tions, like K1 and K2. The onvention in ADXF's generi element <element> is di erent; strengths are represented by integrated (over length)
values of lo al strength fun tions. Examples q and S were given earlier. As has
been mentioned before, this distin tion is purely osmeti , and is unrelated to a tual pre ision of representation. A tually, for ba kward ompatibility, ADXF also
supports a MAD-like syntax whi h, other than being expressed in XML is equivalent
to MAD8.
The main way in whi h ADXF extends MAD8 is that pre-existing elements an
be assigned new attributes su h as magneti eld deviations. A simple example le
showing the syntax for in luding deviations is eq tune fodo.adxf. In ADXF a distin tion is drawn between uninstalled elements (in Etienne Forest's PTC terminology they are alled \on-the-ben h elements") and installed elements. The latter are,
of ne essity, fully-instantiated, meaning they have their own individual names, positioning, and strength deviations. The strengths shown in the eq tune fodo.adxf,
say for quadhf elements, are uninstalled properties, shared by all o uren es of
quadhf elements in the latti e. Within ADXF there is an \inheritan e" me hanism
in whi h an individual installed element, with its own individual name, an be
referred to a design element, su h as quadhf, from whi h it inherits parameters.
Su h an installed element an be assigned parameters that override or augment the
uninstalled parameters.
This an be illustrated by the following ode fragment
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<elements>
<marker name="mk1"/>
<sbend name="bend" l="lq" angle="deltheta"/>
<quadrupole name="quadhv" l="lq" k1="kq1"/>
...
</elements>

whi h amounts to re-expressing MAD input language as XML, with an example
exhibiting inheritan e:
<elements>
<sbend name="d0mp08" l="3.58896" angle="-0.0151186"/>
<element name="bi8-dh0" design="d0mp08"/>
<mfield b="0 0 0.005476 0.033503"
a="0.0 -0.010166 0.024366"/>
</element>
</elements>

where the "bi8-dh0" element is based on the "d0mp08" design element, but with
eld deviations des ribed within the <m eld> tag whi h is asso iated with magneti eld attributes.
In ADXF, as in most latti e des riptions, magneti eld deviations are expressed
as multipole series. For a bending magnet the magneti eld, as well as the e e t
of transverse positioning deviations (x; y), are expressed as a ( omplex) series:
(By + iBx)lm = B0lm

M
X
n=0

(bn + ian) (x x) + i(y y)n :

(8.13)

The maximum multipole index M is usually xed at a moderately large value,
su h as 10, but with dynami memory allo ation M an be made larger, if desired.
When trun ated power series (TPS) are used a highest retained power is de ned.
Multipole terms with index higher than this are simply ignored in TPS al ulations.
Field expansions for Bx and By individually are obtained by separating Eq. (8.13)
into real and imaginary parts. The fa tor lm has been intentionally left as a ommon fa tor on both sides of this equation. Note that this representation in ludes
the possibility of arbitrary roll angles around the longitudinal axis, even in luding
purely verti al bends. The a tual fa tors expressing dipole eld deviations in the
ADXF le are
~bn = B0lmbn; and a~n = B0 lman:
(8.14)
~
In parti ular, for an ideal thin se tor bend, b0 = . For an arbitrary se tor bend
magnet this formula be omes
~
(8.15)
 = 2 sin 1 b20 :
Note that, like similar quantities introdu ed previously, ~b0 is a \ eld integral"
quantity. Bend elds that depend on longitudinal oordinate s an be represented
numeri ally and a urately by longitudinal segmentation.
The oeÆ ients in multipole series (8.13) an be related to other onventional
magnet strength parameters as shown in Table 8.1. Real and imaginary oeÆ ients
Rn and In are de ned by
(x + iy)n = Rn + iIn:
(8.16)
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De e tions aused by standard magnets and notations
for their strengths

Table 8.1.

~bn
a
~n
Horz. bend0 1
0
x
0
Vert. bend
0
y
Ere t quad1 x
y
q = 1=f
0
Skew quad 2 2
0 qs = 1=fs
Ere t sext 2 x y
2xy
S=2
0
Skew sext
0 Ss =2
Ere t o t 3 x3 3xy2 3x2 y y3 O=6
0
Skew o t 4 2 2
0
Os =6
Ere t de a 4 x 6x4 y 4xy(x2 y2 ) D=24 0
Skew de a +y
0 Ds =24
n

Rn

In

x = B~y
x
0

y = B~x
0
y

0

0

qx
qy
qs y
qs x
S x2 y 2
S xy
2
Ss xy
Ss x2 2 y 2
O x23 xy 2
O 2 x2 y y 3
6
O6s x3 xy 2
O s x2 y y 3
6
D 4 x2 y2 y 4 D6 xy x2 y 2
24 x
Ds xy x2 y 2 Ds 24x4 x2 y2 y 4
24
24

(

2
(
)
( 3 )
(3
)
(3
)
( 3 )
( 6 + ) 4 (
)
4 (
)
( 6 + )
2

)

The fa tors 1!, 2!, 3! entering the de nitions of quad strength q, sextupole strength
S , o tupole strength O, et . are onventional. Noti e, for example, the relation to
SIF syntax;
~b2 = S = K2  L :
(8.17)
2
2
Formulas giving transverse kinks are
x0 = B~y jn = ~bnRn + a~nIn ;
(8.18)
y0 = B~xjn = ~bnIn + a~nRn :
Multipole expansions to express eld nonuniformity are reasonably standard
for dipoles.2 But magnet types other than dipoles have vanishing elds on axis,
whi h makes it ne essary to repla e the fa tor B0 if an expansion like Eq. (8.13) is
still to be used. Otherwise the oeÆ ients, as measures of fra tional deviation, an
be pla ed in one-to-one orrespondan e with dipole eld multipoles, but with the
indi es shifted by one. A ommon hoi e for an (approximately) ere t quadrupole
is to write
M
Q
X
(x + iy)n 
y
)
x + iy + 10 4 (bQn + iaQn ) n 1 ; (8.19)
(lmByQ ) + i(lmBxQ ) = (lm B
x
R
n=2

r

where Rr is a referen e radius, su h as 1 m. The value of Rr and the fa tor 10 4
are normally hosen su h that the numeri al values of aQn and bQn are of order 1
for \bad", low order, multipoles and mu h less than 1 for high order multipoles in
well-designed magnets.
8.3. Nonlinear Magneti Field Example

The outline of a typi al horizontal steering magnet, viewed from downstream,
is shown in FIG 8.1, whi h also shows the same magnet rotated to steer verti ally.
The measured, midplane, verti al magneti eld By is plotted in FIG 8.2; it has
the form
By (x; y = 0) = By0 (1 + b2 x2 + b4 x4 );
(8.20)
A tually expansion (8.13) is standard only in Ameri a. In Europe, oeÆ ients are de ned
initially in an expansion of a ve tor potential whi h is then di erentiated to obtain a series similar
to Eq. (8.13) but with fa tors of n! and indi es shifted by 1.
2
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Bx
x

A horizontal steering dipole and the same magnet
rotated so that it steers verti ally. The median-plane eld and
its multipole approximation is shown in FIG 8.2. The analyti
des ription of the rotated elds is given in the text.
Figure 8.1.

where By0 is the nominal value of By . For this magnet the dominant multipole
imperfe tion oeÆ ient happens to be de apole b4. Referring to Table 8.1 it an be
seen that this form an be ontinued o the median plane by
By (x; y) = By0 (1 + b2 (x2 y2 ) + b4 (x4 6x2 y2 + y4 )):
(8.21)
This also yields the other eld omponent;
Bx (x; y) = By0 (b2 2xy + b4 4xy(x2 y2 )):
(8.22)
Note that the eld uniformity of the a tual magnet is somewhat better at small
amplitudes than either multipole would give by itself. This illustrates the not
un ommon possibility that trun ation of the multipole series an, by defeating
desirable an ellation, yield overly pessimisti eld values. Also plotted in FIG 8.2
is the \wrong eld omponent" Bx(x; y = 10) plotted as a fun tion of x, along a
line displa ed to positive y = 10 mm.
If the steering magnet is rotated by 90 degrees (anti- lo kwise to an observer
looking from downstream, so that positive horizontal de e tion be omes positive
verti al de e tion) the new multipole expansion an be obtained from series (8.21)
and (8.22) by transformations suggested by the labels on FIG 8.1,
Bx(x; y) = ( Bx0 )(1 + b2 (y2 x2 ) + b4 (y4 6y2x2 + x4 ));
(8.23)
2
2
By (x; y) = ( Bx0 )(b2 2y( x) + b44y( x)(y x ));
where the nominal eld is now Bx0 with sign opposite to By0. Hen e we have
By (x; y) = Bx0(b2 2xy b4 4xy(x2 y2 ));
(8.24)
2
2
4
2
2
4
Bx (x; y) = Bx0(1 b2 (x y ) + b4 (x 6x y + y )):
Renaming the original multipole oeÆ ients b2;old and b4;old, to make this form
mat h expansion Eq. (8.13) it is ne essary to introdu e skew oeÆ ients a2 and a4

x
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V06E magnetic field for 1000 c.u.
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B_y(Gauss)

260

258
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254

"B_y.data"
262.4*(1 + 6.99*(x/1000)**2 - 1.46E5*(x/1000)**4)
262.4*(1 + 6.99*(x/1000)**2)
262.4*(1 - 1.46E5*(x/1000)**4)
250 - 262.4*1.46E5*4*x/1000*10/1000*( (x/1000)**2 - (10/1000)**2 )

252

250
-30

-20

-10

0
x(mm)
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30

Midplane magneti eld By in a transverselylimited ere t dipole magnet. Curves with sextupole or de apole
\turned o " are also plotted, as well as a urve showing the deapole ontribution to the o -median-plane, \wrong eld omponent" Bx(x; y = 10 mm) (displa ed upwards by 250 Gauss for2plotting purposes.). The multipole oeÆ ients are b2 = 6:99 m and
b4 = 1:46  105 m 4 . When the same magnet is used for vertial steering the non-vanishing oeÆ ients are a2 = 6:99 m 2 and
a4 = 1:46  105 m 4 . The eld al ulation is due to Sasha Temny k.

Figure 8.2.

into Eq. (8.18);

By (x; y) = Bx0 ( a2 2xy a4 4xy(x2 y2 ));
Bx(x; y) = Bx0 (1 + a2 (x2 y2 ) + a4 (x4 6x2 y2 + y4 )):

(8.25)

If the eld of the ere t magnet is des ribed by the series in Eq. 8.13 with the
parameter set (B0 = By0; b2; a2 = 0; b4; a4 = 0) then the eld of the same magnet,
anti- lo kwise rotated by 90 degrees, will be des ribed by the same series (8.13) with
the parameters set (B0 = Bx0; b2 = 0; a2 = b2;old; b4 = 0; a4 = b4;old). In general,
the multipole oeÆ ients an and bn for a rotated magnet are linearly related to the
old an and bn, whi h oeÆ ients depending on the angle of rotation.
8.4. TRANSPORT Matrix Elements
8.4.1. \Canoni al" Coordinate De nitions. A notation for des ribing low

order transfer map elements was originated by Karl Brown, at Stanford, in his
program alled TRANSPORT. This program was initially devoted to spe trometer
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design but the notation has been adopted for a elerator latti es, and the elements
referred to as \TRANSPORT elements" even though, by now, their de nitions
have been slightly hanged. The details though purely onventional, have to be
understood for any inveestigation to higher than linear order. In TRANSPORT
notation the general spatial motion of a point parti le in a latti e is des ribed by
it 6 displa ements from an ideal, or design, or referen e parti le;
0

1

0 1

x1
x
Bx2 C Bx0 C
B C B C
Bx3 C B y C
C B C
x=B
Bx4 C  By 0 C ;
B C B C
x5 A  ` A
x6
Æ

(8.26)

where ` is longitudinal deviation from bun h enter and the other omponents
have been de ned earlier. Small amplitude propagation from point (0) to general
downstream point in a latti e an be approximated by the teading terms in a Taylor
series;
6
6
XX
X
Tijk xj (0)xk (0):
(8.27)
Rij xj (0) +
xi =
j =1

j =16 k=j

One detail, now obsolete, was that by TRANSPORT onvention, to redu e storage
requirements and evaluation time, Brown hose to keep only \above diagonal" elements of Tijk . i.e. the k summation starts at k = j . This exploits the fa t
that xj (0)xk (0) = xk (0)xj (0). So, when omparing matrix elements, one has to
he k whether the orresponding o -diagonal elements are symmetri , or have had
above-diagonal elements doubled and below-diagonal elements dropped.
A more signi ant distin tion between onventional matrix element de nitions
on erns the hoi e of omponents for x. In order for Hamiltonian dynami s to be
applied most dire tly to parti le propagation, true \ anoni al" oordinates should
be used. But, to \geometri ize" latti e theory, one divides all momentum omponents by the total momentum p0 , yielding a form of \s aled" phase spa e. (This,
basi ally, is the sour e of the fa tor in the de nition of invariant emittan e.) In
UAL the longitudinal spatial oordinate is usually referred to as t whi h has units
of length, with the sign adjusted so oordinate in reases toward the front of the
bun h. Following MAD, whi h follows MARYLIE, the longitudinal \momentum" is
taken to be E =(p0 ). Only by hoosing these oordinates to be anoni al an the
requirements of symple ti ity be exploited e onomi ally. All these de nitions redu e to the original TRANSPORT de nitions in the small amplitude, fully relativisti
limit.
0 1 0
1
x1

x=

Bx2 C
B C
Bx3 C
B C
Bx4 C
B C
x5 A



B
B
B
B
B
B


x
px =p0
y
py =p0
t
E =(p0

C
C
C
C;
C
C
A

(8.28)

x6
)
From Hamiltonian point of view the fth omponent is time, but for onvenien e this
omponent is expressed as a distan e by multipli ation by . For fully-relativisti
motion this is, in fa t, longitudinal displa ement from referen e position. The a tual
numeri al values of the matrix elements depend on what onventions have entered
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the oordinate de nitions. Fortunately the Rij elements are largely independent of
these hoi es and onversion of the Tijk elements is fairly straightforward.
8.4.2. Linear Matrix Elements in a \Toy" Latti e. To illustrate the
evaluation of matrix elements, and to he k the UAL ode, matrix elements for the
eq tune fodo \toy" latti e illustrated in FIG 3.1 will be worked out and ompared
with output from the ode. A ording to Eqs. (3.11) and (3.12) the transfer matri es
through one omplete full ell are given by


(x) sin  !
2 l2
os

1
2
q
2
l
(1
+
ql
)
(
x)
1
1
1
M11 = 2q2l(1 ql) 1 2q2l2 =
sin 1= 1(x) os 1 ; (8.29)


(y) sin 1 !
2 l2
1
2
q
2
l
(1
ql
)
os

(
y)
1
1
M11 = 2q2 l(1 + ql) 1 2q2 l2 =
sin 1= 1(y) os 1 ;
where expressions for 1(x) and 1(y) were given in Eqs. (3.16).
The diagonal R-matrix elements des ribing propagation through the full ell
an be read o by inspe tion;
R11 = R22 = R33 = R44 = os 1 ;
(8.30)
and, be ause Æ is onserved
R55 = R66 = 1:
(8.31)
O -diagonal elements are
R12 = sin 1 1(x) ; R21 = sin 1 = 1(x) ;
(8.32)
(
y)
(
y)
R34 = sin 1 1 ; R43 = sin 1 = 1 :
Sin e the de e tion in sextupoles is quadrati in x and y the sextupoles do not
ontribute to R. The de e tions in quads depend on Æ but they are also linear
in x and y, so quads do not ontribute to R55 and R66. But the de e tion in the
bending element (here treated as if at a single point) is (inversely) proportional to
momentum. It is left as an exer ise to show that
1
R16 = 2l(1 + lq); R26 = (2 lq l2 q2 ):
(8.33)
2
Working out these formulas also makes a good start toward working out the Tijk
elements.
One an he k the R matrix elements with the values shown in Table 8.2. (Note
that, as displayed (for programming onvenien e) this printout a tually reads as
the transpose RT .) For this data the relevant numeri al values were
nhalf := 200
lhalf := 10
q := 0.061909
deltheta := 0.031415
ellmu := 1.33517
s1 := 0.05767
s2 := -0.10939
betax1 := 33.302
betay1 := 7.8345
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0.231876
32.36138
0.000000
0.000000
0.000000
0.822722

Rij

-0.029239
0.231876
0.000000
0.000000
0.000000
0.031317

elements for a weakly- oupled system

0.000000
0.000000
0.233472
7.619439
0.000000
0.000000

0.000000
0.000000
-0.124089
0.233472
0.000000
0.000000

-0.031317
-0.822722
0.000000
0.000000
1.000000
-0.012908

0.000000
0.000000
0.000000
0.000000
0.000000
1.000000

Problem 8.1. Adjust the input parameters to eq tune fodo.adxf to repli ate
the R matrix listed as Table (8.2). The value nhalf=200 has been hosen to be large
enough to make this a big a elerator, to de-emphasize the dipole fo using e e t.
Give two matrix elements that are very nearly equal, but would be exa tly equal,
if there were no bending elements in the FODO ell. The surviving x; z oupling
gures prominently in the following problems.
Problem 8.2. Use formulas in this se tion to derive all R matrix elements
ex ept R5i , i=1..6. Note that R66 =1 and R6i =0 for i6= 6 sin e magneti elements
annot hange the parti le energy or, therefore, Æ.
Problem 8.3. Using any matrix pro essing devi e you have available, su h as
programmable hand al ulator or spreadsheet program, to al ulate the determinant
det M. Is this orre t? If, as a last resort, you hoose to work out the determinant
by brute for e al ulation with a matrix-deprived al ulator, be sure to observe that
there are no o -blo k-diagonal elements oupling either x or z to y. This means the
y elements an be treated as a 2  2 matrix and the x and z omponents as 4  4.

Problem 8.4. Refer ba k to formulas in the se tion 5.1, \Analysis of a 4  4
Symple ti Matrix". Those formulas emphasized oupling between x and y but the
same formulas apply to the x and z oupling in the matrix M under study. Simply
suppress the third and fourth rows and olumns. Sin e any elements dropped having
indi es orresponding to x or z vanish, the remaining 4  4 matrix an be analysed
as in that se tion. Evaluate the elements of the o -diagonal submatri es B and C
and show that the oupling terms of our (now 4  4) matrix M do not shift either
horizontal or longitudinal tunes.

1 and on rm the result to be orre t
. Use Eq. (5.3) to derive M
1
by evaluating M M. This proves (or not) that M is symple ti . Unit determinant
Problem

8.5

is a ne essary, but not suÆ ient ondition for symple ti ity.
Problem 8.6. Previously all but the elements R5i , i=1..6 have been he ked
analyti ally. Use symple ity to determine the R51 , R52 , and R56 elements.

8.4.3. Se ond Order Matrix Elements For Individual Elements. In
working out the Tijk elements for the full FODO ell one must rst have se ond
order expressions for the individual elements. For a thin quad the de e tions are
(8.34)
x0 = 1 +q Æ x  qx + Æ qx; y0 = 1 +q Æ y  qy Æ qy:
These formulas yield se ond order thin quad elements
T216 = q; T436 = q:
(8.35)
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2lq
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−q 3 −q

2

4

q

5

1
Figure 8.3.

q

Labeling of points in a full ell of the eq tune fodo latti e.

Referring to Table 8.1, for a thin sextupole the de e tions are given by
whi h produ e

x0 = S2 (x2
T211 =

S

y2 );

y0 = Sxy;

(8.36)

S
; T233 = ; T413 = S:

(8.37)

2
2
To quadrati order in Æ the de e tions in a thin dipole are given by
x0 = 1+Æ =  +  Æ  Æ2 ; y0 = 0;
whi h give
T266 = ;
as the only non-vanishing se ond order matrix element.

(8.38)
(8.39)

8.4.4. Con atenation of Matrix Elements. Even for the simplest possible
nontrivial latti e (namely the eq tune fodo full ell we are working with) it is fairly
laborious to work out even se ond order elements. (This is known as \ on atenating" the maps sequentially.) Still it is worth working out a few to get a feel for what
is involved. Within UAL this on atenation is performed using di erential algebra
(DA) on trun ated power series (TPS) but here a more elementary approa h is to
be used for al ulating some of the elements.
Labeling of intermediate points is given in FIG. 8.3. Let us work on only horizontal motion. To obtain the subsequent e e t of a de e tion at one point it is
useful to de ne an \in uen e fun tion" or \sine-like fun tion" Gx(j; i) that gives the
e e t at element position j of unit de e tion at position i. As this fun tion propagates through subsequent elements it negle ts all but linearized de e tions. Extra
de e tions at downstream points will ea h laun h their own sine-like ontributions.
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For our latti e it is straightforward to work out all needed Gx (j; i) entries.
Gx (5; 1) = 2l(1 + ql); G0x (5; 1) = 1 2q2 l2;
1 ql q2l2;
3
(8.40)
Gx (5; 2) = l + ql2 ; G0x (5; 2) = 1
2
2
Gx (5; 3) = l;
G0x (5; 3) = 1 ql;
1
1 ql;
Gx (5; 4) = l;
G0x (5; 4) = 1
2
2
Gx (5; 5) = 0;
G0x (5; 5) = 1:
(8.41)
De ning x0 (i) to be the exa t de e tion at lo ation i, propagation from 1 to 5 is
given by the exa t equations
x(5) =
x0 (5) =

5
X
(x)
0
Gx (5; i)x0 (i);
1 sin 1 x (1) +
i=1
5
1 sin 1 x(1) + os 1 x0 (1) + X
G0x (5; i)x0 (i):
(x)
i=1
1

os  x(1) +

(8.42)

Here a sine-like ontribution is added for ea h perturbation (i.e. at sextupoles) and
(if Æ 6= 0) at bends. These equations are de eptively simple. The exa t de e tions
x0 (i) an only be obtained by exa tly a ounting for all pre eeding de e tions.
But, sin e we are satis ed to al ulate only quadrati terms, it is easy to drop terms
that don't ontribute. Eqs. (8.42) are also somewhat ambiguous as to the treatment
of momentum dependen e. Certainly the de e tions depend on momentum, but it
is not lear whether Æ is to be treated as a parameter in a 2D approa h or as a
omponent of x. We will follow the latter, 3D approa h.
We2 plan (here) to keep only linear terms, x, x0 , and Æ, and quadrati terms x2,
0
xx , x0 , Æ2 , xÆ, and x0 Æ. Of ourse there is also the possibility of a onstant term
appearing. Even though it is not mathemati ally onsistent, let us refer to su h a
onstant term as also being \linear". The only possible justi ation for doing this
is that the presen e of su h a term really implies a shift of the equilibrium orbit
whi h ould be used to suppress this term.
There
is an important physi al distin tion between \geometri " terms x2, xx0 ,
2
0
and x and \ hromati " terms Æ2 , xÆ, and x0 Æ. The former terms are nonlinear
fun tions of the dependent variable x. They have the property of be oming arbitrarily large as x or x0 be omes large. Su h terms inevitably ause motion to be
unstable at suÆ iently large amplitude. (The only ex eption to this behavior is
when the nonlinear term is, by itself, unphysi al. This an o ur when a for e that
is well-behaved at large amplitude, su h as a beam-beam for e, is approximated
by a term, su h as a ubi , whi h diverges at large amplitude.) This leads to the
on ept of \dynami aperture" that will be pursued later on. The hromati terms
a tually leave the theory linear. All su h terms ould be in orporated exa tly by
treating Æ as a parameter rather than as a oordinate. This ould be regarded
to be a more elegant, though less straightforward, approa h. The leading e e t
of hromati terms is to ause the equilibrium orbit to be displa ed more or less
proportional to Æ and to ause the tunes to depend on momentum. In pra ti e, the
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opti al degradation due to Æ is often at least as serious as the degradation due to
nonlinear terms.
Suppressing the (0)'s from the initial displa ements, Eqs. (8.42) an be expressed in terms of R-matrix elements
5
X
Gx (5; i)x0 (i);
x(5) = R11 x + R12 x0 + R16 Æ +
i=1
5
X
G0x (5; i)x0 (i):
x0 (5) = R21 x + R22 x0 + R26 Æ +
i=1

(8.43)

Apart from having introdu ed the term linear in Æ the only new feature of these
equations is that we need retain only quadrati terms in the nal summations.
To al ulate to this a ura y it is adequate to al ulate them using the following
unperturbed (i.e. rst order a ura y) traje tory.
x(1) = x;

l
x(3) = (1 ql)x + lx0 +  Æ;

2
1
x(5) = (1 2q2 l2 )x + 2l(1 + ql)x0 + 2l(1 + ql) Æ:
2

(8.44)

The se ond order de e tions at the various points in the ell are
x0 (1) = q x(1) Æ S21 x2 (1);
x0 (2) =  Æ2;
x0 (3) = 2q x(3)Æ S2 x2(3);
x0 (4) =  Æ2;
x0 (5) = q x(5) Æ S21 x2 (5):

(8.45)

To get an element T1jk or T2jk for the full ell we substitute into Eq. (8.45) from
Eq. (8.44) and then substitute the result, along with Eq. (8.40), into Eq. (8.43).
Then2 the Tijk elements are obtained by mat hing terms. For example the oeÆ ient
of x in the expansion of x(5) is
T111 = S1 l(1 + ql) S2 l(1 ql):

(8.46)
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All se ond order elements for x and x0 are:
T111 = S1 l(1 + ql) S2 l(1 ql)2 ;
T122 = S2 l3 ;
1
2 3
T166 = 2 l(1 + ql)
4 S2  l ;
T112 = 2S2 l2(1 ql);
T116 = 4q2 l2 S2  l(1 ql);
T126 = 2ql2 S2  l3 ;
(8.47)
2
2
4
4
T211 = S2 (1 3q l + 2q l );
T222 = S2 l2 (1 ql) 2S1 l2 (1 + ql)2 ;
1 S2 l22(1 ql) 2S1 l22 (1 + 1 ql)2;
T266 = (2 2ql 3q2 l2 )
4
2
T212 = 2S2 l(1 ql)2 2S1 l(1 2q2 l2)(1 + ql);
3
1
2
22
T216 = 4q2 l(1
2 ql) S2 l(1 ql) 2S1 l(1 + 2 ql)(1 2q l );
1
T226 = 4q2 l2 S2 l2(1 ql) 4S1 l2(1 + ql)(1 + ql):
2
As mentioned earlier, some of these elements depend on the detailed de nition of
the omponents of x. Unless adjusted appropriately these elements will therefore
not agree well with values al ulated by UAL.
8.7 Using formulas (8.47), he k several entries in the Tijk table
Problem

.

resulting from the pro essing the eq tune fodo latti e. Be sure that all parameters
are identi al to the parameters used in the earlier problem set in whi h Rij elements
were derived. It may be ne essary to modify the ode to ause the Tijk elements to
be evaluated and printed.
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8.5. Trun ated Power Series and Lie Maps
8.5.1. Fun tion evolution. Trun ated power series play an important role

in UAL. They are used to approximate the \maps" that express \output" parti le
oordinates (at a later pla e in the ring) in terms of \input" parti le oordinates
(at an initial pla e in the ring). When trun ated to linear order these power series
redu e to the elements of the traditional, Courant-Snyder, transfer matrix des ription of the a elerator latti e. Histori ally, most of a elerator physi s has been
(very su essfully) based on analysis performed in this linear limit. But e e ts
appearing already at a \next order of approximation" su h as hromati ity and
amplitude-dependent detuning, have ways of intruding, even in elementary ontexts, and nonlinearity be omes in reasingly important as amplitudes are in reased
to a hieve higher beam urrent. As soon as any nonlinearity whatsoever is allowed
to enter the des ription the issue of symple ti ity, or rather la k thereof, rears its
head. Espe ially for hadron a elerators, for whi h there is essentially no true
damping, any anti-damping arti ially and erroneously introdu ed through nonsymple ti ity an ruin an a elerator simulation program's ability to predi t the
long term future.
Symple ti maps (typi ally nonlinear) are also known as Lie maps. One
therefore seeks to des ribe parti le traje tories in an a elerator by a Lie map.
As with all physi s, su h a des ription an only be approximate. For one thing
the idealized model of the a elerator, on whi h the \idealized map" is based,
is undoubtedly ina urate and in omplete. A epting this as inevitable, possible
further ina ura y results from the omputer program's representation of the map.
It is the latter sour e of ina ura y that is the subje t of this se tion. Maps based on
trun ated power series an only approximate idealized maps. For reasons explained
in the previous paragraph, failure of symple ti ity is expe ted to be more serious
than other ina ura y. An important goal of UAL is to preserve symple ti ity, or
rather to keep the inevitable failure of symple ti ity ontrollably small.
There is no shortage of ex ellent referen e material on erning Lie maps; for example Dragt[24℄ and Forest[25℄. Be ause the subje t is abstra t, and is sometimes
onsidered impenetrable, this se tion tries to give a self- ontained, elementary disussion of the general ideas. To redu e omplexity the dis ussion will be restri ted
to two dimensional (x; p) phase spa e, with p used instead of px. All results generalize naturally to higher dimensions.
If (x0 ; p0) represents input parti le oordinates, the sort of map M010 under
dis ussion expresses output oordinates (x1 ; p1) as fun tions of input oordinates
(x0 ; p0). (The prime on M010 will be explained shortly.) For linear maps this map
redu es to a 2  2 matrix, the traditional transfer matrix of standard a elerator
theory. If nonlinearity is present it is natural to introdu e a \generalized transfer
matrix" M010 in whi h the four matrix elements are nonlinear fun tions of x0 and
p0 . Usually these nonlinear fun tions are expressed as trun ated Taylor seris. Like
it or not, this is the representation one is for ed to use in a omputer representation
of the map.
Consider an arbitrary fun tion f (x; p)|one may think of f as expressing the
dependen e on position in phase spa e of some physi al quantity. A parti le traje tory de nes an evolution of the parti le oordinates and it is natural to inquire
about the orresponding evolution of f . One has to be aware of the ambiguity a ompanying the distin tion between fun tion form and fun tion value. For example,
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suppose transformation M010 yields forward formula x1 = x1(x0 ; p0) = ap0 + bp0
and ba kward formula x0 = x0 (x1 ; p1) = x1 + dp1, and that the value of fun tion
f is de ned to be \the rst omponent squared"; at input this is x20 , at output it
is x21 . An assignment one might have re eived in al ulus lass was to gure out
the value of x20 from knowledge only of x1 and p1. Expressed in terms of output
oordinates the input value of f is (x0 (x1 ; p1))2 = ( x1 + dp1)2 . From a physi ist's
point of view, this is tortured usage. By the \evolved value of f " one presumably
means x21 , the square of the rst omponent, evaluated at the evolved lo ation.
This is the way fun tions of oordinates are to be interpreted; for example
x21 = f (x1 ; p1 ) = f (M0 10 (x0 ); M0 10 (p0 )) = (ax0 + bp0)2 :
(8.48)
Sin e the form of the fun tion does not hange, to evaluate this evolution, as
Eq. (8.48) shows, it is adequate to have formulas for the evolution of individual
omponents. This is the fun tionality provided by the ve tors of trun ated power
series provided, for example, by UAL. But, for theoreti al purposes, a slightly more
abstra t generalization of transfer matri es is preferable. Let us de ne transfer
map M10 as operating on fun tions (of lo ation phase spa e) rather than a ting
individually on the omponents. That is
f1 = M10 f0 ;
(8.49)
whi h is de ned to mean the same thing as Eq. (8.48). Forest alls M a \ ompositional map". It is a one- omponent map a ting in an in nite dimensional spa e
(of fun tions de ned on phase spa e.) Note that it is the value of the fun tion that
evolves; the form of the fun tion does not hange. Sin e x0 and p0 an, individually, be thought of as fun tions of the (x0 ; p0) pair, the spe ialization ba k to the
representation by a ve tor-organized set of nonlinear fun tions is immediate. So
there is no \physi s" in Eq. (8.49) to distinguish it from Eq. (8.48).
Assuming, as we are, that the physi al elements in the latti e are known perfe tly, the equations of motion an, in prin iple, be used to determine x(s); p(s),
the dependen e on longitudinal oordinate s of a parti le traje tory. Commonly
the equations of motion are written in Hamiltonian form and knowing the equation
of motion is sometimes expressed as \knowing the Hamiltonian". Be ause of the
omplexity of a elerator latti es it is almost never pra ti al to solve the equations
of motion analyti ally and it is rarely pra ti al to solve them numeri ally. Rather
the map through a se tor of the latti e is formed by on atenating the maps of the
individual elements in the se tor. This usually involves trun ation of power series.
8.5.2. Taylor series in more than one dimension and Lie maps. The
Taylor series representation of one dimensional fun tions is se ond nature to most
s ientists (perhaps be ause learned about in high s hool as the binomial theorem?)
The fun tion of Lie maps is to generalize this des ription to more than one dimension.
The theory of fun tion evolution, as invented by Lie, has been applied a entury
later, in the ontext of elestial me hani s, by Hori[26℄ and, in the ontext of
a elerator me hani s, by Dragt.[27℄ The dis ussion here more nearly follows Hori
than Dragt.
Let (x; p) be oordinates in 2D phase spa e, and f (x; p) be a fun tion that
is arbitrary (ex ept for possible requirements su h as smoothness and absen e of
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vanishing derivatives.) We wish to express the value of f at some phase spa e point
in terms of the values of its derivatives at some other point.
We know how to do this in 1D|use a Taylor series. We therefore try to redu e
the 2D problem to 1D. Toward this end we draw a family of smooth urves in phase
spa e (to be referred to as a \ ongruen e" of urves) that have properties: (a) there
is a urve through every point, (b) no urve rosses any other in the region under
dis ussion, and ( ) there is a fun tion S (x; p), not ne essarily unique, su h that
x( ); p( ) (the oordinates of the urve as fun tions of a running parameter  ) are
solutions of the equations
S
dx S dp
=
;
=
:
(8.50)
d p d
x
The fun tion S (x; p) is su h that its derivatives on the right hand side of this
equation de ne, at every point (x; p), the dire tion of the tangent to the urve
passing through that point. Note that S is a priori an arbitrary fun tion, unrelated
to the dynami s under study.
Along any one of the urves of the ongruen e, the value of arbitrary fun tion
f an be expressed, as a fun tion of  , by f (x( ); p( )). One an de ne an alongthe- urve derivative operator
 dp  S  S 
f; S g  dd = dx
+
=
:
(8.51)
d x d p p x x p
S
In this notation the  is a \pla e holder" indi ating the operator f; S g is \waiting

for" a fun tion, su h as f , for its argument. (Ex ept for hange in sign/orderof-arguments, f; S g is the same as the fun tion for whi h Dragt introdu ed the
notation : S :.) When a ting on fun tion f , the result is ff; S g  : S : (f ), whi h
an be re ognized as the \Poisson bra ket" of f and S .
Now we an exploit our ongruen e of urves for its advertised purpose of
relating values of f at separated points This is espe ially easy if the points happen
lie on the same urve be ause, on that urve, the fun tion depends only on the single
variable  . In this ase, let the parameters of the points that are to be related be 
and  + . It may be helpful on eptually to regard  as being \small", and this may
be appropriate when dis ussing the onvergen e of the series, but no su h formal
requirement is assumed. Expressing the Taylor series in new, un onventional form,
we have
1
1
f ( + ) = (1 +  f; S g + 2 ff; S g; S g + 3 fff; S g; S g; S g +    )f ( + ) ;
2!
3!
=0
(8.52)
As usual the derivatives on the right hand side must be evaluated for general  but
then  is set to zero. This is known as the Lie map orresponding to fun tion S .
Re ognizing the terms in this series as orresponding to an exponential fun tion,
this series is traditionally abbreviated to
f ( + ) = e f;Sg f ( );
(8.53)
but, to evaluate the series numeri ally, expansion Eq. (8.52) is what is required.
Furthermore the evaluation has to be trun ated at some point. Any di erential
algebra pa kage, su h as COSY[28℄ or the ZLIB module of UAL, an al ulate
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derivatives of fun tions, and an therefore evaluate the Poisson bra ket expressions
appearing in Eq. (8.52).
This se tion has been about al ulus, no more, no less. There has been no
me hani s, Hamiltonian or otherwise. If the signs in Eq. (8.50) had been hosen
di erently, say both positive, the analysis would have gone through un hanged,
ex ept for the swit hing the sign in the bra ket expression, whi h would therefore
no longer deserve be alled a \Poisson bra ket".
8.5.3. Symple ti ity of Lie map. Hori[26℄ gave a di erent interpretation to
Eq. (8.53), regarding it as a hange of variable rather than as an evolution equation.
To en ourage this interpretation let us repla e (x0 ; p0) by (; ) and (x1 ; p1) by (x; p)
and interpret the equation as a hange of variables from (; ) oordinates to (x; p)
oordinates. The oordinates (; ) are assumed to be \ anoni al"|this means
that their Poisson bra kets re koned using some known-to-be anoni al starting
oordinates, all them (x0 ; p0), have the appropriate, 0 or 1 values. Copying from
Eq. (8.52) and restoring the 2D arguments of f ;
1
1
f (x; p) = (1+  f; S g + 2 ff; S g; S g + 2 fff; S g; S g; S g +    )f (; ) : (8.54)
2!
3!
0
Here S is, as before, an arbitrary fun tion, and evaluation of the derivatives on the
right hand side depends upon the ongruen e of urves determined by Eqs. (8.50).
(The rypti subs ript 0 is supposed to onvey this.)
It was mentioned earlier that either one of the oordinates, say , is a satisfa tory version of the fun tion f . Plugging this into Eq. (8.54) yields
1
1
x = (1 +  f; S g + 2 ff; S g; S g + 2 fff; S g; S g; S g +    ) ;
(8.55)
2!
3!
0
and a similar formula relates p to . By restoring the single variable, along- urve
parameterization (and for brevity, arraying formulas as omponents of a ve tor)
these equations an be written in a more useful form;

  


 ( + ) = x = (1+ f; S g+ 1 2 ff; S g; S g+ 1 2 fff; S g; S g; S g+   )  ( + )
( + )
p
( + )
2!
3!
(8.56)
This shows that the pair (x; p) are, ex ept for \translation" along a urve of the
ongruen e, the same as the pair (; ).
This has still been \just al ulus", but let us now use the assumption that (; )
are anoni al variables of a Hamiltonian system. Then Eq. (8.56) provides a hange
of variables to new variables (x; p). Now the amazing part; sin e the (; ) variables
are, by hypothesis, anoni al through the region under dis ussion and (x; p) are just
\translations" of (; ), transformation (8.56) is ne essarily anoni al.
Hori[26℄ goes on to develop a perturbation theory based on this formulism.
He regards the fun tion S as a kind of \generating fun tion" (though it must not
be onfused with a \Goldstein" generating fun tion) and goes on to develop an
iterative pro edure to determine S and new oordinates in as ending powers of a
\small parameter" of the perturbation. None of this is relevant for UAL. What
is relevant is that transformations generated by Lie maps are symple ti . By
ontrolling the number of terms retained in the power series evaluation one an
ontrol (or even make negligible) the degree of nonsymple ti ity.

=0
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8.5.4. Hamiltonian maps. Returning to the traje tory evolution interpretation of our equations, the Taylor series derived so far might seem to be useless
for the following reason: it relates only phase spa e points lying on the same urve
and no pres ription has been given for hoosing the fun tion S (x; p) su h that two
arbitrarily hosen points lie on the same urve. But, as it happens, we do not have
to insist that the points be arbitrarily hosen. We are interested in points lying on
a single parti le traje tory. One visualizes this traje tory as a three dimensional
urve in the (x; p; t) spa e, where t is time, or if one prefers, a longitudinal oordinate. Proje ted onto the (x; p) plane the urve passing through input point (x0 ; p0)
ne essarily passes through output point (x1 ; p1). The orbit is determined by solving
Hamilton's equations;
dx H dp
= ; dt = H
:
(8.57)
dt p
x
where H (x; p) is the Hamiltonian fun tion. Noti e that these equations are identi al to Eqs. (8.50) if the fun tion S in those equations is repla ed by H (and 
by t.) This magi ally eliminates both limitations of the formalism of the previous
se tion. The map has be ome
f (t0 + t) = et f;H g f (t0 ):
(8.58)
(As explained above, when written in this form, the notation is too ompressed
for the required operations to be exhibited expli itly, as they are in Eq. (8.52).)
Repla ing f by the individual
oordinates,
as before,
yields




x(t0 + t) = et f;H g x(t0 ) :
(8.59)
p(t0 )
p(t0 + t)
Generalized to six dimensions and trun ated to arbitrary order, Eq. (8.59)
is a form in whi h the evolution of a parti le traje tory an be simulated in a
omputer. If Hamiltonian H is only approximate the evolution it produ es an be
only approximate, but any failure of symple ti ity an be redu ed by keeping more
terms in the expansion.
8.5.5. Dis rete maps. Eq. (8.59) represents a ontinuous mapping|the expli it appearan e of t invites taking the limit t ! 0. Similarly the o uren e of
fa tor  in Eqs. (8.56) invites the limit  ! 0 and a ontinuous interpretation. But,
if the  fa tor is subsumed into the S fun tion, Eqs. (8.53) represents a dis rete
map, potentially propagating the parti le oordinates through a se tor of arbitrary
length.
For example onsider the fun tion
S = S03 x3 + S13 x2 p + S23 xp2 + S33 p3 :
(8.60)
0
0
Substitution into Eq. (8.56) yields propagation (x; p) ! (x ; p )
x0 = x + fx; S g +    = x + S13x2 + 2S23xp + 3S33p2 + : : : ;
(8.61)
0
3
2
3
3
2
p = p + fp; S g +    = p 3S0 x 2S1 xp S2 p + : : : :
This map is spe ial in that it is an identity map to linear order. It ould therefore
not represent arbitrary propagation through a general se tor. But, after \fa toring
out" the linear part of a general map the remaining part an be redu ed to Eq. (8.60)
by trun ation to quadrati order.
Perhaps the pro edure just mentioned an be reversed? Suppose that propagation formulas (8.61) have been determined by applying some integrator to an
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arbitrary latti e se tor. If the se tor has more than a few nonlinear elements su h
a determination would have required trun ation, for example to quadrati order,
as in Eq. (8.61). The integrator will therefore have determined the oeÆ ients in
expansions
x0 = x + X02 x2 + X12xp + X22 p2 + : : : ;
(8.62)
0
2
2
2
2
2
p = p + P0 x + P1 xp + P2 p + : : : :
For these equations to be onsistent with Eqs. (8.61) the six equations obtained by
equating oeÆ ients must be satis ed. Regarding the four Si3 oordinates as the
unknowns, they an be determined from just four of the equations. The remaining
two equations will not, in general, be satis ed. But, if the integrator determining
series (8.62) were symple ti (to the order of terms retained), then these equations
would be redundant and the redundant equations would ne essarily be satis ed.
These equations an therefore be applied as a he k on the symple ti ity of the
integrator.
Assuming the integrator is symple ti , so that the redundant equations (to quadrati order) are satis ed, the fun tion S will have been determined to ubi order.
A fun tion S determined in this way an be alled a \pseudo-Hamiltonian". By
using this fun tion in Eq. (8.56), and retaining more terms in the series, propagation
formulas for the oordinates an be obtained to higher than quadrati order. Su h
formulas would be useless for studying large amplitude features su h as resonant
islands, onset of haos, or dynami aperture. But for \intermediate" amplitude
traje tories the formulas an represent propagation that is both \ orre t to quadrati order" (for example modeling hromati ity) while being symple ti to higher
than quadrati order.
This pro edure an be illustrated by expli it example. Consider a map
x2 = M x1  M(1) x1 ;
(8.63)
(1)
where M is the ne essarily symple ti , linearized matrix approximation of the
map. (Sin e x represents the omponents as a ve tor, we may as well take it to
f su h that
represent the oordinates in 6D phase spa e.) De ne M
f M(1) x1 ; or M
f = M M(1) 1 :
(8.64)
x2 = M
f
Suppose that M has been obtained to some order of a ura y, say M(2). Then M
is known to orresponding order. Let S be determined su h that
f (2) = M(2) M(1) 1 = 1 + f; S g:
(8.65)
M
De ning
f (3) = 1 + f; S g + 1 ff; S g; S; g;
(8.66)
M
2
then
f (3) M(1) ;
MM
(8.67)
(2)
f .
is symple ti to higher order than was M
Quadrupole end eld orre tion is an example of this pro edure. Sin e the
longitudinal interval for this orre tion was taken to have zero length, terms beyond
the rst vanish be ause they are proportional to higher powers of .
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8.5.6. Bun h Evolution Using Maps. In Se tion 7.4, whi h dis ussed a
de oheren e/re oheren e simulation, it was shown that parti le evolution ould be
des ribed either by element-by-element tra king, or by map tra king. It would be
just as logi al for that example to appear here as there.
8.1 Run the de oheren e/re oheren e example using the map tra kSimulation

.

ing option for various order of trun ated power series (TPS). For the results shown
in FIG 7.6 the order was 3, whi h is also known as \o tupole order".

8.6. Thin and Thi k Elements, and Symple ti ity
8.6.1. Pure Ki ks. Elements that are thin enough that they an be repre-

sented by dis ontinuous slope hanges (or kinks) at xed position s are known as
\ki ks" and omputer odes that employ only ki ks are known as \ki k ode". The
rationale for the existen e of ki k odes is that, onsistently employed, they preserve
symple ti ity. The transfer matrix for su h an element is


1
0
Mki k = f (x) 1 ;
(8.68)
where f (x) is an arbitrary fun tion of transverse position x. The Ja obean for this
matrix is 1, independent of x. Unity determinant (for all x is the ne essary and
suÆ ient ondition for a 2  2 matrix to be symple ti . Furthermore a 4  4 ki k
an be de omposed into a produ t of two 2  2 ki ks. It follows that ki ks always
preserve symple ti ity.
Another way of assuring that a transformation is symple ti is to derive it
exa tly, rigorously respe ting Maxwell's equations and Newton's law (appropriately
generalized to relativisti me hani s).
8.6.2. Pure Drifts. Sin e ki k elements are unphysi al idealizations, one
would greatly prefer to represent a elerator elements by symple ti , thi k element
matri es. Unfortunately the number of element types for whi h su h matri es are
known is quite small. Even the transfer matrix for a drift


Mdrift = 10 1` ;
(8.69)
is symple ti only for appropriate transverse oordinates. This matrix orresponds
to the exa t transformation equations for a drift, whi h are
x1 x0 dx
= ds 0; dx
= dx ; px1 = px0:
(8.70)
`
ds 1 ds 0
Assuming (unrealisti ally) that there is no verti al momentum, and re alling that
px is the a tual transverse momentum divided by the total momentum p0 , one sees
from a momentum ve tor diagram that
px
dx
p
(8.71)
=
ds
1 p2x :
But, knowing that x and px are anoni ally onjugate variables, one sees that x
and dx=ds annot be. So, without taking are to in lude the square root fa tor,
even a drift an be non-symple ti . Be ause px << 1, one is sometimes justi ed
in negle ting the denominator fa tor. But in a hadron a elerator, where parti les
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rotate for billions of turns, even the tiniest of failures of symple ti ity an give
totally wrong results.
8.6.3. Drift-Ki k Split. We have seen that pure ki ks are naturally symple ti and that, with are, drifts an be treated symple ti ally. For a purely
numeri al al ulation of a parti le traje tory in an arbitrary magneti eld it is
natural to introdu e \symple ti integration algorithms" in whi h the de e tions
are on entrated in (in nitely) thin elements and the thi k dimension is lled up
with drifts. The simplest su h algorithm is known as drift-ki k split. A thi k element is segmented into two or more drifts with a ki k sandwi hed at ea h interfa e.
This approa h was introdu ed in TEAPOT[6℄ and it is do umented further in the
TEAPOT manual. This ode has been ported to C++ as one of the propagation
algorithms available in UAL.
8.6.4. Symple ti Propagation Through Se tor Bends . Other than for
drifts, the only stati magneti elements for whi h exa t, thi k element equations
are available are uniform eld magnets. The traje tories are perfe t ir les or, in
three dimensiona, heli es. Even in this ase, nding the exa t exit oordinates
requires the use of quite ompli ated geometry. In the following al ulation we
have the temerity to work out in detail a result due to E. Forest, whi h he states
(without derivation) in his Beam Dynami s book.
To meet the \exa tness" requirement for a thi k element one needs analyti
expressions for output oordinates as fun tions of input oordinates. To meet the
requirement of polymorphi des ription with oordinates given either as numbers
or as trun ated power series (TPS), these formulas need to be expli it and free from
bran hed evaluation routes. For a nite se tor bend of angle  these onditions are
met by the following formulas, whi h relate to the geometry exhibited in FIG 8.4.
These formulas are given as Eqs. (12.18) of Forest's book.
To redu e omplexity a bit the gure illustrates pure radial (typi ally horizontal) motion. (i.e. in the plane of symmetry of the magnet.) This an also be
regarded as the proje tion onto the magnet midplane of a ompletely general orbit
of momentum p0(1 + Æ). By onventional de nition of transverse \momentum" oordinate px, if the nominal momentum is p0, then the a tual transverse momentum
is pxp0. With verti al momentum (s aled the same way) given by py , the total
in-plane momentum is
q
(8.72)
pk = (1 + Æ)2 p2y
whi h is independent of s. Using this, (radial) entran e angle x and the exit angle
x(s) are given in terms of momentum omponents by
(8.73)
sin x = ppx ; sin x(s) = pxp(s) :
k
k
The oordinate s, ar length along the design orbit, satis es
(8.74)
 = s ;
where  is the design bend radius. As shown in the gure, the exit momentum
omponents, expressed in the appropriate lo al exit frame, are
q
px(s); py (s) = py ; ps (s) = (1 + Æ)2 p2y p2x (s):
(8.75)
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p = (1+δ)2 −p 2
y

x

px

θx
x

l (s)

ps = (1+δ)2 −p 2− p 2
y
x

P0
x(s)

p

P2
z cos Φ + x sinΦ = 0

θx (s)

ρc p

px (s)

ρc p

ρc

ρc

−Z sin Φ + X cosΦ
−Φ

−ϑ
d

(Z,X)

d = Z cos Φ + X sin Φ

z

Shown along with the entral traje tory is the proje tion of a general traje tory onto the midplane of a se tor bend
of nominal bend angle . With the total parti le momentum
being (1 + Æ)p0, where p0 is the entral momentum, the s aled
momentum is 1 + Æ. (A ve tor of magnitude p0 would have unit
length in the gure.) Sin e verti al and horizontal motion is unoupled it is valid to regard the proje ted urve as the traje tory
of a parti le a tually lying
q in the midplane of the magnet but having momentum pk = (1 + Æ)2 p2y . This quantity is onserved
along the orbit. The radial oordinates at the magnet fa es are
displa ement x and (in units of p0) radial momentum px.
Figure 8.4.

Expressed in the entran e frame oordinates, with origin at the apex of the se tor
bend, the oordinates (Z; X ) of the enter of urvature of the displa ed traje tory
are
(Z; X ) = ( px; x +  (1 ps));
(8.76)
and the equation of the exit fa e of the se tor bend is
z os + x sin  = 0:
(8.77)
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The perpendi ular (dire ted) distan e from the enter of urvature to this line is
d = Z os + X sin:
(8.78)
From the right triangle with vertex at (Z; X ) we get output angle x(s) to be given
by
(8.79)
sin x(s) =  dp :
k
In view of the se ond of Eqs. (8.73), after simpli ation, this gives the lo ally-radial
output momentum omponent to be
x

px (s) = px os +
(8.80)
+
1
ps sin :

Noti e that this has automati ally re-expressed the radial momentum in the lo al
Frenet frame of referen e appropriate at the exit fa e of the magnet. This is Forest's
Eq. (12.18.b). It meets the exa tness requirement as well as the TPS des ription
requirement by giving one output oordinate as an expli it analyti fun tion of the
input oordinates. Subsequent formulas an be regarded as expli it even if they
depend on px(s). In parti ular, ps(s) is given by the third of Eqs. (8.75). As has
been impli it in the dis ussion so far, the fra tional momentum maps a ording to
Æ(s) = Æ.
The a tual ar length l(s) and the visible-in- gure ar length lk(s) are related
by lk(s)=l(s) = pk=(1 + Æ). The total bend angle # an be determined either in
terms of lk(s) and radius of urvature or in terms of the angles visible in the gure;
l(s)
= lk(s) = # =  x(s) + x:
(8.81)
 (1 + Æ)  pk
Solving for l(s) yields

p (s)
p 
l(s) =  (1 + Æ)  sin 1 x + sin 1 x :
(8.82)
pk
pk
Verti al evolution is given similarly by


(8.83)
 sin 1 pxp(s) + sin 1 ppx :
y(s) = y + py 
k
k
All that remains is to determine x(s) using the same output right triangle;
 + x(s) =  pk os x(s) + Z sin( ) + X os:
(8.84)
Re-expressed, this be omes


1 + ps(s) px sin  + x + 1 ps os :
x(s) = 
(8.85)
All of the needed output oordinates have now been obtained.
8.7. Identifying Sour es of Nonlinearity by Spe tral Analysis

This se tion an be regarded as an extension, to nonlinear motion, of hapter 4, in whi h analysis of diagnosti instrumentation was dis ussed. The present
emphasis is on identifying sour es of nonlinearity. The idea is to orrelate peaks
observed in spe tra, derived from multiturn BPM output, with the sour es whi h
ould produ e them. These spe tra an be obtained using a hardware spe trum
analyser or by Fourier transformation of digitized BPM turn-by-turn data.

8.7. IDENTIFYING SOURCES OF NONLINEARITY BY SPECTRAL ANALYSIS
Table 8.3.

mx
my
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 os((mx x + my y )2t);

mx
my



mx
my

+

mx
my ;

1=

0
0

x = ax os(2xt) = ax 10
y = ay os(2y t) = ay 01
a2y 0 a2x a2y 0
a2
x2 y2 = x 20
2
2 2+ 2 0
2xy = axay 11
3axa2y 1 + 3a3x 6axa2y 1
a3
x3 3xy2 = x 30
0
4
4 2
4
3
3
2
2
3x2y y3 = a4y 03 + 3a4xay 21 3ay 46axay 01
6a2xa2y 2 + a4y 0
x4 6x2 y2 + y4 = a4x 40
8 2 4 4
4
a4x 12a2xa2y 2 4a4y 12a2xa2y 0 3a4x 12a2xa2y + 3a4y 0
+
0+
2+
0
8
8
8
3
3
3
3
4x3y 4xy3 = 4a8xay 3 1 4a8xay 13 + 12axay 8 12axay 11

(8.86)

For suÆ iently small amplitudes all nonlinear terms be ome negligible and the
motion is des ribed approximately by the pure (un oupled by preferen e) betatron motions xt = ax os(2xt) and yt = ay os(2y t) for t = 0; 1; : : : . These
\fundamental os illations" an be regarded as the \zero'th" approximation to the
motion. These time dependen ies, and the time dependen ies they produ e when
nonlinear elements are present, are shown in Table 8.3. Like quantum numbers in
spe
tros opy, integers mx and my an be used to label observed lines. The notation
m
my in the table, having x-harmoni number mx on top and y-harmoni number
my on the bottom, is intended to help in assigning labels to spe tral lines. When
longitudinal motion is in luded another, similar index, ms, is introdu ed.
A nonlinear element an be treated perturbatively, with the de e tion it auses
proportional to a quadrati or higher power of the fundamental os illations amplitudes. Sin e the small amplitude motion is harmoni these extra ontributions
are periodi with the same periods, and they an be expessed as \nonlinear harmoni s", also known as \higher harmoni frequen ies" of the fundamental os illations. Exploiting this feature, a sextupole de e tion proportional to x2 appears
as a double-frequen y motion|though with aliasing this line may appear at an
initially-unexpe ted lo ation. O tupole de e tions proportional to x3 ause tripled
(and other) lines. Other nonlinear de e tions, for example proportional to xy, an
also ause \mixing" (sum and di eren e frequen ies).
The power of Fourier expansion is to \linearize" this weakly nonlinear motion.
In lowest order of perturbation theory, a nonlinear element ontributes as if linear,
but driven at sum and di eren e frequen ies of the fundamental frequen ies. Higher
order perturbation theory an be des ribed by iterating this pro edure, but the
x
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possible harmoni s proliferate badly, and the spe tra rapidly be ome uniterpretable
as the basi amplitudes in rease. Eventually the motion be omes haoti .
There is one ase in whi h pro eeding to se ond order perturbation theory is
justi ed. It is the (quite ommon) ase in whi h a nonlinear element has no e e t
in lowest order. An example of this is the absen e of tune shift due to sextupoles
in lowest order. To al ulate amplitude-dependent tune shifts it is ne essary to
in lude o tupoles in rst order and sextupoles in se ond order.
Observing whi h peaks are present, and with what strength, and then orrelating with Fourier expansions of parti ular multipole elds an give lues as to
whi h elds are ausing the motion to be nonlinear. Conversely the importan e
of nonlinearities known (from magneti measurements) an be assessed. For interpreting spe tra in this way it is ne essary to write Fourier expansions of the
multipole expressions for de e tions x0 and y0 appearing in Table 8.1. The
following formulas are needed for those expansions:
Sin e the fa tors ax and ay are presumeably, in some sense, \small", the dominant lines tend to be those having minimal powers of these fa tors.
The onvergen e (i.e. the extent to whi h su eeding terms be ome less important) of the multipole series as a formula for magneti eld at displa ement ax
an be assessed by the numeri al value of ratios (bn+1anx+1)=(bnanx) = (bn+1=bn)ax.
But to estimate the absolute in uen e on a elerator performan e of a parti ular
multipole an estimator like that al ulated in Problem 8.10 is needed. In pra ti e,
as mentioned before, there is a strong tenden y for lower powers of an and bn to
dominate.
Example spe tra extra ted for the toy latti e general fodo rf are shown in
FIG 8.5. These plots were obtained by using the graphi s program xmgra e to
post-pro ess turn-by-turn data produ ed by UAL. (This uses the PERL interfa e
that is being in the pro ess of being phased out.) The ode is run by
$ d /home/ualusr/USPAS/ual1/examples/UI_Xmgr
$ perl shell_USPAS.pl

The lower three graphs show the horizontal, verti al and longitudinal turn-by-turn
data and the upper graphs are the orresponding tune spe tra. Low order tune lines
are shown, labeled with triplets (mx; my ; mz ). The fundamental lines are shown
by solid verti al lines. They are lo ated by rst nding the maxima in the three
spe tra. From these tunes, tune ombinations are formed as mxx + my y + ms s,
where mx, my , and ms are small integers. Furthermore the tune lines have to be
\unaliased" into the range from 0 to 0:5. (This amounts to nding the absolute
deviation from the nearest integer.)
Some features that an be observed in these spe tra are:
 The fundamental tunes are Qx = 0:26, Qy = 0:28, Qs = 0:08.
 There is a strong 1; 0; 0 signal visible in the longitudinal spe tum. This is
eviden e of oupling between horizontal and longitudinal.
 A re ipro al 0; 0; 1 line is visible in the horizontal spe trum.
 The verti al signal is almost pure harmoni . Absen e of 1; 0; 0 signal
implies the absense of x; y oupling.
 There is a weak 2; 0; 0 line in the horizontal spe trum. This is due to the
presen e of hromati ity sextupoles.
 The line 1; 1; 0 in the verti al spe trum omes, presumably, from the
same sour e.
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Similar plots an be obtained using the UAL player.
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Table 8.4.

0
0
1

mx
my

0
1

ax

ay

a2x ; a2y
a3x ; ax a2y
4

2 2

2
0

4

ax ; ax ay ; ay

a2x ay ; a3y

1

a2x

4

0
2

1

ax ay

a3x
2 2

3

2

1

1

2

3

ax ay ; ax ay

4

ax ay ; ay

a2x ay

ax a2y

Spe tral lines in Y -spe trum (verti al) aused by parti ular multipoles.
amplitudes. There are also numeri al fa tors, of order one, not shown.

Table 8.5.

0
0

mx
my
b0
a0
b1
a1
b2
a2
b3
a3
b4
a4

1
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0
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1
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2
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4

2 2

4
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1

2
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0
4

1

1

0
2

3
0

2

1

1

2

a3y
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3

ax ay
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3

ax ay

a4y

and ay are \fundamental"

0 4
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0
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2
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0 4
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a2y

2 2
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3
0
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a2y
3

4

2 2

ax ; ax ay
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2 2

4

ax ay ; ay
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2

ax ay

a3y
4
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2
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a4y
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b0
a0
b1
a1
b2
a2
b3
a3
b4
a4

1
0
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Spe tral lines in X -spe trum (horizontal) aused by parti ular multipoles. ax and ay are \fundamental"
amplitudes. There are also numeri al fa tors, of order one, not shown.
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Figure

Turn-by-turn data, spe trum analysed, for
ollider rf latti e. Fra tional tunes are Qx = 0:26, Qy = 0:28,
Low order tune lines are labeled with mx, my , and ms

indi ies.

Qs = 0:08.
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Problem 8.8. Show that the e e t of losed orbit displa ements x and y
are to produ e \feed-down" su h that the presen e of multipole oeÆ ients bn and
an leads to multipoles

(y)
x)
(x)
bn(x1) = nbnx; a(
n 1 = nan x; bn 1 = nan y; an 1 = nbn y:

(8.87)

Problem 8.9. The Courant-Snyder invariant  of a parti le exe uting one
dimensional betatron os illations is given by x x2 + 2 xxx0 + x x0 2 . With proper
axis-s aling, if the motion is linear, the point in phase spa e with oordinates (x; x0 )
lies on a ir le and rotates at uniform rate. The e e t of a de e tion x0 ! x0 +x0
will sometimes be to in rease  and sometimes to de rease it. Show however that
on the average there is a net in rease given by
<  >= x (x0 )2 :
(8.88)
Problem 8.10. Consider the one dimensional motion of a parti le with amplitude ax through a bending element that bends the entral traje tory through angle
. The eld nonuniformity of the magnet is des ribed by a multipole oeÆ ient
bn. Show that he de e tion su ered is bn anx  times an os illatory fa tor in the
range from 1 and 1. Continuing to drop a numeri al fa tor of order 1, show that
the average fra tional in rease in the Courant-Snyder invariant in passing through
the magnet is
n 1 n+1
<  >
(8.89)

(
bn axn 1 x )2  (bn )2 x 2 x 2 Nxn 1 :

where
is quoted as Nx where x is the horizontal beam emittan e and x =
p aisx the
r.m.s. horizontal beam size. This formula is not valid for n = 1. Why
x x
not?
Problem 8.11. Che k all (or at least many of) entries in Table 8.4.
Problem 8.12. An ere t quadrupole is misaligned from its design orientation
by a small roll angle  << 1 around the longitudinal axis. In its natural (x0 ; y0 )
oordinates, the quadrupoles multipole expansion is
(8.90)
By0 + iBx0 = b01(x0 + iy0);
and in the design latti e oordinates it is
By + iBx = (b1 + ia1 )(x + iy):
(8.91)
Show, to lowest order in , that
b1 = b01 ; a1 = 2b01:
(8.92)
In modeling the e e t of a misaligned quad the fa tor of 2 in Eq. (8.92) must not
be overlooked. A mnemoni for remembering this fa tor is that a quadrupole need
only be rotated through angle =4 (not =2) for pure b1 to be ome pure a1 .
Problem 8.13. Perform the numeri al al ulations (a ounting for aliasing if
ne essary) to a ount for the lo ations of spe tral lines labeled 200, 001, 10-1, and
10+1, in the Qx plot of FIG 8.5.

CHAPTER 9
Colliding Beams
9.1. The

ollider.adxf

latti e

The ollider.adxf latti e is derived from the general fodo latti e, via the
ra etra k latti e. The long straight se tions of ra etra k are repla ed by \low
beta opti s" appropriate for a hieving maximum luminosity from given beam urrents. The elements making up the irtoar transition se tion are shown in FIG 9.1,
and their parameter values are listed next; the initial numeri al values are su h that
lfa =1.0 m.
< onstant name="lfa " value="s ale*20*nhalf/100"/>
< onstant name="l01" value="1.397753023209*lfa "/>
< onstant name="l12" value="1.497222048429*lfa "/>
< onstant name="l23" value="12.177703590031*lfa "/>
< onstant name="l34" value="5.0*lfa "/>
< onstant name="l45" value="5.0*lfa "/>
< onstant name="l56" value="5.0*lfa "/>
< onstant name="lqir" value="0.001"/>
< onstant name="qir1" value="-1.05/lfa "/>
< onstant name="qir2" value="0.5494/lfa "/>
< onstant name="qir3" value="-0.33/lfa "/>
< onstant name="qir4" value="0.1837/lfa "/>
< onstant name="qir5" value="-0.2389/lfa "/>
< onstant name="qir6" value="0.1194/lfa "/>
<se tor name="irtoar ">
<frame ref="mkst"/>
<frame ref="dr01"/>
<frame ref="quadir1"/>
<frame ref="dr12"/>
<frame ref="quadir2"/>
<frame ref="dr23"/>
<frame ref="quadir3"/>
<frame ref="dr34"/>

l12

l 01

l34

l23

l56

l45

x
s

IP
*

Q1

−Q2

Q3

−Q4

Lengths and strengths of interse tion region optial elements. Lens symbols and quad strengths appropriate for
horizontal ( onvex is fo using) are shown and all Qi are positive.

Figure 9.1.
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Q
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<frame
<frame
<frame
<frame
<frame
</se tor>

ref="quadir4"/>
ref="dr45"/>
ref="quadir5"/>
ref="dr56"/>
ref="quadir6"/>

Not shown in this listing are the regular ar quadrupole half-strengths; q1 =
0:1194 and q2 = 0:1199. The latti e fun tions for the latti e with these values
are shown in FIGs 9.2, 9.3, and 9.4. One sees from FIG 9.2 that the IR region is
well mat hed to the ar s (whi h are the same as in the ra etra k latti e). But
the presen e of small beta fun tions at the interse tion point (IP) ause high beta
values nearby. This follows inexorably, as an be seen, for example, from Table
2
in Chapter 2. Sin e the latti e is mirror symmetri about the IP's, x = y = 0
at the IP. Here the use of asterisk to spe ify IP is a traditional notation. It then
follows from Eq. (3.4) that
2
2
l01
l01
y
y
(9.1)
1x = x + x ; 1 =  + y :

The opti s has been adjusted so that y << x. Eqs. (9.1) then shows that 1y
in reases mu h more rapidly than 1x, as s in reases from zero. This requires the
rst quad, Q1, to be verti ally fo using, as shown. (The on ave/ onvex symbols
refers to horizontal fo using hara ter in this gure, and all Qi are taken to be
positive.) FIG 9.4 on rms these features.
Quadrupole lens opti s is too ompli ated to be taken lightly, as you will disover if you start hanging parameters re klessly, but ertain features of a beamline
like this are subje t to quite simple treatment. One good plan is to work with
\doublets" whi h, together, behave something like glass lenses by having the same
hara ter (either fo using or defo using) in both x and y planes.
The dominant visual feature of these IR opti s is that l23 is mu h greater than
either l01 or l12. This, plus the mat h to the FODO ar opti s, is what leads to
small beta fun tions at the IP. There is a \beam waist" at the origin. This is as
lose to a point fo us as ever o urs in latti e opti s. Basi ally the Q1, Q2 doublet
fo uses rays emerging from the origin to an image somewhere in the vi inity of
Q3 or beyond. With l23 assumed large, we may as well assume that the Q1 , Q2
doublet fo uses \at in nity". In other words we want this doublet to produ e point
to parallel fo using.
9.1 Let Mx and My stand for the 2  2 matri es governing propagation from the origin to point 2. Show that, for point to parallel fo using, we need
x = M y = 0. Work out these matrix elements and then, assuming l and l
M22
01
12
22
Problem

.

are known, show that the doublet quadrupole strengths are
r

s

l01 + l12
1
; Q2 =
(9.2)
l12
(l01 + l12)l12 :
Finally, show that the entries in the ollider latti e are in rough agreement with
your values; (a tually somewhat greater in magnitude be ause we don't really want
the fo us as far as in nity.)

1
Q1 =
l01

In pra ti e l01 is hosen to be as short as possible, onsistent with tting the
required parti le dete tor into that drift, and allowing for Q1 itself to use some of
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the spa e. Typi ally Q2 has design similar to Q1 and is butted right up against Q1,
e e tively xing l12  l01.
Commonly it is the large value of 1y that xes the minimum a hievable value
y
of  . Viewing FIG
9.4 let us assume that the opti s has been adjusted to satisfy
the onstraint 1y < max = 200 m. From Eq. (9.1), treating the leading term as
negligible, we therefore have
2
l01
y
(9.3)
 > max :
Though quad Q1 restrains y , it auses x to in rease even more rapidly in the
region from Q1 to Q2. This in rease is stopped by Q2 but, typi ally, not before x
has in reased until it is equal, or almost equal, to max. For simpli ity, we take this
to be the same as the maximum tolerable verti al value. (i.e. 2x  200 m.)
9.2 With Q1 and Q2 given by Eqs. (9.2), nd the value of x su h
x
that 2 = 200 m, under the (reasonable) requirement that the maximum of x o urs
Problem

.

at Q2 . FIG 9.4 shows this assumption is quite a urately orre t, but you annot
expe t omparably good agreement for the value of x sin e other approximations
have been made.

FIG 9.4 shows that the opti s is roughly mat hed to the ar opti s already at
In fa t, to make the mat hing learer, Q4 ould be treated as two thin lenses
and Q42, butted together, with Q42 = q1. With this observation, and noting
that Q5 = 2q2 and q6 = q1 , one sees that the opti s are quite a urately mat hed
already at a point \part way through" Q4.
What this has meant is that, with all lengths xed, as well as strengths Q1 and
Q2, the only adjustable parameters left are Q3 and Q41 . All Twiss fun tions are
onstrained (by the need to mat h the ar opti s) at the boundary between Q41
and Q42. The other onstraints that must be met are x = y = 0. These two
equations x Q3 and Q41.
If all lengths are held xed, by the arguments given so far, the entire opti s is
xed, at least approximately. There is little point, therefore, in trying to adjust the
IP beta fun tions by just altering quadrupole strengths for the simple IR ollider
on guration. It is typi ally diÆ ult (but not impossible, using rails,) to hange
drift lengths in a storage ring. From the arguments given, one sees that this makes
it quite diÆ ult to hange the beta-star values using the ollider interse tion
region opti s.
Of ourse one an vary all lengths in the entire ring. By equations like Eq. (3.17),
s aling all lengths up and all quadrupole strengths down in the same ratio,
will leave
the opti s, in luding the IR opti s, mat hed. The lengths x and y would therefore be redu ed in the same ratio. But one never has the luxury of s aling the
ir umferen e of a storage ring, so this alteration is impra ti al.
9.3 In spite of its impra ti ality, s ale all lengths in the ollider

Q4.
Q41

Problem

.

latti e, and s ale all quad strengths by the inverse fa tor. Use the simulation ode to
determine the new opti s and on rm the s aling behavior des ribed in the previous
paragraph.

If one must hange beta-star values, the most promising pro edure is to alter
and l12 by the same (preferably fairly lose to 1) fa tor and preserving ring
geometry by altering l23. For simpli ity, let all other lengths remain un hanged.
l01
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By Eqs. (6) Q1 and Q2 s ale inversely with l01 and l12. Then it should be possible
to restore the mat h by adjusting Q3 and Q4 using x = y = 0. y
By varying the ratio l01=l12 it would be possible to vary the ratio  = x. But, as
explained earlier the use of \doublet opti s" for yes this ratio to be large. Swit hing
the signs of Q1 and Q2 would produ e x <<  .
9.4 Using the UAL simulation ode, determine a urate values for
y
x

Problem

.

 and  and ompare your values with values al ulated by formulas in this se tion.

The opti s that has been des ribed is typi al of ele tron a elerators, where the
verti al emittan e is already mu h less than the horizontal emittan e rendering the
beams ribbon-shaped. In hadron a elerators the transverse beam emittan es are
normally approximately equal and there is a luminosity advantage in having the
beams approximately round at the IP. This an only be a hieved by using \triplet
opti s", more ompli ated than an be a hieved with the ollider toy latti e.
Just repla ing the doublet Q1; Q2 by a triplet, most of the pre eeding arguments will remain roughly true, and more-or-less equal betas at the IP an be
y   1 m, is pra ti al with doublet opti s in an ele tron a a hieved. Though
elerator, x  y   1 m is more typi al of hadron olliders. This is partly due
to the inherently longer fo al lengths a hievable using triplet opti s and partly due
to the mu h higher parti le momenta (and hen e longer quadrupoles) in hadron
a elerators.
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Figure 9.2.
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This remainder of this hapter is rather more te hni al than is appropriate for
the USPAS a elerator simulation ourse. It is more appropriate as a se tion of
the Physi s User's Manual. A beam-beam test program bmbm. pp is appended as a
onvenient way to onvey various numeri al oeÆ ients. A tar le with onsistent
README, data and make le is available for a tual use of the ode.
As of Mar h 2005, the elements headonbb and remotebb have not yet, in fa t,
been implemented in UAL. As a result, parasiti beam-beam intera tions annot be
on atenated into nonlinear TPS latti e maps.

9.2. Parti le De e tion Caused by On oming Bun h

The de e tion of a harged parti le aused by an approa hing harged bun h
an be modeled as de e tion by an arti ial beambeam element that is lo ated where
the bun hes meet and a ts mu h like any physi al latti e element. The on oming
beam is assumed to be Gaussian in all six phase spa e oordinates.
In pra ti e the bun hes are long (z oordinate) ompared to their transverse
(x,y) omponents. Invariably both bun hes are fully relativisti . It is well known
in this ir umstan e that the ele tromagneti elds of the bun h are ompressed
longitudinally to be ome almost exa tly transverse. This makes it appropriate to
treat the elds as purely transverse and derivable from a harge distribution with
shape dependent only on transverse oordinates and magnitude proportional to the
longitudinal bun h distribution.
To a lowest approximation the beam-beam intera tion an be treated as a single
transverse impulse at the rossing point. More a urate, and espe ially for non-zero
rossing angle of long bun hes, it is appropriate to \sli e" the bun h longitudinally
and to represent ea h bun h rossing by several, londitudinally-displa ed de e tions. Even in this ase, it is a good approximation to assume transverse elds that
are independent of z ex ept for being modulated by the longitudinal bun h prole. Beam-beam intera tions are modeled to both of these levels of approximation
in UAL. For even greater a ura y, espe ially in situations where the beam-beam
intera tion ex ites syn hrobetatron os illations, it would be appropriate to in lude
longitudinal for es, but this level of approximation is not supported at this time.
In the purely-transverse, fully-relativisti , eld approximation, the ele tri and
magneti elds are related exa tly as are the elds in a plane ele tromagneti wave.
(Weissza ker-Williams approximation.) For a 2D Gaussian transverse harge distribution the elds an be expressed as an analyti fun tion of the ( omplexi ed)
transverse position z = x + iy; the fun tion is variant W (z) of the so- alled omplex
error fun tion. In UAL (as in most other simulations) this fun tion is evaluated by
various nonpolynomial numeri al algorithms for evaluation of the omplex error
fun tion.[21℄.
Parti le dynami s an be handled polymorphi ally in UAL. What this means is
that (optionally) the parti le oordinates being evolved an be treated as trun ated
power series (TPS). It might be thought automati to treat an analyti fun tion
like the omplex error fun tion by a TPS. As it happens this is is diametri ally
in orre t. The inappropriateness manifests itself mathemati ally, physi ally, and
omputationally. Mathemati ally, though analyti in some regions, W (z) is not
analyti at the z = x + iy = 0 origin, whi h is pre isely where a TPS has to be a
di erentiable fun tion of x and y individually. Physi ally, the beam-beam elds fall
o (proportional to 1=r) at large radial radius, while a TPS, trun ated to any nite
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order, blows up at large r. Computationally the omplex plane has to be segmented
into more than one pat h, with a separate evaluation algorithm applying in ea h
pat h. The omputer program evaluating w(z) starts by sele ting the orre t pat h
and pro eeds by applying the algorithm appropriate for this pat h. This is very
satisfa tory for purely numeri al evaluation, but limits the validity of on atenation
to su h a restri ted pat h as to be useless for multiturn simulation.
Though beam-beam de e tions an be represented di erentiably (as required
by TPS) in lo al pat hes, for example near the origin, the nonanalyti nature of the
ele tri eld ex ludes the possibility of a pat h of size even as great as the smaller
of the strong beam's transverse r.m.s. sizes.
Be ause of this mismat h, for head-on beam-beam ollisions, the beam-beam
de e tion annot be handled polymorphi ally. This means that the beam-beam
intera tion map annot be on atenated with a latti e TPS map. To exploit a (possibly nonlinear) map representing the latti e se tor pre eeding an IP, it is ne essary
to derive ea h parti le's oordinates at the IP from the map, then to al ulate and
apply the beam-beam de e tion, and nally to treat the result as input oordinates
for the map representing the next se tor.
For suÆ iently non-head-on, parasiti , beam-beam intera tions, the limitation
just des ribed is not operative. Here \suÆ iently" means something like \several
sigma". For su h ollisions the parasiti ollisions an be on atenated into a latti e
map mu h the way any other latti e element would be.
Be ause the nonanalyti problem is not fatal for suÆ iently remote ollision,
it makes sense to introdu e two distin t beambeam types, alled headonbb and
remotebb. The remotebb type an be on atenated polymorphi ally just like any
other beam line element. The headonbb type an be subje ted to near-linear map
analysis, to obtain small amplitude tune shifts and even amplitude-dependent tune
shifts, but the evaluation pat h valid at the origin is already very ina urate for
transverse displa ement amplitudes omparable with the opposing bun h size. Certainly the des ription of long term evolution by iterating a single map representing
both latti e and beam-beam intera tion is unphysi al with a headonbb element in
the ring. But there is nothing to prevent on atenation of any number of remotebb
elements into a single nonlinear map for the se tor from one headonbb element to
the next.
9.3. Ele tri Field Due to Gaussian Charge Distribution
Bassetti and Erskine[22℄ give formulas for the ele tri eld omponents at x; y of

a Gaussian harge distribution, total harge per unit length , in terms of omplex
error fun tion w(z), where z = x + iy, The fun tion w(z) is related to the so- alled
\error fun tion omplement" erf (z) by
2
w(z ) = e z erf ( iz ):
(9.4)
(Introdu tion of omplex numbers into the dis ussion leads to an unfortunate lash
of meanings for the word \real". Whether \real" means the real part of a omplex
number or a single de imal number, as in omputer programming language, has to
be inferred from the ontext.)
The ele tri eld is given by
 
 
2 2
Ex = p 1 = w( xw + i yw ) e ( 2 2 + 2 2 ) w( xw sy + i yw sx ); (9.5)
Ey
s
s
s s
s s
2  s <
0

xw
sx

yw
sy

x

y
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where xw and yw are horizontal and verti al deviations of a parti ular parti le in
a \weak beam" from the enter of an approa hing \strong beam". Here we are
using the onventional \strong/weak" terminology of olliding beams, where the
distribution of the strong beam, i.e. the other beam, or the unperturbed beam,
is treated as onstant, at least until it is updated after multiple passes have been
evaluated.
The horizontal and verti al strong beam \sigmas" are sx and sy and, to simplify
the expression a bit, a modi ed transverse beam size s given by
q
(9.6)
s = 2(s2x s2y );
has been introdu ed. So that s is real, the beam is assumed to be wider than it is
tall, sx > sy , and sx=sy ex eeds some nominal value, slightly greater than 1, su h
as 1:1. Sin e the \strong beam" aspe t ratio depends on the lo al -fun tions, the
strong beam will normally be at least this mu h out of round even if the emittan es
in the two planes are equal.
At rossing points where the strong beam is nearly round a di erent approa h
is required. For an exa tly round beam, using S.I. units, the ele tri eld is
 
2 2  
Ex = (z ) 1 e r =(2s ) x ;
(9.7)
y
Ey
20
r2
where (z) is the longitudinal harge density. For a Gaussian-distributed, strong
beam bun h with Ns harges Qs,
 z2 
NQ
(9.8)
(z ) = p s s exp
2z2 :
2 z
For long bun hes, espe ially if they are relativisti , the longitudinal ele tri
eld an normally be negle ted. Also the magneti de e tion is, ex ept for fa tor
v2 = 2 , the same as the ele tri de e tion. The total de e tion is therefore obtained
by multiplying the ele tri de e tion by 1  v2 = 2 where the minus sign would be
appropriate for the spa e harge for e on a parti le o-moving with the bun h. The
positive sign is appropriate for the ounter-traveling bun hes assumed for beambeam
elements. The total de e tion su ered in passing the other bun h is proportional
to its bun h length, and hen e to its total harge. (While in luding the fa tor of
nearly two to add ele tri and magneti for e one must not forget to in lude an
almost-exa tly- an eling fa tor due to the relative velo ity of the ounter-moving
bun hes being almost 2 .)
The de e tion, say horizontal, x, su ered by a weak beam parti le of harge
Qw as it passes a strong beam bun h is given by
Z
Z

px
1
1
dpx
dt
x = p0 = p0 dt dt = p0 2Qw Ex(z) dz
dz:
(9.9)
The fa tor 2 in the numerator in ludes the magneti for e, and the fa tor dt=dz =
1=(2 ) a ounts for the relative velo ity of the bun hes.
9.4. The Beam-Beam Tune Shift Parameters

To a lowest (linearized) approximation the for e on a parti le in the weak
beam due to the strong beam is lens-like, but unlike a quadrupole in that the fous/defo us hara ter is the same in both planes. Repeating \golden rule" formulas
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from Eqs. (3.47), the leading e e ts of su h fo using are tune shifts given by
1
1
(9.10)
x =
4 xqx; y = 4 y qy ;
where qx and qy are inverse fo al lengths depending on the bun h harge and
pro le of the strong beam. Unlike a normal quadrupole, qx and qy have the same
sign. Espe ially in ele tron olliding beams qx and qy an be vastly di erent
but, for maximum luminosity, x and y tend to be roughly equal.
The values of  due to a single intera tion point rarely ex eed 0:05 in ele tron
olliders or 0:01 in hadron olliders. But olliding beam fa ilities usually have more
than one intera tion point. The tune shifts they ause are stri tly additive, and
an add up to a total tune shift as great as 0:2 or more, even though this might
seem to have required rossing destru tive resonan es.
9.5 For the round beam distribution of Eq. (9.7), show that the
Problem

.

horizontal, beam-beam tune shift parameter is given by
1 NsQs :
(9.11)
x = x
4 p0 =Qw 40s2
Problem 9.6. By keeping the next term in the expansion of the round beam
de e tion, al ulate the o tupole-order horizontal de e tion.

9.5. Impra ti ality of Taylor Map Beam-Beam Representation
The \altitude hart", for w(z) in Abramowitz and Stegun's[23℄ FIG. 7.3, shows

regular behavior in the upper right quadrant, but there are poles in the lower right
quadrant. From the gure and the relation
w(z ) = w( z );
(9.12)
one on ludes that expression Eq.(9.5) has the orre t symmetry for left-right re e tion through the verti al axis, but that it does not give the physi ally demanded updown symmetry for re e tion through the horizontal axis. It follows that Eq. (9.5)
is valid in the upper half-plane and invalid in the lower half-plane. Any analyti
approximation to this formula will have similar properties. For purely numeri al
tra king this is not a problem sin e lower half-plane de e tions an be inferred by
using the re e tion symmetry. But appli ation of symmetry for purpose of evaluation is in onsistent with TPS representation.
Part of experimental, storage ring, parasiti -bun h- rossing lore is that a parti le in one bun h will be lost if its amplitude en roa hes on the opposing bun h's
\spa e", meaning the region of non-negligible harge density. This is not qualitatively in onsistent with the mathemati al observation that non-vanishing harge
density is in ompatible with analyti two dimensional eld (as follows from Ampere's
law.) A formalism su h as TPS, that relies on di erentiability, is therefore, in priniple, invalid for even remote ollisions of Gaussian-shaped beam bun hes. But
Gaussian harge distributions fall o dramati ally at large amplitudes and physially realisti bun hes truly vanish outside, say, 5 or 6 sigma. This makes it valid
to ontemplate in orporating remote, or \parasiti " beam-beam ollisions into a
TPS simulation formalism. As mentioned previously, to distinguish su h ollisions
from head on ollisions (for whi h the element type name headonbb is employed)
parasiti ollisions are modeled by the remotebb type.
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The map simulation of remotebb parasiti rossings will inevitably break down
for rossings that are too lose. If parti les an a tually be lost due to parasiti
rossings one annot expe t the simulation to model the loss evolution a urately.
(When ontemplating train wre ks one on entrates on avoiding them, not on a urate des ription of the wre kage.) On the other hand, sin e failure of analyti ity
manifests itself by unphysi al for es proportional to a possibly-high power of amplitude, one an be optimisti that numeri al simulation an predi t with quite good
a ura y the amplitude beyond whi h parti les are lost. The next se tion des ribes
formulas to be used, within UAL, to model the remotebb type polymorphi ally.
For a headonbb type, one an ontemplate using its TPS map to simulate its
e e t on weak beam parti les of small amplitude, su h as \one tenth sigma". The
so- alled \beam-beam tune shift" parameterization of the ollision amounts to just
su h a pure linearization of the de e ting for e. Even some amplitude dependent
e e ts an perhaps be estimated while restri ting the amplitudes to suÆ iently
small values. But the ode warns against on atenation of headonbb elements in
any simulation that pretends to be a self- onsistent model using a distribution of
weak beam parti le amplitudes mat hing the strong beam distribution. For faithful
modeling in this ase the ode uses pure numeri al evaluation of ea h headonbb
intera tion. This is not a serious limitation in pra ti e, but it auses the appli ation
of some nonlinear tools, su h as normal form analysis, to be invalid.
There are approximation algorithms available for al ulating the elds of Gaussian harge distributions a urately for all possible bun h separations. But, to avoid
ompli ation, it is sensible to a ept redu ed a ura y in the interest of redu ing
the number of evaluation pat hes. The next se tion dis usses evaluation for parasiti ollisions and the se tion after that dis usses headon evaluation. Sin e the
ode takes are of hoosing a good algorithm in ea h ase, for ben hmarking and
he king the ode reliability, it should be adequate to spot he k only a relatively
small number of ases.
9.6. Pade Approximation For remotebb Type Collisions

The trun ated Taylor series formalism is introdu ed into parti le traje tory
des ription to model nonlinear de e ting elements. The de e tions aused by
su h elements an be expressed as power series in the transverse oordinates (x
and y). Unfortunately the beam beam de e tion annot be des ribed by a single, everywhere- onvergent, power series. For example, the eld at large distan es
falls o as 1=r and su h a term diverges at the origin. This problem is somewhat
ameliorated by the use of Pade approximation. As explained in referen e[21℄, the
needed fun tion w(z) an be approximated in the vi inity of a point z0, in terms
of ( omplex) deviation z z0, in a Pade form
0 + 1 (z z0 ) + 2 (z z0)2 + 3 (z z0)3
(9.13)
w(z ) 
1 + d1 (z z0) + d2 (z z0)2 + d3(z z0)3 + d4(z z0)4 :
This expression is relatively qui k to al ulate, and retains at least as many terms as
are likely to be needed for any pra ti al Taylor series to be generated subsequently.
Be ause the denominator terminates in a power N higher by one than the numerator
M , the behavior at large radius is appropriate. If needed, expressions with larger
values of M and N are easily obtainable.

9.6. PADE APPROXIMATION FOR REMOTEBB TYPE COLLISIONS
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The oeÆ ients i and di an be al ulated by a program su h as the following

MAPLE program:

restart: with(numapprox): Digits:=30:M:=6: N:=M+1:
z0:=0.0+I*0.0:
open("PCoeffs.dat",WRITE):
fprintf("PCoeffs.dat", "%d\\n", M):
fprintf("PCoeffs.dat", "%15.8e\\n", Re(z0)):
fprintf("PCoeffs.dat", "%15.8e\\n", Im(z0)):
evalf(pade( exp(-z^2)*erf (-I*z), z=z0, [M,N℄)):
w := subs(z-z0=d, %):
wnum:=numer(w): wden:=denom(w):
sd:= oeff(wden,d,0):
for j from 0 by 1 to M do
fprintf("PCoeffs.dat", "%15.8e\\n", Re( oeff(wnum,d,j))/sd):
fprintf("PCoeffs.dat", "%15.8e\\n", Im( oeff(wnum,d,j))/sd):
end do:
for j from 0 by 1 to N do
fprintf("PCoeffs.dat", "%15.8e\\n", Re( oeff(wden,d,j))/sd):
fprintf("PCoeffs.dat", "%15.8e\\n", Im( oeff(wden,d,j))/sd):
end do:
f lose("PCoeffs.dat");

This program outputs M , z0, and the oeÆ ients to le "PCoe s.dat" in a
format (one number per line) onvenient for reading into the C++ program that
al ulates ele tri elds. (For example \bmbm. pp", listed at the end of this report.)
For example, with (M; N ) = (6; 7) and z0 = 0,
0
1
2
3
4
5
6

= 1.00000000e+00
= 0.00000000e-01
=-8.25059157e-01
= 0.00000000e-01
= 7.63191604e-02
= 0.00000000e-01
=-6.44878650e-04

0.00000000e-01
-1.25647718e+00
0.00000000e-01
3.19300157e-01
0.00000000e-01
-1.04697937e-02
0.00000000e-01

d0
d1
d2
d3
d4
d5
d6
d7

= 1.00000000e+00
= 0.00000000e-01
=-2.51608137e+00
= 0.00000000e-01
= 5.75922692e-01
= 0.00000000e-01
=-1.85678083e-02
= 0.00000000e-01

0.00000000e-01
-2.38485634e+00
0.00000000e-01
1.52579039e+00
0.00000000e-01
-1.35740709e-01
0.00000000e-01
1.14243694e-03

=
=
=
=

1.23409804e-04
2.33554192e-01
1.25324805e-01
8.84183536e-03

2.01157317e-01
1.60868941e-01
-4.04528997e-02
-1.80649734e-02

= 1.00000000e+00
= 1.19099484e+00
= 8.87402357e-02
=-1.68262727e-01
=-3.19855404e-02

0.00000000e-01
-1.16400275e+00
-1.07153615e+00
-2.69022561e-01
-1.57189728e-02

An example with (M; N ) = (3; 4) and z0 = 3 is,
0
1
2
3

d0
d1
d2
d3
d4

This expansion is appropriate for al ulating w(z) with argument near z = 3. The
program is easily extended to al ulate the Pade oeÆ ients with enter points
lo ated on a regular grid.
Even with Pade approximation, problems remain. An expansion like that of
Eq. (9.13) is valid only in a restri ted pat h. An expansion entered on the origin
gives a respe table approximation to w in the entire upper half-plane. CBN 80-13
gives algorithms appropriate for enough pat hes to over the entire x; y spa e with
high a ura y. But this multi-pat h treatment an be in orporated into the TPS
formalism only by applying the map, parti le-by-parti le, to obtain the numeri al
oordinate values of every parti le at every headonbb lo ation.
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When used to al ulate the ele tri eld, be ause of its x ! x symmetry,
the Pade expansion entered on the origin ts the ele tri eld (whi h immediately
provides the magneti eld as well) reasonably well in the upper half-plane. Preliminary investigations have shown that some remote rossing ases an be modeled
adequately with just the Pade expansion entered on the strong beam. This is a
sensible approa h to take for preliminary investigations. As shown in CBN 80-13
the origin- entered Pade expansion with M = 6; N = 7 ( alled PADE1 in CBN 80-13)
gives a respe table approximation over a the entire upper half plane and a narrow
band just below the real axis. This an be referred to as a \default" representation.
It is implemented with hardwired oeÆ ients in subroutine wpade3 (listed below)
and with externally supplied oeÆ ients in wpade4.
For higher a ura y ea h parasiti ollision ould have its own Pade approximation. Sin e the two o urren es of w in Eq.(9.5) have di erent arguments, it would
be ne essary to use two Pade formulas for a single bun h rossing. The MAPLE program listed above gives Pade oeÆ ients at su h a point. CoeÆ ients are needed
for the two argument values orresponding to the separation of the bun h enters.
The same pro edure an handle the ase of bun h separation more verti al than
horizontal and the ase of beams higher than they are wide (sx > sy .)
To avoid the need for programming the oeÆ ient determination into the C++
ode, UAL requires them to be al ulated o -line, or at least in a separate module.
The oeÆ ients are then be passed to the simulation as parameters of the remotebb
element. Other required parameters are (sx; sy ; sz ), (x01 ; x02 , and the strong
beam strength (equivalent to ).
Consider a parasiti bun h rossing in whi h the parti le being tra ked lies in
a \weak beam" that is displa ed approximately horizontally by (positive) distan e
x from the enter of the \strong beam". This separation might also have non-zero
verti al deviation. Also, sin e the horizontal deviation depends, weakly to be sure,
on the parasiti intera tion, it is, in prin iple, ne essary to determine x iteratively.
Two error fun tion determinations are required. Always taking the strong beam
enter as origin, one requires Pade expansions entered on the two points
x sy :
x
x01 = ; x02 =
s
s sx

(9.14)

If the beams have verti al separation it is ne essary to alter the Pade enter points
a ordingly. The ase sy > ss also requires spe ial treatment not exhibited here.
Re-expressing Eq.(9.5) in terms of oordinates x and y relative to the weak
beam enter yields


Ex
Ey



=

 1
20p s

= (w(x01 + x + i y ) e ( (x2s+2xx)2 + 2ys22y ) w(x02 + x sy + i y sx )):
<
s s
s sx s sy

 

(9.15)
For typi al, many sigma, bun h separations at parasiti rossing, and for weak beam
betatron amplitudes out to all but unphysi ally large amplitudes, the two w terms
will be lose enough to the Pade expansion points that the Pade approximations
give a urate de e tions. This should not be surprising sin e the strong beam is
simply a multipole-ri h ele tromagnet from the point of view of the weak beam.
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As explained earlier, the pro edure of the previous se tion an be applied only
for small parti le amplitudes. In this limit both expansions in Eq. (9.15) are entered on the origin. As mentioned above PADE1 (whi h has been ported to wpade3
and wpade4 below) gives a de ent approximation in the entire upper half region. But
for negative verti al displa ements y more negative, say, than sy (whi h is a very
probable amplitude) the al ulated ele tri eld rapidly be omes in orre t. Even
for amplitudes of smaller amplitude than this, any apparent amplitude-dependent
tune shifts would be suspe t and would require areful veri ation.
For traje tory following in the presen e of headonbb elements it is still possible
to use maps, but every traje tory has to be onverted to numbers at every rossing.
The most ompa t map representation possible would on atenate all elements,
in luding parasiti rossings, in every ar into entire-ar maps. At every head-on
rossing the next-ar map would be applied to ea h parti le's (numeri al) postintera tion oordinates to obtain its (numeri al) pre-intera tion oordinates at the
next rossing point.
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